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No
1

Ward/Equal
Opportunities

Item Not
Open

Page
No
APPEALS AGAINST REFUSAL OF INSPECTION
OF DOCUMENTS
To consider any appeals in accordance with
Procedure Rule 25 of the Access to Information
Rules (in the event of an Appeal the press and
public will be excluded)

2

EXEMPT INFORMATION - POSSIBLE
EXCLUSION OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC
1

To highlight reports or appendices which
officers have identified as containing exempt
information, and where officers consider that
the public interest in maintaining the
exemption outweighs the public interest in
disclosing the information, for the reasons
outlined in the report.

2

To consider whether or not to accept the
officers recommendation in respect of the
above information.

3

If so, to formally pass the following
resolution:RESOLVED – That the press and public be
excluded from the meeting during
consideration of the following parts of the
agenda designated as containing exempt
information on the grounds that it is likely, in
view of the nature of the business to be
transacted or the nature of the proceedings,
that if members of the press and public were
present there would be disclosure to them of
exempt information, as follows:-

3

LATE ITEMS
To identify items which have been admitted to the
agenda by the Chair for consideration.
(The special circumstances shall be specified in
the minutes.)

B

4

DECLARATIONS OF DISCLOSABLE
PECUNIARY INTERESTS
To disclose or draw attention to any disclosable
pecuniary interests for the purposes of Section 31
of the Localism Act 2011 and paragraphs 13-16 of
the Members’ Code of Conduct.

5

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND
NOTIFICATION OF SUBSTITUTES
To receive any apologies for absence and
notification of substitutes.

6

MINUTES - 23 SEPTEMBER 2020

5 - 12

To approve as a correct record the minutes of the
minutes of the meeting held on 23 September
2020.
7

ADVANCING BUS SERVICE PROVISION

13 106

To consider the report of the Head of Democratic
Services, Director of City Development and West
Yorkshire Combined Authority, which provides an
overview of the progress made in response to the
recommendations of the Scrutiny Board in its
inquiry report ‘Advancing Bus Service Provision’,
published 17 May 2017.
8

BUDGET CONSULTATION

107 212

To receive a report from the Head of Democratic
Services presenting details of initial 2021/22
budget savings proposals, as considered by the
Executive Board at its meeting on 24 September
2020.
9

WORK SCHEDULE
To consider the Scrutiny Board’s work schedule for
the 2020/21 municipal year.

10

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the Board will be 18
November 2020 at 10am. There will be a premeet for all Board members at 9.45am.
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Agenda Item 6
SCRUTINY BOARD (INFRASTRUCTURE, INVESTMENT & INCLUSIVE
GROWTH)
WEDNESDAY, 23RD SEPTEMBER, 2020
PRESENT:

Councillor P Truswell in the Chair
Councillors N Buckley, L Cunningham,
N Dawson, K Dye, R Grahame,
K Maqsood, K Renshaw, M Shahzad,
J Taylor and P Wadsworth

22

APPEALS AGAINST REFUSAL OF INSPECTION OF DOCUMENTS
There were no appeals against refusal of inspection of documents.

23

Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public
There were no exempt items.

24

Late Items
There were no late items.

25

Declarations of Disclosable Pecuniary Interests
There were no declarations of disclosable pecuniary interests.

26

Apologies for Absence and Notification of Substitutes
Apologies were received from Cllr J Goddard, Cllr K Renshaw attended the
meeting as his substitute.

27

Minutes - 16 July 2020
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 16th July 2020, be
approved as a correct record.

28

Matters arising
Minute 17 – Update from the Director of City Development.
Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Wednesday, 14th October, 2020
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In relation to points raised by Board Members, Members were advised of the
following:
 Minute 17 – Update from the Director of City Development.
 In relation to points raised by Board Members, Members were advised
of the following:
 The availability of Discretionary Grants closed at the end of August,
with a deadline for payments to be granted by 30 September;
 Information in relation to responsibilities for flood alleviation would be
provided to Board Members. Advice would be sought from DEFRA
regarding the responsibilities of the West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue
Service in relation to flood alleviation;
 It was noted that Flood Risk management is due to be discussed at the
Board’s November meeting;
 First Bus are reporting that they are trying to return to a full timetable.
However, due to social distancing buses are running at only 50%
capacity. Significant preparations were put in place for the schools and
FE colleges returning, however, there is still a finite number of drivers
and fleet due to shortages brought about by Covid-19. Member
concern regarding school children and students trying to get to classes
on time was noted and would be raised with WYCA;
 Discussions will take place with Licensing Colleagues in relation to taxi
drivers with a view to exploring the provision of a number of face
coverings for passengers who do not have their own.

29

Director's Update: Covid-19 Pandemic Response and Recovery
The Report of the Director of City Development updated the Scrutiny Board
on key activity carried out in the City Development Directorate in relation to
the response to the COVID-19 pandemic and the implementation of the
subsequent recovery plan since the last update to the Scrutiny Board in July
2020.
In attendance at the meeting were:
 Cllr Lisa Mulherin - Executive Board Member for Climate Change,
Transport and Sustainable Development
 Martin Farrington – Director of City Development
 Gary Bartlett – Chief Officer, Highways and Transportation
 Sue Wynne – Chief Officer, Employment and Skills
 Eve Roodhouse – Chief Officer, Economic Development
The Board Members were informed of the following points:
 A survey has been undertaken of staff working from home. It was noted
that the Council currently has approximately 8000 people working from
home. The survey looked at all aspects of staff working from home
including wellbeing and consideration of how future working could
operate. It was noted that there is a need to rationalise the Council’s
portfolio of estate and some buildings may be sold. A report was due to
be considered by the Executive Board the following day on this matter;
Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Wednesday, 14th October, 2020
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Footfall within the City Centre is currently at 67.5% which is an
improvement on the period during lockdown, although, this is still down
on normal footfall;
Traffic flow is down 15% with rail travel down 70% compared to March
prior to lockdown;
£153,460,000 had been paid out to business of hospitality and leisure
through grants up to 11 September, with £5.8m of discretionary grants
assisting 600 businesses. It is hoped that the service will be able to
process as many applications as possible before the end of the
September deadline;
There has been a 90% increase in claimants for unemployment
payments and the Employment and Skills Service continues to support
companies going through redundancy processes. The Service has
supported 1,382 people into work between April and July 2020;
6 trials are currently running for the School Streets Initiative;
Proposed Active Travel Measures include more segregation of the
cycle lane on the A65 and work is proposed for the A660;
As part of the Emergency Access Travel Fund, Leeds has received
£710,000 of monies and £20,000 of revenue as part of the first phase
of works. The DFT has outlined a 12 week delivery time for these
works;
Kirkgate Market has remained operational throughout the COVID-19
pandemic. Recognising the impact of reduced footfall as a result of
COVID-19 a series of fee reductions (ranging from 25% through to
100%, reflecting differing levels of continuing Government restrictions
in trade) have been implemented for the 3 month period covering 1
July to 30 September 2020. Hardship claims are being considered on a
case by case basis. Footfall in the market was down 40% on the
previous year but there had been some recovery through July and
August. Footfall will continue to be monitored.
Planning services have remained operational throughout the pandemic.

In response to questions from Members the Board were informed of the
following:
 Rationalisation of properties within the Council’s portfolio will be
considered through reports to the Executive Board. A number, to be
determined by their size and price, will go to auction. There are
auctions taking place in October, December and February. All sales
would be approved by Executive Board;
 Through the staff survey it had been noted that younger cohorts of staff
are more likely to find report difficulty in working from home. This is for
a number of reasons, including sharing space within a house of
multiple occupation, living with parents, or not able to access the right
equipment. 1000 desks have been made available in covid-secure
offices for those who wish to return back to the office. It was noted that
use of these spaces is not at full capacity. New staff are being
welcomed into the organisation with appropriate support and training
being provided;

Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Wednesday, 14th October, 2020
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The process for paying Discretionary Grants is time consuming, with
checks having to be made against set criteria and against information
held by Companies House. The first phase of the programme between
June and July had seen 962 applications with 447 approved. The
second phase is due to close at the end of September, the Council’s
service along with other Local Authorities, had requested a further eight
weeks to process all the applications but had only been given a further
four weeks. Representation would continue to be made to Civil
Servants with a view to securing a further extension of the current
deadline;
The School Streets Initiative has been popular and the service are still
receiving requests. Fourteen schools streets are currently in the trial
with positive responses reported in all instances. It is hoped that the
Scheme can be progressed;
The Action Travel Fund bid has been delayed. Deadlines are tight but
officers hope to receive feedback from WYCA soon. In relation to the
Beeston Active Travel the service are still working to establish
community contacts, although there have been discussions with local
ward members;
Information on general levels of footfall outside the city centre is not
being monitored at present. However, work is underway to understand
activity in a number of specific areas such as White Rose. It was noted
that the Trinity Centre is currently receiving 70% of its normal footfall
with White Rose approaching more normal levels than have been
experienced in recent months;
Apprenticeships at the start of lockdown fell between 50-75% this was
due to employers finding it difficult to provide training and other training
providers such as colleges and universities being closed. However,
quarter three figures showed that in Leeds there were 4,000 starts
within the academic year. Quarter 4 figures will be calculated through
October and November for the academic year. It was noted that this
was approximately 37% less than normal. It was also noted that this
was reflective of national trends. There was a concern at the two
Further Education Colleges about whether individuals that had been
furloughed would return to work or be made redundant. This is
currently being monitored. Members were advised that there are still
firms coming forward with offers for apprenticeships. Leeds Digital
Festival will provide guidance to employers on how to employ an
apprentice;
Council officers are continuing to work with Job Centre Plus and the
Rapid Response Team are working with employers due to make
redundancies to offer support. Since lockdown 1548 people have been
supported into work;
Staff have completed a bespoke survey on homeworking and have
been asked how they would like to work after the pandemic. The
survey explored what staff view as working well and what is not
working well. Staff have also undertaken a Pulse Survey which focused
on wellbeing;
The HR Helpline has received 300 calls requesting additional support;

Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Wednesday, 14th October, 2020
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The Elland Road Park Ride has not received the anticipated number of
return users and this might need to be reviewed in light of current
measures relating to the covid response. Traffic flow throughout the
day is near pre-covid rates, however morning peak traffic is still low.
Discussion will continue with bus companies to try and ensure more
buses are getting where they are needed;
PPE supplies will be delivered where required;
In relation to perceived inconsistency in the approach of Plans Panel
meetings, highlighted by members, it was agreed this would be raised
with the Chief Planning Officer.

It was noted that the Director of City Development had no delegation powers
in regard to planning applications. However, the issue raised by Cllr Taylor in
relation to Horsforth would be taken back to the Chief Planning Officer.
RESOLVED - To note the report.

30

Leeds Public Transport Investment Programme
The report of the Director of City Development on the LPTIP included spend
to date and forecast spend, along with scheme delivery status. It requested
Members consideration of the schemes that have dropped out of the LPTIP,
are being paused or are being delivered through other funding and delivery
mechanisms.
In attendance for this item were:
 Cllr Lisa Mulherin - Executive Board Member for Climate Change,
Transport and Sustainable Development
 Martin Farrington - Director, City Development
 Gary Bartlett – Chief Officer, Highways & Transportation
 Andrew Hall – Chief Officer, Transport Planning
 Sabby Khira - Programme Executive, LPTIP
 David O’Donoghue – Principal Transport Planner
Board Members were informed of the following key points:
 Connecting Leeds is working to tight timescales. The DfT had originally
set funding to be spent by March 2021. However, in light of current
circumstances relating to Covid-19 there is a degree of greater
flexibility and as a result a proportion of money can be transferred into
the next financial year if schemes are already underway;
 A trial inclusion of motorcycle access to bus lanes on the A65 LPTIP
corridor has been agreed in principle;
 Funding has been secured for the extension to the Temple Green Park
and Ride;
 Regular meetings are ongoing with DfT regarding schemes, including
those for the next financial year, which are well developed and ‘shovel
ready’;

Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Wednesday, 14th October, 2020
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Contractors are making good progress on the schemes that are going
ahead, although bad weather a month ago did impact on the works;
The team have worked hard to ensure the continuation of the supply
chain, which had been impacted by Covid -19;
Good progress has been made with the city centre changes. Work
continued whilst many businesses were closed during lockdown
thereby limiting the impact of works on businesses;
The Lawnswood scheme is no longer part of the LPTIP but there has
been progress in developing alternative options and officers are
moving towards public engagement. It had been hoped that this could
be a blended approach with online engagement and face to face
consultation. However, in light of recent changes and the ongoing
impact of Covid-19, face to face consultation may not go ahead.

Responding to questions from the Board the following points were discussed;
 Lawnswood is a priority scheme - however, it remains unfunded.
Officers are committed to securing funding for a revised scheme and
are therefore continuing to prepare the project so it can be quickly
progressed once funding has been identified. The scheme is required
principally for road safety but also to keep traffic flowing in this busy
area;
 Prior to the trial of motorcycles accessing with flow bus lanes there will
be communication to stakeholders and signage will be changed to
depict motorcycles and buses;
 The Council has a planning application in progress to look at the
expansion of flights and timetable for Leeds and Bradford Airport. The
Plans Panel will be considering proposals which include a new
environmentally friendly terminal building, hours of flying, and also the
impact the proposals may have on the Council’s Ambitions for the
Climate Emergency agenda;
 A subway near the Hope Inn on the A64 has been replaced with a
zebra crossing. Officers are aware of ongoing issues on this route as
subways have had to close due to Covid-19;
 It was noted that a road safety audit would be needed to address
parking issues near Moortown Shopping Parade, which were
highlighted in the meeting;
 It is understood that improvements to Morley Train Station will be
undertaken as part of the Trans-Pennine upgrade. This is to be
confirmed and Members updated;
 The City is to receive 500 new real time bus screens. Members raised
concerns about ‘phantom buses’ which appear on journey tracking
screens but do not then arrive. Members were advised that the
software system is due for renewal and it is hoped this will reduce
inaccurate information being displayed;
 The City is to receive 9 new electric buses, Cllr. Mulherin shared her
experience of travelling on one of the new buses. The buses can be
charged overnight and can operate for 200 miles.
RESOLVED – To note the content of the report.
Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Wednesday, 14th October, 2020
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31

Work Schedule

The report of the Head of Democratic Services requested Board Members
consideration of its work schedule for the remainder of the current municipal
year.
Members were informed of a Working Group scheduled for Thursday 1
October, at 1:00pm to consider early budget proposals. Members also
requested a working group be scheduled to update them on new Government
planning proposals and processes.
RESOLVED – To note the content of the report.

The meeting concluded at 12:30pm

32

Date and Time of Next Meeting
The next meeting of the Scrutiny Board Infrastructure, Investment and
Inclusive Growth will be on 14th October 2020, at 10:30am. There will be a
pre-meet for all Board Members at 10:15am.

Draft minutes to be approved at the meeting
to be held on Wednesday, 14th October, 2020
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Agenda Item 7
Report authors: Dave Pearson / Andrew Hall /
Rebecca Atherton
Tel: 3788642

Report of Director of City Development and West Yorkshire Combined Authority
Report to Scrutiny Board (Infrastructure, Investment & Inclusive Growth)
Date: 14 October 2020
Subject: Advancing Bus Service Provision
Yes

No

Has consultation been carried out?

Yes

No

Are there implications for equality and diversity and cohesion and
integration?

Yes

No

Will the decision be open for call-in?

Yes

No

Does the report contain confidential or exempt information?

Yes

No

Are specific electoral wards affected?
If yes, name(s) of ward(s):

If relevant, access to information procedure rule number:
Appendix number:

1.

Purpose of this report

1.1. This report sets out the progress made in responding to the recommendations arising
from the Scrutiny inquiry into Advancing Bus Service Provision.
1.2. The following appendices are attached to this report:
2.

Appendix 1: Recommendation tracking criteria presented in the form of a flow chart
Appendix 2: Recommendation tracking
Appendix 3: The Impact of Covid-19 on Bus Services
Appendix 4: Bus Network Map
Appendix 5: Work stream summaries
Appendix 6: Original Advancing Bus Provision inquiry report (2017)
Background information

2.1 An inquiry into Advancing Bus Service Provision was undertaken by the Scrutiny Board
(City Development) between January and October 2016. The scope of the inquiry and
its findings were set out in the final report, which was published in May 2017 and is
attached as Appendix 6. In July 2017, the Scrutiny Board received a formal response
to the recommendations arising from this review.
2.2 Improving the bus network has been identified by both Leeds City Council and West
Yorkshire Combined Authority as an integral part of transforming transport in Leeds.
This is reflected in the Leeds Transport Strategy, which was agreed by the Executive
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Board in 2016, and the subsequent Bus Strategy 2040 adopted by West Yorkshire
Combined Authority in August 2017.
2.3 These strategies have strong links to Leeds City Region’s Strategic Economic Plan
and its aspirations around economic output and job creation. They also support
ambitions to create a cleaner, greener city in which a reduction in pollution delivers
significant public health benefits.
2.4 As an illustration of progress that has been made towards transforming the region’s
varied bus services into an integrated network, a network map is attached at Appendix
4.
Leeds Public Transport Investment Programme (LPTIP)
2.5 Following the 2016 Government decision not to grant powers for a new rapid transit
system in the city, the unprecedented decision was taken to make the Department for
Transport’s funding element of £173.5m for the proposed NGT trolleybus system
available for public transport improvements in Leeds.
2.6 In response the Leeds Public Transport Investment Programme (LPTIP) was
developed jointly by Leeds City Council and WYCA. The programme considered how
best to use the £173.5m investment to respond to the city’s key transport challenges in
a way which also complemented investments being made through the West Yorkshire
Transport Fund programme. The transformation of the bus network was one of the
LPTIP’s three core elements.
2.7 The LPTIP is now approaching a formal windup for which all expenditure needs to be
committed by March 2021 for final completions to be achieved in 2021/22.
Additional Developments
2.8 Since the original scrutiny inquiry the Bus Services Act 2017 has been enacted,
expanding the range of powers available to directly elected mayors and local transport
authorities to improve bus services in areas of England outside London.
2.9 On the 5 July 2019 the WYCA Transport Committee also approved the establishment
of a voluntary partnership with bus operators with a view to migrating to a statutory
partnership model as the partnership matures.
3.

Main issues
Covid-19

3.1 The unprecedented response to this year’s coronavirus pandemic has had a
substantial impact on public transport in Leeds with bus services initially reduced to a
‘key worker network’ during the period of national lockdown. Services have gradually
increased over subsequent months but this has had to be a carefully managed process
incorporating new procedures designed to keep staff and passengers safe.
3.2 Appendix 3 sets out some of the impacts of Covid-19 for bus services and also outlines
some of those precautionary steps taken by operators to ensure a safe return to full
mileage as the city seeks to recover from the pandemic. This is an ongoing process
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and both WYCA and operators are seeking to be agile in their response to rapidly
changing public health advice, guidance and legislation.
Recommendation Tracking
3.3 Scrutiny Boards are encouraged to clearly identify desired outcomes linked to their
recommendations to show the added value Scrutiny brings. As such, it is important for
the Scrutiny Board to also consider whether its recommendations are still relevant in
terms of achieving the associated desired outcomes.
3.4 The Scrutiny recommendation tracking system allows the Scrutiny Board to consider
the position status of its recommendations in terms of their on-going relevance and the
progress made in implementing the recommendations based on a standard set of
criteria. The Board will then identify further action as appropriate.
3.5 Progress in implementing the recommendations of the Advancing Bus Provision
inquiry was last considered by the Scrutiny Board on 20 November 2019.
Recommendation 3 had already been agreed as achieved in April 2018 and in
November the Board determined that progress against the remaining
recommendations was acceptable and members would continue to monitor activity.
3.6 Recent progress against each recommendation is set out within the table at Appendix
2.There is also a standard set of criteria presented in the form of a flow chart at
Appendix 1. The questions in the flow chart should help to decide whether a
recommendation has been completed and if not whether further action is required.
4. Consultation and engagement
4.1 Where internal or external consultation processes have been undertaken with regard
to responding to the Scrutiny Board’s recommendations, details of any such
consultation will be referenced against the relevant recommendation within the table at
Appendix 2.
4.2

Equality and diversity / cohesion and integration

4.2.1 There are no equality and diversity, or cohesion and integration implications as a
result of this report.
4.3

Council policies and the Best Council Plan

4.3.1 The content of this report supports the Best Council Plan objectives for inclusive
growth and the aims for an integrated transport strategy. The work also
complements the shared transport priorities set out in the West Yorkshire Transport
Strategy and Bus Strategy.
Climate Emergency
4.3.2 Appendix 2 details progress made in relation to ensuring that air quality in Leeds is
improving. Action includes introducing 189 of the 284 new ultra-low emission, Clean
Air Zone compliant buses provided by First as part of their commitment to the Leeds
Public Transport Improvement Programme. Eight ultra-low emission buses have
also been introduced on Leeds Park & Ride services.
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4.3.3 Successful bids to the DEFRA Clean Bus Technology Fund are also enabling the
retrofitting of emission control technology on 479 buses operating in West
Yorkshire. Priority has been given to vehicles which will operate within the Leeds
and Bradford Clean Air Zones.
4.3

Resources, procurement and value for money

4.4.1 There are no specific implications as a result of this report.
4.4

Legal implications, access to information, and call-in

4.5.1 There are no specific legal implications as a result of this report.
4.6

Risk management

4.6.1 This report has no specific risk management implications.
5

Conclusions

5.1

The Scrutiny recommendation tracking system allows the Scrutiny Board to
consider the position status of its recommendations in terms of their on-going
relevance and the progress made in implementing the recommendations based on
a standard set of criteria. This report sets out the progress made in responding to
the recommendations arising from the Scrutiny inquiry into Advancing Bus Service
Provision.

6

Recommendations

6.1.1 Members are asked to determine the monitoring status for each of the
recommendations in Appendix 2.
7

Background documents1

7.1

None.

The background documents listed in this section are available to download from the council’s website, unless they
contain confidential or exempt information. The list of background documents does not include published works.
1
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Appendix 1

Recommendation tracking flowchart and classifications:
Questions to be considered by Scrutiny Boards
Is this recommendation still relevant to the
associated desired outcome?

No
1 - Stop monitoring or
determine whether
any further action is
required.

Yes
Has the recommendation been fully
implemented?

Yes

No
Has the set
timescale passed?

No

Has the desired
outcome been
achieved?
Yes

No

Yes
Is there an
obstacle?

6 - Not for review this
session

2 – Achieved

Yes

No

3 - Not fully
implemented
(obstacle). Scrutiny
Board to determine
appropriate action.

Is progress
acceptable?

Yes
4 - Not fully
implemented
(Progress made
acceptable.
Continue
monitoring.)
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No
5 - Not fully implemented
(progress made not
acceptable. Scrutiny
Board to determine
appropriate action and
continue monitoring)

Appendix 2
Position Status Categories
123456-

Stop monitoring or determine whether any further action is required
Achieved
Not fully implemented (Obstacle)
Not fully implemented (Progress made acceptable. Continue monitoring)
Not fully implemented (Progress made not acceptable. Continue monitoring)
Not for review this session

Given the significant impacts of COVID -19 on the provision and funding of bus
services, the Director of Transport Services (WYCA) has provided a brief update in
this regard as appendix 1 to this report.
Desired Outcome – To improve bus services to the public through improved accountability
and competition.
Recommendation 1 – That the Director of Transport Services (WYCA) explores how
existing legislation and powers recently provided in the Bus Services Act could be
utilised:
a) To enhance the responsiveness and accountability of bus operators to local
communities.
b) To open up the bus service market to new competitors and to promote competition
in Leeds and the West Yorkshire region.
The findings and conclusions are to be reported to the Scrutiny Board (City
Development) in the first quarter of 2018.
Formal response (19 July 2017):
The Directorate support this recommendation and will work with WYCA to form a detailed
understanding on the provisions and opportunities offered by the Bus Services Act and
due course the anticipated secondary legislation and regulations yet to be published. It
recognised as WYCA have advised that there is a breadth of other pertinent legislation
and legal powers including those related to accountability and competition.
Current Position (October 2020):
Subsequent to the last meeting, the Bus Alliance has been established and all parties
have signed a partnership agreement based upon the commitments set out in the
November update. Separate district agreements are being developed including one for
Leeds which reflects the joint commitments made within the Leeds Public Transport
Improvement Plan. The Bus Alliance has established a detailed work plan, the latest
version is provided with the papers to this meeting as Appendix 5.
From April 2021, the West Yorkshire Combined Authority will become a mayoral
authority. This changes the status of the Authority under the Bus Services Act enabling it
to progress plans for bus franchising should it choose to do so. Initial work has started on
evaluating this as an option should it become the case that progress cannot be made
through partnership.
Position November 2019
On the 5 July 2019 Transport Committee approved the establishment of a voluntary
partnership with bus operators with a view to migrating to a statutory partnership model
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as it matures. The table below provides a summary of the themes, work streams and
commitments of the Alliance jointly agreed with bus operators.
Theme

Work Stream
Network Legibility
Ticketing and Retail
Ticketing and
Affordability

Customers Travel Information
at the Heart
Customer Service
Communication and
Engagement

Highway Infrastructure
Keeping
Buses
Moving
Service Provision

A
Clean Bus Technology
Sustainable
Bus
Economy of the Bus
Network
Network

Commitments
Single clearly identifiable brand
Account based ticketing
Simple fares structure and fare
offers for young people
Live journey planning information,
real time and disruption
collaboration
Consistent customer service offer,
improved on board bus customer
facilities
Promotional engagement to
encourage behavioural change
Highway Improvement Programme
to reduce journey times, congestion
relief programme, improved bus
waiting infrastructure, development
of a Transport Coordination Centre
Extended operating hours, Review
of the bus network structure,
improved network security, better
emergency planning, major highway
events planning and resilience
Delivery of a clean bus technology
programme
Better data availability, review of the
economy of the bus network

Position Status 4 This is to be formally agreed by the Scrutiny Board

Desired Outcome – To improve bus services by reacting to direct public feedback.
Recommendation 2 – That Director of Transport Services (WYCA) provides a report, in
the first quarter of 2018, to the Scrutiny Board (City Development) on how the key areas
to address, raised in the AECOM report, will be or have been, resolved through the West
Yorkshire Bus Strategy and West Yorkshire Transport Strategy.
Formal response (19 July 2017):
The Directorate and WYCA support this recommendation. The AECOM report provides
an analysis of the feedback obtained by WYCA during the consultation on its proposed
bus strategy in 2016 and the authorities will work together to understand how the key
areas of service quality and performance that have been identified can be addressed
through joint collaborative working.
Current Position (October 2020):
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The WYCA Transport Committee has approved commitments and a work plan for the Bus
Alliance which reflect the views expressed in the AECOM report.
Position November 2019
The Transport Committee has established a work plan for the Alliance aimed at delivering
the objectives set out in the West Yorkshire Bus Strategy as informed by the AECOM
analysis of consultation feedback prepared to inform the development of the Bus
Strategy. A full copy of the work plan will be supplied to the Scrutiny Committee

Position Status 4 This is to be formally agreed by the Scrutiny Board

Desired Outcome – To support Bus Operators to improve bus punctuality and reliability,
and to enable the Scrutiny Board to understand the wider congestion reduction strategy for
Leeds.
Recommendation 3 – That the Director of City Development provides the Scrutiny Board
(City Development), with a report at a future meeting which outlines the congestion
alleviation plan for Leeds, including identification of areas of the City that requires priority
measures, the measures due to be implemented city wide and timescales for
implementation.
Position Status – Achieved as determined at the April 2018 Scrutiny Board
meeting.
Desired Outcome – To identify what measures have been taken to understand the barriers
to bus usage from non-users, and the action that needs to be taken to persuade non-users
to change their mode of transport to bus.
Recommendation 4 – That Director of Transport Services (WYCA) and ABOWY provide
the Scrutiny Board (City Development) with an update, in the first quarter of 2018,
regarding the research into the barriers to bus travel for non-users, and the action to be
taken to make bus travel a viable and more attractive mode of transport for non-users.
Formal response (19 July 2017):
The Directorate and WYCA support this recommendation for further collaborative work
and reporting aimed at securing a better understanding of the propensity for the choice of
bus travel and the measures that could make bus a mode of choice for a wider section of
the travelling public. The importance of participation of all bus operators through ABOWY
is recognised.
Current Position (October 2020):
The 2019 Transport Focus survey was carried out in autumn 2019 with a sample size of
1631 in West Yorkshire. Overall satisfaction in our region remained at 85%, the same
level as in 2018. Only 70% of those sampled were satisfied with punctuality; a fall of 2%.
Satisfaction with the interior cleanliness of buses fell by 3% with most other key measures
the remaining the same. The detailed results were reviewed by the Bus Alliance and
actions to address were included in its work plan for 2020/21 the latest version is included
with these papers.
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The headline results are presented below, the numbers in grey are the previous year’s
results

Position November 2019
The Combined Authority commissions an annual tracker survey into satisfaction with
various aspects of travel and transport amongst users and non-users. In 2018,
respondents in this survey rated bus services 6.7 out of 10 a slight drop from 6.9 in the
previous year.
The Combined Authority and bus operators jointly fund and enhanced sample of bus
passengers within the Transport Focus National Bus Passenger Survey. In 2018 85% of
respondents in West Yorkshire were satisfied or very satisfied compared with 83% in the
previous year. National results were in a range of 75% to 95%
Both of these surveys provide the key customer satisfaction indicators for monitoring the
success of the West Yorkshire Bus Strategy. The results of both surveys for 2019 are
expected in in the first quarter of 2020.
Position Status 4 This is to be formally agreed by the Scrutiny Board

Desired Outcome – To ensure that air quality in the Leeds area is improving.
Recommendation 5 – That Director of Transport Services (WYCA) and the Director of
City Development, working in collaboration with Bus Operators, provide the Scrutiny
Board (City Development) with an update at a future meeting on the implementation and
impact of air quality improvement measures, outlined in the West Yorkshire Bus Strategy,
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Leeds Transport Strategy, and Bus 18 Programme objectives. (see recommendations
6,7&8)
Formal response (19 July 2017):
The Directorate support this recommendation noting the wider work underway within the
city and with WYCA to address the air quality concerns arising from motor traffic, primarily
diesel engines and the potential requirement for a Clean Air Zone. The informal Bus 18
partnership between ABOWY and WYCA includes a pledge by the bus industry to take
action to address its impact on air quality within the region. Specific targets will be
developed and agreed with the city’s bus operators within the Leeds Public Transport
Investment Programme.
Current Position (October 2020):
To date two thirds (189 of 284) of the new ultra-low emission, Clean Air Zone compliant
buses provided by First Leeds as part of their commitment to the Leeds Public Transport
Improvement Programme are in operation. Given the current and uncertain financial
position in the bus sector, details of future bus deliveries of the remaining 90 vehicles are
still to be finalised.
The figure above includes 9 electric buses now delivered to First Leeds and due to enter
service on the East Leeds and city centre route 5 during the autumn. A further five new
electric double deck buses have been ordered by First for the Stourton park and ride
service and are due to be introduced in the summer 2021 on completion of the new site.
Across West Yorkshire, the Combined Authority has delivered an £8 million Clean Bus
Technology programme to equip 476 buses with emission control equipment to enable
them to meet clean air zone standards. As at June 2020, 75% of the Leeds bus fleet met
this standard (compared with 59% of the West Yorkshire fleet),
Position November 2019
To date 130 of the 284 new ultra-low emission, Clean Air Zone compliant buses provided
by First as part of their commitment to the Leeds Public Transport Improvement
Programme are in operation. Arriva and Transdev have also introduced new ultra-low
emission buses onto their services into Leeds. In addition 8 ultra-low emission buses
have been introduced on Leeds Park & Ride services,
Successful bids to the DEFRA Clean Bus Technology Fund are enabling the retrofitting of
emission control technology on 479 buses operating in West Yorkshire. Priority has been
given to vehicles which will operate within the Leeds and Bradford Clean Air Zones
The Combined Authority’s bid the DfT Ultra Low Emission Bus scheme has been
successful and will enable Stourton Park & Ride to be operated by electric buses. First for
a pilot electric bus route in Leeds. First West Yorkshire were also successful in obtaining
funding for nine buses to operate a pilot electric bus service in Leeds from 2020.
Through a bidding process with operators, the technology will improve bus operator
vehicle emission standards to ensure compliance with the proposed CAZ and will target
emission reduction in several Air Quality Management Areas of West Yorkshire. There
are also a number of initiative to exceed the euro 6 target including new ultra-low
emission hybrid buses on the cities park & ride services this month and the introduction of
electric buses on the no.5 city service in 2019.
Position Status 4 This is to be formally agreed by the Scrutiny Board
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Desired Outcome – To ensure that the proposals in the West Yorkshire Bus Strategy are
implemented and successful outcomes are achieved in a timely manner.
Recommendation 6 – With regard to the West Yorkshire Bus Strategy, that Director of
Transport Services (WYCA) provides the Scrutiny Board (City Development) with an
update, in the first quarter of 2018, which identifies progress in the implementation and
delivery of the proposals outlined in the bus strategy.
Formal response (19 July 2017):
The Directorate and WYCA support this recommendation.
Current Position (October 2020):
The WYCA Transport Committee has approved commitments and a work plan for the Bus
Alliance which are based upon the key requirements of the West Yorkshire Bus Strategy.
A copy of the current work plan and progress has been included in the pack for Members.
Position April 2019
On the 5 July 2019 Transport Committee approved the establishment of a voluntary
partnership with bus operators which is supported by a work plan which identifies actions
to contribute towards achieving the successful outcomes in the bus strategy. A copy of
the work plan is provided as an appendix identifying timescales and progress to date.
Position Status 4 This is to be formally agreed by the Scrutiny Board
Desired Outcome – To ensure that the promises in the Bus 18 Programme are
implemented and successful outcomes are achieved in a timely manner.
Recommendation 7 – With regard to the Bus 18 programme, that Director of Transport
Services (WYCA), in collaboration with Bus Operators provides the Scrutiny Board (City
Development) with an update in the first quarter of 2018, which identifies progress in the
implementation of the pledges outlined in the programme. This report should also outline
the impact and outcomes delivered by the Bus 18 programme.
Formal response (19 July 2017):
The Directorate support this recommendation noting that close working is taking place
with WYCA in terms of the development of the Bus 18 programme and its relationship to
the new additional investment being planned through the Leeds Public Transport
Investment Programme. It will also be important to learn the lessons for the future from
this shorter term programme as these materialise during 2018.
Current Position (October 2020):
Bus 18 was an initial programme of short term actions to improve bus services agreed
between the Combined Authority and bus operators in 2017/18. The outcomes of Bus 18
were reviewed by the WYCA Transport Committee in November 2018 and the objectives
of its successor the West Yorkshire Bus Alliance are set out in the response to
Recommendation 1.
Position November 2019
The Bus 18 programme was reviewed by the Transport Committee on 9 November 2018,
it identified the success and challenges of Bus 19 and resolved that Bus 18 should move
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to a more formal partnership On the 5 July 2019 Transport Committee approved the
establishment of a voluntary partnership with bus operators.
Position Status 4 This is to be formally agreed by the Scrutiny Board
Desired Outcome – To ensure that investment and proposals in the Bus element of the
Leeds Transport Strategy are implemented and successful outcomes are achieved in a
timely manner.
Recommendation 8 – With regard to the investment in bus travel defined in the Leeds
Transport Strategy, that the Director of City Development and Director of Transport
Services (WYCA) provides the Scrutiny Board (City Development) with:
a) An update at a future meeting which identifies progress in the £180m investment in
bus travel in Leeds.
b) An update at a future meeting which identifies the outcomes that have been
delivered through this investment and the impact of that investment.
c) An overview of the delivery plan for bus priority measures across Leeds and how
this complements the delivery of improvement plans specified by Bus Operators/
ABOWY.
Formal response (19 July 2017):
The Directorate and the Combined Authority support this recommendation noting that the
combined figure for funding incorporating Department for Transport funding, Leeds City
Council and WYCA contributions is £183 million. Complementary third party investments
including from the bus operators, rail industry, planning and development is expected to
ultimately achieve a final gross transport investment of circa £275 million from this
programme.
Current Position (October 2020):
The Connecting Leeds - Leeds Public Transport Improvement Programme, continues to
be the engine for delivering a transformational change to the bus infrastructure, the
transport network and connectivity in Leeds. This plan will be achieved through
improvements to road, rail, bus, park and ride, cycling and walking services and
infrastructure. The LPTIP programme is approaching a formal windup of the programme
for which all expenditure needs to be committed by March 2021 for final completions to
be achieved in 2021/22. As a benefit of the programme there is a legacy programme of
further schemes in development which has provide a pipeline for further investment in the
bus infrastructure. Work is continuing to identify the funding streams and priorities for
this programme and support from the West Yorkshire Plus Transport Fund (WYTF) has
already been identified with in-principle approvals for some elements.
A detailed breakdown of the component parts and costs of the LPTIP was provided to the
September meeting of this Scrutiny Board.
The current situation overview and progress summary on Connecting Leeds bus
infrastructure schemes is detailed as follows.Stourton Park and Ride and the A61 South Highway Improvements and bus priority
measures. This combined scheme is on site and on track for delivery by late summer of
2021. The 1200 space car park will be served by a fleet of zero emission buses now on
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order by First from the UK manufacturer Optare and will provide a service running at least
every 10 minutes into Leeds City Centre.
Elland Road and Temple Green Park and Ride Extensions. Elland Road Park and Ride
opened in 2014 and provided 420 spaces and was expanded in 2016 to provide 800
spaces. Construction work of the expansion is no complete and provides an additional
550 spaces giving a total of 1350. Full service bus operation resumed on the 24 August,
following suspension during the period of Covid-19 lockdown and the site is now being
used by up to c250 cars per weekday. Temple Green park and ride was suspended at
the beginning of the Covid-19 emergency and now hosts a regional virus testing centre
which is expected to remain for the foreseeable future during which the site will remain
closed. Funding approval for the planned expansion of this was granted from the Getting
Building Fund in August followed by the award of planning consent. Work is now
proceeding to procure the construction with the intent of commencing works in spring
2021/22.
Alwoodley Park and Ride and A61 North Highway Improvements. The planned Park and
Ride will provide 500 spaces in North Leeds. Preliminary consultation has been
undertaken and a planning application is in process. Expressions of Interest in operating
a service have been received by WYCA. Elements of the main scheme remain in
development including completion of the scheme at Moortown Corner with detail work on
other elements continuing. The park and ride scheme is within the pipeline of unfunded
schemes and the full bus priority is package is similarly paused for funding and likely to
proceed in phases in the future.
A647 Highway Improvements Package. A package of improvements on the A647 from
Bradford through to Leeds has been developed and approved and advance elements of
the scheme have been progressed. It is now expected that the main scheme
construction will commence during quarter 4 2020/21
The programme also includes the A660 corridor where engagement undertaken during
2018 has led to further consideration being given to an appropriate bus priority package
for services using this route with a view to further public engagement. The main scheme
has been paused and measures are likely to progress in phases in the future. Element 1,
the upgrading of the traffic signal system from Hyde Park to Lawnswood is funded from
LPTIP and will commence later this year and will follow a similar approach to the scheme
completed on the A65 earlier in the year. WYTF Corridor Improvement Programme
funding has been agreed in principle for the further development of measures for the
Hyde Park to Headingley section where further public engagement will be required in due
course. Scheme proposals and engagement has been undertaken for proposals on the
A58 corridor programme and the scheme for Beckett Street remains in the programme of
pipeline schemes with WYTF funds earmarked for the junction at Roundhay Road.
Leeds City Centre Bus Gateways. A key component of the Leeds Public Transport
Improvement Programme is to transform the key gateways in the City Centre to improve
the bus, pedestrian and cycle environment. Construction of the Headrow Gateway
commenced in August 2019 and the Headrow will re-open to buses for two way traffic on
4 October with final completion of all elements of the scheme including works on
Cookridge Street and new Briggate concluding later in 2020/21
In addition to the Headrow scheme, plans are in final development for the Corn Exchange
and York Street locations for measures to transform the waiting environment for bus
passengers and pedestrians. Consultation on the Corn Exchange and York Street was
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concluded earlier this year and the preparatory construction has commenced with an
anticipated commencement of main works early next year.
Further development of proposals to improve the customer experience in the Leeds Bus
Station continue to be developed.
Transport Hubs and Public Transport Access Schemes. These schemes have been
developed to improve local access to the core bus corridors and interchange with bus in
six locations across the City. Proposals to improve the waiting environment and operation
of the buses at Bramley, Compton Road and Middleton have been developed alongside
complementary schemes to improve walking and cycling links to the public transport
network for the Rothwell, Robin Hood, Pudsey and Lincoln Green areas. Public
consultation on these schemes has been concluded and the schemes are due to
commence construction later this year.
Looking beyond the end of the LPTIP period from spring 2021 onwards there are a
number of other corridors and routes where the learning and experience from the
programme can be applied to refresh and develop corridors. This includes the A64
corridor and the outer sections of the A61 South and A639 corridors extending into the
Wakefield District for which funding for the Leeds City Region Transforming Cities Fund
bid was awarded by the DfT earlier this year. Future plans will be developed for other
high frequency core routes where they extend outside the main corridors and for locations
that are currently out with the main programme. These work streams would also seek to
access new funding opportunities as they arise and support the further development of
the partnerships that underpin the Bus Alliance.
In addition to the planned infrastructure investments, consultation undertaken as part of
the development of the Bus Strategy and the Leeds Transport Conversation highlighted
that the bus network across West Yorkshire is difficult to navigate for infrequent bus
users, it is therefore crucial to make the system easier to understand and use for people
who don’t habitually take the bus. WYCA are working with the bus operators to ensure
the more effective presentation of the Core Bus Network to Customers. To aid simplicity
of presentation, the system will be based around a map which identifies each corridor
with a colour and a symbol these will highlight the key destinations on that corridor such
as hospitals and universities. It is proposed to integrate the maps into the on-street
furniture and the buses to support navigation.
With respect to outcomes from the investment as the foregoing sections have indicated
the core elements of the programme that was launched in 2017 have largely moved into
either the delivery or pre-delivery phases with very significant construction investment
taking place in the city. This has been achieved despite the Covid-19 health emergency
for which disruption has been minimised with full regard to health and safety of site staff
and the public. Monitoring of bus patronage continues to take place, however the
disruptive effects of the pandemic on bus are very substantial and expected to continue
well into 2021. As a result detailed consideration is being given to how this will inform the
approach to future monitoring and the baselines used to measure performance and
success in terms of the LPTIP and other investments including those in new vehicles. It
is therefore expected that baselines and target outcomes will be reset as part of this. At
the moment with emergency funding and operating arrangements continuing it is not
possible to advise on these further.
Achieving a positive impact on congestion to the benefit of reliable and punctual bus
services is a key intended outcome of the infrastructure and systems investments in
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these programmes. To support this work a Leeds officer task group involving LCC and
WYCA officers and bus operators was established in early 2020 to support this work.
However, again as for the patronage growth ambitions, the Pandemic his disrupted traffic
significantly. So, although monitoring has continued to understand the effects of this
disruption, as conditions and service levels reassert a measure of normality in due course
this will need to be rebased and reset to allow comparisons to be made with pre-Covid19
conditions and to resume outcome tracking.
A collaborative work with WYCA, bus operators and stakeholders is continuing to develop
interventions and communications to support the behavioural change ambitions
embedded in the Connecting Leeds LPTIP work streams. Whereas this was primarily
intended to maximise the outcomes for modal transfer and choice of bus use, of necessity
this activity is now being refocussed to bear on the restoration of bus travel as a mode of
choice ready for the exit from the Pandemic.
Position November 2019
The Leeds Public Transport Improvement Programme, ‘Connecting Leeds’ remains the
engine for delivering a transformational change to the bus infrastructure, the transport
network and connectivity in Leeds. This plan will be achieved through improvements to
road, rail, bus, park and ride, cycling and walking services and infrastructure. Whilst this
will be a large step in investment terms further investment will be needed beyond the
March 2021 end date of this programme to fully contribute to the city’s ten year ambition
for doubling bus patronage.
The current situation and progress on Connecting Leeds bus infrastructure schemes is
detailed as follows.Stourton Park and Ride and the A61 South Highway Improvements. Stourton Park and
Ride will provide 1200 parking spaces which it is planned will be served by an all-electric
dedicated bus service running at least every 10 minutes into Leeds City Centre. This is to
be supported by a package of bus priority measures on the A61 which will benefit all bus
services on this corridor including those extending beyond Leeds into Wakefield District.
Construction of Stourton Park and Ride and the bus priority measures on theA61
commenced in late August 2019 and the Park and Ride is expected to open in January
2021.
Elland Road and Temple Green Park and Ride Extensions. Elland Road Park and Ride
opened in 2014 and provided 420 spaces and was expanded in 2016 to provide 800
spaces. Construction work is now advancing well to provide a further extension to provide
a further 500 spaces which are due for completion in late summer of 2020 giving a total of
1300 spaces. Temple Green Park and Ride opened in 2017 and provides 1000 spaces.
Consultation is underway to expand the Park and Ride to provide at least a further 300
spaces and it is anticipated a full business case will reached in early 2020 for
commencement of work later that year.
Alwoodley Park and Ride and A61 North Highway Improvements. Alwoodley Park and
Ride will provide 500 spaces in North Leeds. Preliminary consultation on the scheme is is
now being progressed. The site will be supported by bus priority measures on the
A61North. These improvements are expected to be delivered through 2020 with progress
subject to approval of business case and funding.
A647 Highway Improvements Package. A package of improvements on the A647 from
Bradford through to Leeds has been developed with the aim of reduce bus journey times
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and make the environment better for pedestrians. It is expected that construction will
begin in February 2020.
The programme also includes the A660 corridor where engagement undertaken during
2018 has led to further consideration being given to an appropriate bus priority package
for services using this route with a view to further public engagement. Engagements has
also been undertaken on measures on Beckett Street allied with the A58 corridor, routes
serving St James’ Hospital and the inner North East area.
Leeds City Centre Bus Gateways. A key component of the Leeds Public Transport
Improvement Programme is to transform the key gateways in the City Centre to improve
the bus, pedestrian and cycle environment. Construction of the Headrow Gateway
commenced in August 2019 for planned completion in late 2020. Facilitating the
extensive construction work has necessitated a significant bus diversion plan and rerouting of a number of bus services around the city centre for the duration of the works. A
communications strategy has been rolled out to support passengers through this period
and the performance of the temporary changes is being monitored through the
construction period.
In addition to the Headrow, plans are in development for the Corn Exchange and York
Street locations for measures to transform the waiting environment for bus passengers
and pedestrians. Consultation on the Corn Exchange and York Street plans commenced
in October
.
Leeds Bus Station. Proposals are being developed to improve the customer experience
in the Bus Station. These include improvements to the retail offer, the waiting
environment, entrances to the bus station and pedestrian movements. Consultation is
taking place alongside the Corn Exchange / York Street proposals as above.
Transport Hubs and Public Transport Access Schemes. These schemes are being
developed to improve local access to the core bus corridors and interchange with bus in
six locations across the City. Proposals to improve the waiting environment and operation
of the buses at Bramley, Compton Road and Middleton are being developed. In addition,
improvements to the walking and cycling links to the public transport network are
proposed in the Rothwell, Robin Hood, Pudsey and Lincoln Green areas. Public
consultation on these schemes is taking place during the autumn of 2019.
Looking beyond the end of the LPTIP period from spring 2021 onwards there are a
number of other corridors and routes where the learning and experience from the
programme can be applied to refresh and develop corridors. This may include other high
frequency core routes where they extend outside the main corridors and locations such
as the A64 and outer areas which are currently out with the main programme. These
work streams would also seek to access new funding opportunities as they arise and
support the further development of the partnerships that underpin the Bus Alliance.
In addition to the planned infrastructure investments, consultation undertaken as part of
the development of the Bus Strategy and the Leeds Transport Conversation highlighted
that the bus network across West Yorkshire is difficult to navigate for infrequent bus
users, it is therefore crucial to make the system easier to understand and use for people
who don’t habitually take the bus. WYCA are working with the bus operators to ensure
the more effective presentation of the Core Bus Network to Customers. To aid simplicity
of presentation, the system will be based around a map which identifies each corridor
with a colour and a symbol these will highlight the key destinations on that corridor such
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as hospitals and universities. It is proposed to integrate the maps into the on-street
furniture and the buses to support navigation.
Position Status 4 This is to be formally agreed by the Scrutiny Board
Desired Outcome – To ensure that all options defined in the Bus Services Act 2017 to
support bus service improvement are fully explored and understood.
Recommendation 9 – That Director of Transport Services (WYCA) and the Director of
City Development fully investigate the elements of the Bus Services Act regarding:
a) The implementation of partnership arrangements with robust governance and
accountability provision.
b) The requirements for gaining Secretary of State approval for the implementation of
bus franchising in Leeds and West Yorkshire.
The analysis, options and methodology for implementation to be reported in the first
quarter of 2018 to the Scrutiny Board (City Development).
Formal response (19 July 2017):
The Directorate support the principle of this recommendation noting as stated with
respect to the Recommendation 1 response that achieving full appreciation may be
contingent on the further information that will be required from government to fully
understand the options provided by the Bus Services Act. As stated in 3.5 above the
requirements for gaining the Secretary of State’s approval for the implementation of bus
franchising in the region may not be known by the first quarter of 2018.
Current Position (October 2020):
Whilst the anticipated sale of First West Yorkshire and Arriva did not materialise, the
Combined Authority has commissioned work which to analyse the current bus industry in
the region. This work has informed the approach to Government in response to the
impacts of COVID on bus services summarised in Appendix 3.
In July 2020 the Combined Authority made further funding available to review future bus
options in the context of its forthcoming change in status as a mayoral authority which
gives direct access to franchising powers.
As part of its submission to the Government Spending Review in autumn 2020, the
Combined Authority is proposing the devolution of central government bus funding to be
managed jointly with bus operators using the Enhanced Partnership provisions of the Bus
Services Act. This will enable a closer joint management of bus networks and service
standards.
Position November 2019
The Bus Alliance approved by the Transport Committee on 5 July 2019 will establish
robust governance and accountability provisions to enable a formal partnership approach.
This will be a further stage in the delivery of the West Yorkshire Bus Strategy and is
expected to mature into a formal arrangement under the Bus Services Act.
On 10 October 2019, the Combined Authority reviewed its position in the context of an
anticipation of the sale of First West Yorkshire Ltd and the sale of by DB of its UK Arriva
operation. The Combined Authority resolved to participate in the sale of First and to
commission specialist advice on the business case for investment in bus operations. At
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the time of writing, the sale process for First West Yorkshire had not started and there
were no announcements regarding the future operation of Arriva services. A verbal
update will be provided.

Position Status 4 This is to be formally agreed by the Scrutiny Board
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APPENDIX 3
Impact of COVID 19 on Bus Services
Following the national lockdown in March, bus services were reduced to a “key worker
network” of approximately 40% of normal mileage and since June have built back to
100% of mileage in September.
In order to facilitate a return to school/ college up to 60 extra buses were commissioned
across West Yorkshire to provide the additional capacity needed to provide COVID safe
provision. This is mostly funded by an additional Government grant
Social distancing means that buses can carry half the number of people they are
registered to carry. Bus companies have also adopted enhanced cleaning/ sanitising
misting techniques, screens and other COVID safety precautions.
Since the return to schools/ colleges in September, bus patronage has recovered to
overall 50% of the equivalent volumes in the same month in 2019. The busiest time of the
day is now mid/late afternoon. Around 4-5% of bus journeys are currently leaving
passengers at stops because the bus has reached its full safe capacity.
The impact on bus companies of the loss of fares revenue has been mitigated by the
taxpayer as follows;
 Government paying an additional grant both to bus operators and to the
Combined Authority (CBSSG)
 Government paying Bus Service Operators Grant at pre pandemic rates
 LTAs including the Combined Authority paying concessionary fares at pre
pandemic rates
 LTAs including the Combined Authority paying tendered bus service
contract payments regardless of whether service operating, at present this
represents c £2 million per month subsidy from local taxpayers
All of the above funding is under a rolling eight week notice period. The Combined
Authority has attached conditions to its payments to operators ensuring collaboration on
network planning and preventing fare increases. To date there has been good
collaboration between the local management of bus operators and the Combined
Authority during the pandemic.
Until and unless fares revenue returns to 2019 levels, withdrawal of any emergency
funding will require bus operators to reduce costs to retain profitability with a risk to
services and jobs.
Analysis conducted for the Combined Authority would suggest it will take at least two
years until fares revenue and costs of operation can reach a breakeven point. Long term
changes to travel behaviours and increased unemployment are key risks to the financial
recovery of bus services.
The Combined Authority has proposed a long term, devolved funding arrangement to the
Government’s Spending Review supported by a formal Enhanced Partnership. This
approach has bus operator support.
The Combined Authority continues to explore its long term options for buses including
franchising and will bring forward proposals in 2021 post COVID.
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The Combined Authority has adopted a Transport Recovery Plan for the region which
sets out short and long term actions to enable the transport network to build back better
from COVID19. This report can be provided to members of the Scrutiny Committee on
request.
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West Yorkshire Bus Alliance Workplan Update Report
Workstream: Air Quality and Carbon
Workstream Leads: Roseanna Brett-Davis & Dwayne Wells
Date: 9 September 2020
Reporting Period: August 2020

Key Actions/Next Steps
What are the key activities/actions that need to be completed next?
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mapping of air quality and initial ZE route priorities
Discussion on communication and marketing
Develop shortlisting mechanisms for ZE bus priority corridors
Developer guidance for ZE buses
Hold first zero emission working group with operators

Output

Description

Progress to Date

Phase for Delivery

To have 80% as Euro VI or an
alternative technology by
January 2021 and 100% by
2026

To continually upgrade all
vehicles that are operating in
West Yorkshire.

Phase 3 – long term
deliverable

To have 95% of buses
operating in evenings and on a
Sunday to be Euro VI or better

To maximise the low emission
buses during times of low
frequency services

A roadmap defining steps
towards a carbon free bus
service

Consultancy support to
understand how West Yorkshire
can migrate to become an
emission free bus operation. This

Quarterly reporting system – 59%
of bus fleet were Euro VI at end
of 20/21 Q1. Next quarter
monitoring data expected in
autumn 2020.
Data collection on evening and
Sunday operation fleet under
discussion – experiencing some
challenges obtaining data due to
way information is recorded.
Work ongoing
Longlist now completed of zero
emission priority corridors for
early adoption of zero emission
buses through consultation with

Phase 3 – long term
deliverable

Phase 2 – deliverable to
be worked on/delivered
next

Progress
RAG

will provide understanding of the
market position for new
technologies and battery life

Shaping the fleet replacement,
refurbishment and deployment
programme
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Develop clear communications
plan highlighting air quality
issues, including Air Quality
Management Areas (AQMA),
Clean Air Zones (CAZ),
upgrades to bus fleets
regarding Euro emissions
standards and improvements
being made by bus across
West Yorkshire
Develop a clear
communications plan to
promote the bus as the natural
way to travel
Deliver the supporting
infrastructure required for
future technology of buses

Deliver a bus service that
utilises a new technology
S106 funding

To ensure West Yorkshire is
prioritised by bus operators to
bring in latest technology in
buses to the region
Communication plan and protocol
for highlighting air quality
challenges in West Yorkshire and
using this to identify opportunities

Communications plan to promote
the bus and generate behavioural
change. Work with Connecting
Leeds behavioural change
programme.
Understand the forward direction
of the bus technology for all of
West Yorkshire and identify
funding opportunities for
infrastructure
Undertake a trial or deliver a
permanent service that utilises a
new technology
To maximise opportunities with
S106 to deliver new bus services
or provide funding to deliver low
emission buses

district officers and operators.
Developing assessment
approach based on feasibility and
deliverability criteria to shortlist.
Work is ongoing.
Also looking at collating an
evidence base for business case
development.
To be part of roadmap work and
form discussion point at ZE Bus
Working Group.

Phase 3 – long term
deliverable

Some actions being progressed
Comms group with activities on
clean area being progressed.
Further work ongoing – to be
used developed in tandem with
the roadmap work and through
both WYLES and the ZE Bus
Working Group.

Phase 2 – deliverable to
be worked on/delivered
next

To be developed.

Phase 2 – deliverable to
be worked on/delivered
next

Part of Carbon Zero roadmap and Phase 3 – long term
zero emission priority corridors.
deliverable
Also exploring opportunities to
future proof bus stations through
TCF programme.
Stourton Park and Ride.
Phase 3 – long term
deliverable
Discussion ongoing regarding
Combined Authority’s work on
developer requirements guidance

Phase 3 – long term
deliverable

Reduced on-route emissions.

To provide driver training to
improve driving style to reduce
emissions.
To reduce idling and ensure
depots are low carbon.

Bus Network routing

To improve coordination of
existing programmes and ensure
there is continuous improvement
Understand the number of buses
operating through densely
populated areas and whether
there is an opportunity to review
the routing and the buses
operating in these area

To be discussed through ZE
working group. Considering
options to set up a ‘best practice’
system or to share approaches
through operator discussions.

Phase 3 – long term
deliverable

Identify some key routes for
operators to explore feasibility of
routing – to be developed in
tandem with ongoing work on bus
routing.

Phase 2 – deliverable to
be worked on/delivered
next

Key Workstream Risks
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What are the key risks affecting your outputs at this time? Are there are any outputs at risk of not being delivered?
1. Changes to bus market from Covid-19 with implications for resources
2. Covid-19 implications on target to have 80% as Euro VI or an alternative technology by January 2021 – operators’ ability to invest in fleet
reduced as result of decreased revenue and delays on production of new vehicles.
3. Funding available to enable retrofitting or new technologies
4. Challenges of infrastructure and upgrade requirements need to support new bus technology (cost, time, etc.)
5. Current range issue of electric buses potentially prohibitive for some routes
6. Strategic direction of bus suppliers
7. Commercial sensitivity for information sharing
Change of Scope for Approval by the Alliance Steering Group
Are there any changes in the scope of the outputs or variation of the work that require approval by the Alliance Steering Group?

West Yorkshire Bus Alliance Workplan Update Report
Workstream: Communication & Engagement
Workstream Leads: Amy Cameron & Brandon Jones
Date: Board Papers September 2020
Reporting Period: August - September 2020
Key Actions/Next Steps
What are the key activities/actions that need to be completed next?
Working with partners in line with bus service ‘recovery’ communications
Punctuality & Reliability stats
Raising awareness of bus accessibility comms & young person’s ID relaxation
Promoting WY retro-fit work in line with Clean Air Day October 8
Output

Description

Progress to Date

Phase for Delivery
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Ahead Partnership yr 1 programme complete
Established Leeds Youth Voice engagement
Ahead Partnership yr 2 programme outline
agreed
Final draft of evaluation measures
Internal awareness of ID relaxation
Network visualisation launch
Internal awareness of Sunflower & SafeMark
accessibility schemes
Customer ‘help’ wallets design draft
VPA & Customer Charter
MCard App: awaiting update
2020 Events diary being revised for network
restart
Euro VI retro-fit draft comms

Yr 2 (July ’20 to June ’21)
programme underway with
final timetable being set
Sept ’20: aim to promote YP
ID relaxation
‘Fare Deal’ comms on hold

Raising awareness, briefing key messages

Update provided to LEP / MPs

October

Internal communication

Staff updates

Alliance newsletter 2019
Big Meet Up: on hold

October

External communication of
performance

Punctuality figures

Social media posting

Ongoing

Clear communications plan for
bus network changes

To develop a clear communications
protocol for bus network changes, changes
to contracted service providers and provide
a process for integrating the new offer

To be developed alongside tender renewals
and communications and engagement work
stream. Promotion of post Covid recovery
network

In line with network re-start

Young people: promoting public
transport, growing passenger
numbers & establishing two-way
engagement

Ahead Partnership work programme
Engagement with authority-led youth
organisations e.g. Council / Parliament

Alliance initiative announcements

Promoting, marketing workstream activity

Raising Awareness of External
Events

Promoting relevance to West Yorkshire

Engagement with external
influencers

Key Workstream Risks
What are the key risks affecting your outputs at this time? Are there are any outputs at risk of not being delivered?
Covid-19 impact. Workstream connectivity/Input from wider comms partners representatives
Change of Scope for Approval by the Alliance Steering Group
Are there any changes in the scope of the outputs or variation of the work that require approval by the Alliance Steering Group?
Comms review in line with uplifting of Covid-19 restrictions

Oct ’20: aim to promote bus
accessibility

In line with network re-start
Clean Air Day October 8

Progress
RAG

West Yorkshire Bus Alliance Workplan Update Report
Workstream: Customer Service
Workstream Leads: Andrew Bradley and Paul Turner
Date: September 2020
Reporting Period: August – September 2020

Output

Description
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The latest onboard passenger
facilities e.g.
information,
charging points
and free Wi-Fi

Develop a consistent customer offer ensure
this is simple and easy to understand for
customer.

Develop
awareness of how
developing
technologies can
be future-proofed

Put processes in place to keep the offer
under review and develop as technology
changes and develops

Develop a
customer charter

Create a customer charter that sets out
clear standards and guidelines that our
customers can expect from all parts of their
journey, pre, during and post journey.

Progress to Date
Next steps are to:
• gather information on the level (and consistency)
of service currently provided by operators.
Agreement needed on which facilities are to be
monitored
• review operator plans to introduce new facilities
as part of fleet replacement.
Bus Information Strategy informing some of the future
progress in this area. Strategy to be re-read to
understand if anything further should be reviewed.
• Next steps are to:
• Ensure ticketing and real time systems share
passenger loading data
• Collate the percentage of the WY fleet that can
process smart ticketing
• Collate the percentage of WY fleet that can take
contactless
• Review to take place to understand whether each
organisation currently has its own ‘customer charter’
and if the content which could inform this work. AB to
revisit with his team.
• Short-term customer charter (digital document)– to
include covid-related content e.g. cleaning. Also
consider any content from other customer charters.
Commitments to be agreed.

Delivery
Phase

1

1

1

Progress
RAG

•
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Agreed set of
customer
satisfaction
measures, training
and engagement

Long term customer charter (video?) – post-Covid,
review short term charter content and revise if
necessary

Customer charter should be:
• meaningful and identify tangible deliverables for
the customer
• Operational staff facing as well as customer
facing
• Training
• Initial review of existing operator Customer
Service provision (Autumn 2019)
• Benchmarking against Transport for London &
London bus operator provision (October 2019) to
Establish a clear baseline then use
further inform this work.
Transport Focus survey along with all
• Work to be revisited with a focus on local bus
existing other activity such as mystery
operator training
shopper etc. to measure performance and to
• Potential use of mystery shopper if required
co-create action plans to address any issues
/gaps that arise from these.
• Engagement
Review training across all partners and
• Review the interventions used in other regions
agree basic and consistent competent parts
regarding driver recognition
across all.
• Review Bus18 proposition
Create a programme of customer
•
engagement including youth panels etc. and
non-users and co create an action plan
arising from this.
Create a programme of engagement with
colleagues that is consistent across all
partners and that uses a range of media
include ticket machines, apps etc.

•

Transport Focus Customer Satisfaction Success
Request information from Transport Focus regarding
their priority measures for satisfaction and how they
gauge success (e.g. similar to baseline performance
metrics)
Complaints Review
• Review complaints across each Alliance
organisation to identify any common themes and
address
• Consider if the customer complaint process
works/customer gets what they need
• Clarify the tendered services complaints process

1

•
Customer research
to identify
passengers wants
and needs and
inform customer
service
improvements

Create ongoing programme of customer
research and insight in order to create a
Customer charter that is designed around
the customer’s requirements, behaviour,
travel patterns and use of technology.

-

-

AB to follow up on the C.A complaints with Jackie
Vater.

2019 - Bus Information Strategy consultation
undertaken to inform the Strategy but also to provide
insight to any improvements suggested or requested.
Consultations are on-going and the complaints
review will inform this

1
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Key Actions/Next Steps
What are the key activities/actions that need to be completed next?
1. Bus Passenger Facilities monitoring
2. Future proofing data collection
3. Review of existing customer charters
Key Workstream Risks
What are the key risks affecting your outputs at this time? Are there are any outputs at risk of not being delivered?
•
•
•

Operator and CA staff resource to deliver the outputs.
Financial constraints concerning the introduction of new on-bus technology (e.g. USB charging points).
Impacts of Covid – ‘no change’ policies, regular service changes, technical problems with websites and disseminating info, processing real
time data

Change of Scope for Approval by the Alliance Steering Group
Are there any changes in the scope of the outputs or variation of the work that require approval by the Alliance Steering Group?
None

West Yorkshire Bus Alliance Workplan Update Report
Workstream: Economy of the Bus Network
Workstream Leads: Dwayne Wells and Helen Ellerton
Date: 4th August 2020
Reporting Period: August 2020

Key Actions/Next Steps
What are the key activities/actions that need to be completed next?
1. To develop a plan to deliver the transport recovery plan that considers bus demand and likely drivers for bus demand
2. To understand sources of funding for delivery
3.
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Output

Description

Progress to Date

Improve integration
a) Understand how the bus can work
between bus and other
with other areas of transport to
a) To consider in the Covid
modes of transport, with a
deliver customer outcomes with
recovery phase
focus on local centres,
reducing tendered services budget b) To be developed on
including: walking, cycling,
b) Understand how small operators,
completion of the bus
rail, taxi, demand
supported services and community
network review and Covid
responsive transport,
transport can be better integrated
recovery plan
supported services and
to maximise linkages
community transport
Action plan for ‘at risk’ bus
routes due to limited
revenue compared with
the cost

Identify the ‘at risk’ bus routes that are
likely to be changed or lost due to
market conditions. Develop an action
plan in a timely manner to test prior to
service changes being made

To be developed -Covid may
have an impact

Phase for Delivery

Progress
RAG

a) Ongoing –to evolve as
part of the Bus Network
Review and Covid
Recovery plan
b) Phase 2 – completion of
the bus network review

b)To be
included in
the next steps
for the Bus
Network
Review and
Covid
recovery plan

Phase 1 – ‘At Risk’ register
established by WYCA.
Phase 2 – To be adapted
by outputs of Bus Network
reviews.

To be
included in
the next steps
for the Bus
Network
Review

Increasing patronage
through new development
sites
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Financial model of the bus
network and identify
alternative funding
sources & understand
future aspirations for the
network

Early developer and planning authority
engagement to ensure the core
network is attractive to areas of growth
and to encourage behavioural change.
Work with travel planning
organisations to ensure they
understand integration with the bus
network and maximise the
opportunities
To understand the financial make-up
of the bus network: to understand the
public and private sector funding that
makes up the bus network.
To understand where opportunities
can be maximised.
Review the relationship between
pain/gain and ensure sustainability of
the tendered services.

Plan currently being
considered by the districts

To be developed on
completion of the bus
network review and through
the Met Bus Model, which is
to be utilised in the Covid
Recovery phase

Phase 2 – as per the
District Reliability and
Punctuality Group Work
plan

Phase 2 – to develop the
plan. Phase 3 to deliver

Phase 2 – completion of the
bus network review

Districts
engaged

To be
included in
the next steps
for the Bus
Network
Review and
Covid
recovery plan

Identify alternative funding sources
and understand future aspirations for
the bus network

Propensity to use the Bus
tool

Development of a propensity to use
the bus tool so that a greater
understanding of market and local
factors can be incorporated into the
planning and development of the bus
network

To be explored through
Urban Transport Group

Extracting ticketer data to develop
greater understanding of customer
journeys, including alighting stops.
Ticketer data

To be developed
Working with Ticketer to develop tools
to maximise data usage across all
operators. Deliver a pilot to test

Phase 2

UTG Factors
affecting bus
usage report
to be
considered

Phase 2 to develop the
plan. Phase 3 delivery

DW to
understand
possibilities.
HE to
consider how
this integrates
with data

viability, for example mapping of
diversion routes

Data sharing agreement

Development of a data sharing
agreement that provides all parties
with a greater understanding of the
customer journey allowing for targeted
improvements to be made

Data format

Develop a standard data format
across all data sharing, including
timetables, patronage figures, fare
tables.

collection in
place
Review of the existing data
sharing agreement and
identify additional information
that could be used

Phase 1 early deliverable
as part of the VPA

Complete

Process in place through the
existing data workshops

Phase 1 early deliverable
as part of the Leeds
Patronage work stream

WYCA
briefed
operators on
format
required

Key Workstream Risks
What are the key risks affecting your outputs at this time? Are there are any outputs at risk of not being delivered?
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1. Covid-19 has changed the baseline for future demand -the workstream need to reflect on this to ensure a bus network can be
reinvigorated going forward
2. Further funding to deliver post bus network review projects
Change of Scope for Approval by the Alliance Steering Group
Are there any changes in the scope of the outputs or variation of the work that require approval by the Alliance Steering Group?
The workstream needs to be considered in the context of Covid-19 -the Bus Network Review next steps is critical to this

West Yorkshire Bus Alliance Workplan Update Report
Workstream: Highway Infrastructure
Workstream Leads: Richard Lake and Helen Ellerton
Date: 5th June 2020
Reporting Period: July 2020

Key Actions/Next Steps
What are the key activities/actions that need to be completed next?
1. To collate hotspot list and review contents -ongoing
2. Develop Local VPA content for delivery of highway infrastructure with districts
3. To develop consultancy brief to review bus stop design standards
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Output

Description

Highway Improvement Programme
Delivery of West Yorkshire Transport
Programme of highway works Fund, Transforming Cities Fund and
delivered across West
Connecting Leeds schemes –list of
Yorkshire
schemes that provide benefits to the
bus to be included
Improved frequency or
Increased frequency and/or improved
operation of service on routes
service on corridors identified for
where investment has taken
investment
place
Development of a prioritised
list of congestion hotspots
that cause delay to buses
and identify potential bus
priority measures for these
hotspots

Collation of prioritised small schemes
to develop a pipeline, which
addresses congestion hotspots that
cause delay to buses.

Progress to Date

Schemes have been
identified for inclusion in the
VPA. Wider pipeline of
schemes being generated
Development of metrics
included in the VPA.
Introduction of Prospective
IO, software that helps
design timetables based on
daily patterns (First)

Pipeline of schemes in
development

Phase for Delivery

Phase 1:
Early deliverable as part of
the VPA. Ongoing as
schemes and funding
emerge
Phase 2 as infrastructure
schemes come online.
Implementation plan to be
developed through the Local
VPA

Ongoing as schemes and
funding emerge

Progress
RAG
List in place
–ongoing
review

Proposal to
be
developed
in the local
VPAs
List in place
-constantly
under
review.
Operators
are

Apply standard mechanism to
develop schemes and access
funding

reviewing
the list and
adding to it.
List to be
collated
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Clear communications
protocol

To develop a communications plan
for WYCA, West Yorkshire districts
and bus operators to deliver in
advance of and during times of
planned roadworks and future
roadworks.

Embed bus operator
engagement as part of the
Combined Authority approval
process

Ensure bus operator engagement is
part of the business case approval
process to ensure designs are
sympathetic to bus operations and
consultation responds to the benefits
to the bus

Establish Bradford and
Calderdale Bus Partnership
Groups

Strengthen the relationship between
districts and bus operators within the
districts to ensure local delivery
conditions can be improved

Plan currently being
considered by the districts

To be developed, this is
happening more with the
Connecting Leeds/WSP
teams having increased
meetings. Leeds Traffic
Resilience Group meets
regularly to discuss the City
Centre works
Calderdale Bus Partnership
Group in development.
Bradford group to be
progressed. Bradford have
started inviting First to more
partnership meetings.

In development through the
District Reliability and
Punctuality Group

Districts
engaged.
Operators
to input

To be
developed
In development proposed as through
part of TCF resourcing to
TCF
ensure stronger linkages
scheme
with stakeholders
assurance

Established
Early deliverable. Groups
are established

Bus Network during times of
planned disruption

Undertake early engagement
between scheme promoter and bus
operators at the concept and design
stages to allow for disruption
timetable to be developed and
delivered for a longer period,
reducing number of changes to bus
service routings

To be developed. Seems to
have started with the
Connecting Leeds Headrow
scheme, many services
have been re-routed and
timed taking the works into
account

In development through the
District Reliability and
Punctuality Group

West Yorkshire Permit
System

Review the West Yorkshire Permit
System and understand if efficiencies
can be identified

Plan currently being
considered by the districts

Conversations have started.
Phase 2 delivery

Example
scheme
(Headrow)
has
provided
opportunity
to test
methods.
Lessons
learnt
session
required
Districts
engaged

Bus priority enforcement and
standards

Increase coverage of district bus lane
enforcement and enable bus
operators to utilise cameras on their
vehicles to also monitor bus lanes

Plan currently being
considered by the districts

Conversations have started.
Phase 2 delivery

To be developed

In development initially
through TCF. Consultancy
brief in development

Bus Waiting Infrastructure
Develop a hierarchy of
waiting infrastructure
provision

Review maintenance protocol
for waiting infrastructure
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Review bus stop clearways:
provision and enforcement

Pedestrian access to bus
stops

Clear bus stop passenger
information.

Develop a clear understanding and
delivery plan for the provision of
waiting infrastructure, ensuring where
there is significant usage a covered
and seated waiting area is provided
Develop a strong protocol for waiting
infrastructure maintenance that
ensures the core route network
waiting infrastructure is maintained to
a high standard

To be developed

To understand and review bus stop
clearways to improve bus docking. To To be developed
prioritise and deliver improvements
To review pedestrian access to bus
stops on the core route network and
develop a prioritised list of schemes,
identify funding for delivery
To provide clear passenger
information, including maps, journey
planning information.
Understand customer preference of
type of customer information
provision

To be developed

In development initially
through TCF. Consultancy
brief in development
Phase 2 to develop a plan
and identify funding.
Identified in the District
Reliability and Punctuality
Group Work plan
Phase 2 to develop a plan
and identify funding.
Identified in the District
Reliability and Punctuality
Group Work plan

Plan being
developed

Plan being
developed

Plan being
developed

Districts
engaged

Districts
engaged
The network visualisation is
developing the principles for
development and delivery

In development initially
through TCF. Consultancy
brief in development

Key Workstream Risks
What are the key risks affecting your outputs at this time? Are there are any outputs at risk of not being delivered?
1. Resource across the Combined Authority and district partners to ensure delivery of the programme -Covid-19 is impacting on District
capacity
2. Funding to ensure hotspots can be adequately addressed

Change of Scope for Approval by the Alliance Steering Group
Are there any changes in the scope of the outputs or variation of the work that require approval by the Alliance Steering Group?
None
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West Yorkshire Bus Alliance Workplan Update Report
Workstream: Network Legibility
Workstream Leads: Mike Nolan/Lily Feasby and Rebecca Burnett
Date: September 2020
Reporting Period: August – September 2020
Output

Description

Progress to Date
•
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Customer insight

Customer research/testing session to
understand customer requirements in
the presentation of the network –
especially with non-users/young people.

•

•

18 June 2019 - The team attended the LPTIP
Accessibility Day in Leeds. The materials
produced have also been used at consultation
events including the Combined Authority’s
District Consultation Sub-Committee joint
meeting. Feedback has been positive and
comments incorporated into the developing
outputs.
31 July 2020 - Leeds Phase public consultation
closed. Analysis of feedback underway to ensure
all comments considered and follows customer
requirements
2021 – West Yorkshire wide consultation

Co-ordinated
infrastructure that
presents a single
network of services
shelters, flags, bus
stops and buses

Develop a creative solution to identify
and promote the key route network and
associated delivery plan to
implement/install.

Clear network map
and coordinated/consistent
timetable information
provision

Create a mapping solution that presents
a single network of frequent services
Core route and city centre map is being finalised
and corridor specific maps and timetable
information that provide customers with
Roadside display technical development is
an enhanced level of information that
underway within the COSA system.
can be rolled out across West Yorkshire.

All elements of the designed infrastructure are being
finalised for Leeds.
On-street delivery at the end of September

Phase for
Delivery

Progress
RAG

Phase one
(Leeds)

Complete

Phase two
(Rest of West
Yorkshire)

Phase one
(Leeds)
Phase two
(West
Yorkshire)
Phase one
(Leeds)
Phase two
(West
Yorkshire)

•
Defined key route
network offer.

Develop the message behind the core
route network to define what the
customer can expect. Ie. Frequency,
USB, Wi-Fi etc.
•
Revised guidelines for the provision of
information at stops appropriate to the
level of service provided.

Information at stops
and interchanges

Some stops to just display generic
service information.

Guidance required from the LPTIP Bus Delivery
Board on agreeing the elements of the core offer
e.g. what do customers get from the network
compared to the non-core route. Should be
considered ahead of any comms/launch
To be discussed at the September meeting

Refreshed design has been produced. Discussions
have been held with current database supplier to
incorporate design elements within the automated
output of Roadside Displays. Tech development is
underway

Develop design that compliments wider
infrastructure branding
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Develop an approach to identify fast and
Clearly identify
slower services via destination blinds
express/longer routes
that could be standardised across all
and services
operators.

• Completed and reflected within the map
• To be agreed at the Sep Bus Delivery Board how
this is reflected through destination blinds
•

Awareness of the key
route network

Develop promotional plan to promote
‘how to’ navigate the network

•

Comms to be engaged regarding a promotional
plan conveying to non-users how to use the
network
To be discussed with the C.A’s consultation team
initially and further reviewed through the
Connecting Leeds comms team

Phase one
(Leeds)
Phase two
(West
Yorkshire)
Phase one
(Leeds)

Phase two
(West
Yorkshire)

Phase one

Phase one

Key Actions/Next Steps
What are the key activities/actions that need to be completed next?
• Analyse feedback from public consultation
• Agree key route network offer
Key Workstream Risks
What are the key risks affecting your outputs at this time? Are there are any outputs at risk of not being delivered?
Ensuring maintenance costs are covered and principles are applied to the buses
Change of Scope for Approval by the Alliance Steering Group
Are there any changes in the scope of the outputs or variation of the work that require approval by the Alliance Steering Group?
None

West Yorkshire Bus Alliance Workplan Update Report
Workstream: Service Provision
Workstream Leads: Edwin Swaris and Dwayne Wells
Date: 12th September 2019
Reporting Period: August/September 2019
Key Actions/Next Steps
What are the key activities/actions that need to be completed next?
1. To develop the principles for the ‘Level 2’ bus network review and identify locations to be connected by an alternative bus service
delivery model
2. For information: Leeds City Centre Network Management – Task force to be established initially with LCC and Combined Authority, and
then operators. Officers will report back to Connecting Leeds Bus Delivery Board.
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Output

Description

Progress to Date

Bus Network Structure

A delivery plan to be informed by
the bus network review and the
Combined Authority tender
renewal process.
The plan will set out the
requirements for the network, cost
for delivery and action plan for
implementation.

Frequent and reliable onward
access to the city centre and other
key locations.

Seeking to change bus
network to meet future
needs in housing and land
use.

Review city/town centre
routing and stopping
strategies and develop

The Leeds Bus Network is in
development. Core completed,
secondary being developed.
The first draft has been
circulated to operators and
feedback is being collated.
Work commencing on
Calderdale network –
engagement planned with both
First and Arriva Yorkshire Tiger
– potential new network May
2020
Leeds completed with other key
towns and cities across West
Yorkshire to be started as part

Phase for Delivery

Progress
RAG

Managing demand at busy times
on the bus network is served by
adequate capacity

actions for their
reconfiguration
Review operational
practices to ensure the
capacity of the bus services
meets demand

of the Bus Network Review and
then developed.

Later journeys to ensure
commuters can have an
attractive frequency when
returning to home
towns/cities, better serving
changing travel patterns and
providing later services to
hospitals for visiting.

This will be considered as part
of the upcoming Calderdale
network review.

To be developed

Bus Operating Hours

A plan for extending frequency in
the late peak (from 6pm to 8pm)
on the core network

Bus operators informed of bus
operators meeting on 16th Oct.

Network Security
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Management of anti-social
behaviour

Regular communication with
agencies involved with reducing
anti-social behaviour and
preventing terrorist incidents

A major incident protocol

Development of a joint
protocol across operators
and the Combined Authority
to ensure volume/severity of
anti-social behaviour
remains low.
Develop an action plan and
close working relationship
between operators and the
Combined Authority to
ensure threats to the
transport network are
minimised
Develop a joint protocol to
manage a major incident in
West Yorkshire. Ensure
Alliance is involved

Emergency Planning, Major Highway Events and Resilience
24 hour control room where
Delivery of the Transport
unexpected incidents and planned Coordination Centre to

To be developed

To be developed

Key contacts established by
Spring 2020
Aim of a silver / gold interactive
workshop with bus alliance
partners and police in Summer
2020
Update briefing from Andrew
Hall at Alliance meeting on 18

event/closure diversion routes are
managed

ensure operators can work
closely with event planners

July 2019. Plan to ensure
engagement from all operators

Key Workstream Risks
What are the key risks affecting your outputs at this time? Are there are any outputs at risk of not being delivered?
Staff resourcing remains a key risk given the pressures on bus operators to provide staff time to facilitate this works stream.
Investment is the other key area, as expanding the evening shoulder peak requires additional resources, as bus operators are unable to free up
resources due to traffic congestion and declining operating speeds. Currently resources are having to be invested in reliability.

Change of Scope for Approval by the Alliance Steering Group
Are there any changes in the scope of the outputs or variation of the work that require approval by the Alliance Steering Group?
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Bus Safety
• Discussed at the previous Alliance meeting and retrospective approval required
S106
• It has been identified by the Bus Alliance that there is a need to have a consistent approach across the five Districts with regard to S106
Transport provisions on future developments.
• This is to ensure that these developments are designed in a way that facilitates clean sustainable growth and public transport, the
developments minimise climate and air quality impact, and they provide both revenue and capital support for public transport/active travel
modes.
• Mitigation should be provided in any construction phase to minimise impact to public transport – this could include car and car parking
restraint, and enforcement measures.
• It was also agreed in principle that the Combined Authority should act as the expert guide for the Districts to ensure a consistent approach
is adopted.

West Yorkshire Bus Alliance Workplan Update Report
Workstream: Ticketing and Retail
Workstream Leads: Mike Nolan and Martin Hirst
Date: September 2020
Reporting Period: Aug - Sep 2020
Output

Description
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Clear promotion and
discount for pre-purchased
products, working with
WYTCL and bus operators
on presentation of offers
both MCard and operator
own solutions

Deliver MCard Marketing plan to
promote awareness and sales of
MCard products – particularly the
multi-operator/modal features of
the product providing access to
increased frequency.

An iOS solution for retailing
of multi-modal products

Deliver an iOS app to retail MCard
products and passes.

A solution for those on low
incomes or without bank
accounts to enjoy the
benefits of pre-purchased
and seasonal tickets

Explore the possibility of joining up
with credit unions to offer credit
facilities that will provide access to
discounted seasonal products for
those without bank accounts.

Transformation of travel
Centres

Transform the service offered at
Travel Centres that facilitates the
shift to self-serve options in line
with the model of High Street
banks.

Progress to Date

Phase for
Delivery

2019 - All day tickets re-branded ‘DaySaver’ for
the ease of use and to ensure customers easily
identify discounts available for bulk purchase
MCard Marketing plan delivery on-going
September 2020 - Back to school campaign
promoting Under 19 products/photocard
• Soft launch of app w/c 31 August, ‘tame’
users trialling a liver version of the app with a
view to going live at the end of September
• The first release will be bus only products,
followed by bus/rail in Autumn (larger
promotion on the latter). This makes it the first
multi-modal app available in the UK.
• To be agreed whether marketing promoted as
Bus Alliance or WYTCL
Expression of Interest being submitted to TfN
w/c 24 August to get funds to deliver a potential
solution. Overall timescales tbc
•
•
•

Plans and designs have been developed for
Leeds, Bradford and Huddersfield.
Leeds will be developed through the LPTIP
Leeds Bus Station refurbishment project.
Bradford and Huddersfield are being
developed through to Full Business Case.

On-going

On-going

Phase three

Phase one
(Leeds)
Phase two
(Bradford,
Huddersfield)

Progress
RAG

•
•

•

MCard products available
on operator apps
Operator products on
MCard app

Explore the possibility of
making MCard products
available via operator apps.
• Explore the possibility of
retailing operator specific
products on MCard app
Monitor TfN discussions post
cancellation of ABBOT and
potential bid opportunity

•

Monitor operator trials of single
operator and multi operator
capping
Explore opportunities to introduce
opportunities for ticket
purchase/top-up at hubs and
interchanges.

•

•

•

Fare capping

More on-street top-up
options
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Full range of multi-modal
products available via smart
media

Make Myday product available on
smart media.

Deliverables may need to be reconsidered,
as proving technically difficult
To be considered whether these deliverables
are required as next steps once app is
finalised

Phase two

Some conversations are taking place through
‘Project Coral’, if a trial is suggested West
Yorkshire is an option.
Waiting to understand if interest from
operators – to be asked offline

TBC

Reviewed at Alliance Steering Group (June).
Queried whether this works links to Project Coral
and to monitor the project for any links

Phase two

MyDay product went live on SmartCard on 1
June. The product is available in single or
discounted multiples of 3, 5 or 10.
DaySaver range will be made available on the
ios app.

Phase one

Key Actions/Next Steps
What are the key activities/actions that need to be completed next?
Produce design principles for the Travel Centre Transformation.
Ongoing development of the app and testing.
Key Workstream Risks
What are the key risks affecting your outputs at this time? Are there are any outputs at risk of not being delivered?
ABBOT project cancelled – possibility of exploring other options in this space
Change of Scope for Approval by the Alliance Steering Group
Are there any changes in the scope of the outputs or variation of the work that require approval by the Alliance Steering Group?

Completed

West Yorkshire Bus Alliance Workplan Update Report

Workstream: Ticketing and Affordability
Workstream Leads: Andrew Bradley (interim), Martin Hirst
Date: September 2020
Reporting Period: Aug - Sep 2020

Fare offers for young people
Key Actions/Next Steps
What are the key activities/actions that need to be completed next?
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•

Analysis of Fare Deal for Young People consultation

Simple Fare Structure
Key Actions/Next Steps
What are the key activities/actions that need to be completed next?
•

Identify whether further resource will be required at WYCA for fares validation or if this will be funded by DfT?

Fare offers for young people
Output

Simple, clear and affordable
fares structure and ticketing
offer across the bus network
for Under 19’s and Under
25’s
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Clear promotion and
application of low-cost travel
for young people to include
clarity on ID requirements
for entitlement tickets
A revised concessionary
scheme for young people

Better intelligence on young
people’s market to help
better understand growth
opportunities

Description

Progress to Date

Progress
RAG

•

MCard actions being delivered through
WYTCL (delayed by Covid)
• Additional offer for young people and
price freeze for under 19s – to be taken
forward through discussions at next
WYTCL meeting.
• Price likely to be frozen again in Sep
Work with Operators to determine if
• Simplification of fare structure being
additional Operator own products are
delivered through the Fare Deal for
required.
Young People
Investigate ways to allow parents to
App development currently underway purchase tickets for young people and
basic app will be live but additional
share using mobile technology.
functionality may not be. Autumn tbc
Actions to ensure that travel for young
• Young people comms being delivered
people is affordable. Communications
through the WYTCL Marketing Plan
plan to be developed to ensure clear and • Relaxation of I.D requirements to be
consistent messaging to young people of
promoted ideally by the end of
fare/product options
September
• Fare Deal for Young People
Formalise / revise existing rules/principles
consultation closed 30 June
and update in line with new ID
• AB to circulate a summary of the
requirements and apportionment
feedback once analysed
agreements
• Launch tbc
Understand trends in young people’s
• Already underway through the Digital
travel
Payment for Travel Strategy work plan
– workplan to be reviewed to
Understand gaps in coverage of existing
understand whether it can inform
products.
anything here
• Discuss with Steering Group whether
there is anything further to progress
with this deliverable
Ensuring that all ticketing products have
MyDay on smart – due to be launched.
smart equivalent and that these options
Work with WYTCL to develop new
products where relevant (e.g. for
apprentices) and ensure that existing
ticket options are easy to understand and
made available on MCard app.

Phase for
Delivery

On-going

On-going

On-going

On-going

Phase 1

Already
delivered

Complete

Output

Description

Making ticketing products
smart so we can collect
data/insight into usage.

Progress to Date

are promoted. Work with WYTCL to
develop pricing offers for customers
purchasing tickets through the app.

Paper Daysaver products made available
on app

Phase for
Delivery
Already
delivered

Progress
RAG
Complete

Key Workstream Risks
What are the key risks affecting your outputs at this time?
Key risk is resource availability to develop the required outputs at the Combined Authority.
Change of Scope for Approval by the Alliance Steering Group
Are there any changes in the scope of the outputs or variation of the work that require approval by the Alliance Steering Group?
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Simple fare structure
Output

Description

Progress to Date
•

A design for a simple
fares structure

Development of a simplified structure for
fare calculation – this may be zonal or
distance based

•

•

Shared ticketing
agreement across all
operators

Disruption and tender changes (for 1
month after a change of operator,
customers can use operator tickets on
each service)

•
•

Ticket acceptance between operators
working the same route at different times
of day
Staff pass acceptance (all Alliance
operators to accept each other’s staff
passes for free travel)

Fare structure principles paper put forward at
January Steering Group.
Action was to speak to operators on an
individual basis (to avoid competition issues)
on whether the principles are currently being
delivered or could be in future
Husky protocol was updated and is being
included in forthcoming tenders (Calderdale
complete)
Will also be informed by the tendered services
planning criteria work
Is any public comms required?

Ticket acceptance trial took place on A64 –
feedback?
•
•

To be agreed with smaller operators who sign
up to the Alliance
Transdev acceptance also required

Phase for
Delivery

Phase 2

On-going

Progress
RAG

Output

Season ticket
customer
compensation
All fares and ticketing
information available
through open data
A communications
plan for ticketing
options

Progress to Date

Phase for
Delivery

A multi-operator compensation scheme has been
accelerated due to Covid. Single operator is
uncertain

On-going

Being delivered through the Bus Open Data
System

On-going

Description
Build shared ticketing agreement into
future tenders
Customers holding season tickets to be
compensated in the event of major
service disruptions
A legal requirement that will be partially
delivered through TfN
Plan identifying specific publicity for each
of the ticket types where a gap in
awareness has already been identified by
the Alliance and WYTCL

Progress?

Funding and delivery committed by WYTCL and
being delivery through the Commercial Group

On-going

Key Workstream Risks
What are the key risks affecting your outputs at this time? Are there are any outputs at risk of not being delivered?
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1. Key risk is resource availability to develop the required outputs at the Combined Authority.
2. Staff pass acceptance – need discussion with all operators
3. Progress on ensuring shared ticketing agreement is built into new tenders.

Change of Scope for Approval by the Alliance Steering Group
Are there any changes in the scope of the outputs or variation of the work that require approval by the Alliance Steering Group?

Progress
RAG

West Yorkshire Bus Alliance Workplan Update Report
Workstream: Travel Information
Workstream Leads: Mike Nolan
Date: September 2020
Reporting Period: Aug - Sep 2020
Output

Description

Progress to Date

Phase for
Delivery

•
Provision of audio and visual information on
buses, with consistent naming convention.
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Travel information
that reflects the live
network

Accurate data
compilation and
efficient transfer

Provision of open
data including fares
information

Providing information
and advice to make
buses more attractive

Using wi-fi for key messages
Ensure the provision of accurate and consistent
travel information via operator, WYCA and third
party journey planners online and via
smartphone.
Real time screens in stops and shelters and via
QR codes at all stops. Regular updates via
social media.
Explore possibilities of improving the transfer of
data between operators and the Combined
Authority
Make route, timetable and fares information
available via open data.
Explore the opportunities that open data can
provide to the alliance in the emergence of new
technologies that will enhance the customer
offer
Understand the information that will make bus
use more attractive to younger people via
Liaison with the Youth Council

AV information available on a number of
buses now
• Numbers of A.V displays on bus to be
collated through the Customer Service
workstream
Operators to confirm how much this is
utilised already

•
•

On-going provision.
Roll out of battery powered real time in
Leeds through the LPTIP programme

On-going

Phase one

On-going

Meetings have been held with individual
operators to discuss issues and dialogue will Phase one
continue
•
•
•
•
•

Underway through the Bus Open Data
programme
Operators will provide their information
via ticketer
Focus on routes/timetables now. Fares
will be published in 2021

On-going

Engagement with Ahead Partnership ongoing
Year 2 programme includes engagement
with Youth Voice panels in each district

On-going

Progress
RAG

for young people to
use
•

A plan developed
with bus operators
regarding use of
assets to disseminate
information

•
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•

Agree a plan for the dissemination of planned
and unplanned disruption. Including agreement
on tone of voice and how we may use e bus as
a means of accessing events.

•
•

To include agreement on a comms plan for
disruption caused for works taking place to
•
deliver highway schemes connected with LPTIP.
•
A more co-ordinated approach to the use of
social media for reporting of disruptions
•

Services cancelled
Re-establish Real Time Group to:
in the system in
real-time to ensure
• establish agreement on the protocol for
accuracy of
cancelling services in the Real Time
customer facing
system
outputs
• determine an action plan to reduce
An action plan to
episodes of the ‘phantom bus’ and
address ‘phantom
introduce a mechanism for recording.
buses’

Improved quality of
data supplied,
monitored via quality
assurance

Real Time Group to monitor data quality and
report back to operators on a periodic basis to
drive up quality and identify where issues are
occurring.

Open provision of
vehicle movement
data

Real Time Group to explore the opportunities
presented by open data, including the possibility
of combining VM and SM feeds.

•

•
•
•

Real Time Group to understand any potential
opportunities to make use of generic ETM
hardware across all operators as a potential to
facilitate delivery of real time information.
•

On-going

Conversations have taken place with
operators and have commented that
resource issues prevents them from
delivering this
Way forward to be identified

Phase two

Constantly changing situation due to
Covid is creating uncertainty and
capacity constraints
Review again post Covid and agree a
process

Phase three

On-going through the DfT Bus Open Data
Programme
•

Understand
opportunities that
may be provided via
generic ETMs across
all operators

Disruption messaging tool developed by
TfN
About to agree the structure of content to
be published
Will be necessary to discuss with
operators how they could feed into the
process.
Potential mechanism for putting out in
public domain.
Feedback after meetings with TfN (late
autumn).
Potential discussion required at a future
Steering Group meeting

Conversations taken place with Ticketer
and potential opportunities to use
ticketing machines as a data feed for
information, but it is not fully understood
whether it can be included within our
systems
A consultant has advised on a central
system for real time to generate
predictions for services. Ticketer will be

Phase one

On-going

•
•

A tool that facilitates
provision of
disruption information
(delivering through
TfN)

•
Work with TfN on the development of their
disruption messaging solution.

•
•
•

used as a feed but a central feed is still
required
Procurement exercise for real time
system about to commence
The disruption messaging tool went live
for WYCA on 16 March and messages
are being input into the system for
planned disruptions in West Yorkshire.
The alerts are now being picked up by
Moovit and are displayed on their journey
planner.
The open data hub went live on the 31
March to LTAs and key developers.
The user agreement has been agreed
and signed off by WYCA.
Operators to be spoken to help provide
content for this

On-going
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Key Actions/Next Steps
What are the key activities/actions that need to be completed next?

Key Workstream Risks
What are the key risks affecting your outputs at this time? Are there are any outputs at risk of not being delivered?
Identifying correct people for group.
Some impacts from Covid-19.
Change of Scope for Approval by the Alliance Steering Group
Are there any changes in the scope of the outputs or variation of the work that require approval by the Alliance Steering Group?
None

Draft Scrutiny Inquiry Final Report
Advancing Bus Service Provision
17 May 2017
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Desired Outcomes and
Recommendations
Desired Outcome – To improve bus services to the public through improved accountability
and competition.
Recommendation 1 – That the Director of Transport Services (WYCA) explores how
existing legislation and powers recently provided in the Bus Services Act could be utilised:
a) To enhance the responsiveness and accountability of bus operators to local
communities.
b) To open up the bus service market to new competitors and to promote competition in
Leeds and the West Yorkshire region.
The findings and conclusions are to be reported to the Scrutiny Board (City Development) in
the first quarter of 2018.

Desired Outcome – To improve bus services by reacting to direct public feedback.
Recommendation 2 – That Director of Transport Services (WYCA) provides a report, in the
first quarter of 2018, to the Scrutiny Board (City Development) on how the key areas to
address, raised in the AECOM report, will be or have been, resolved through the West
Yorkshire Bus Strategy and West Yorkshire Transport Strategy.

Desired Outcome – To support Bus Operators to improve bus punctuality and reliability, and
to enable the Scrutiny Board to understand the wider congestion reduction strategy for
Leeds.
Recommendation 3 – That the Director of City Development provides the Scrutiny Board
(City Development), with a report at a future meeting which outlines the congestion
alleviation plan for Leeds, including identification of areas of the City that requires priority
measures, the measures due to be implemented city wide and timescales for
implementation.

Desired Outcome – To identify what measures have been taken to understand the barriers
to bus usage from non-users, and the action that needs to be taken to persuade non-users
to change their mode of transport to bus.
Recommendation 4 – That Director of Transport Services (WYCA) and ABOWY provide the
Scrutiny Board (City Development) with an update, in the first quarter of 2018, regarding the
research into the barriers to bus travel for non-users, and the action to be taken to make bus
travel a viable and more attractive mode of transport for non-users.

Desired Outcome – To ensure that air quality in the Leeds area is improving.
Recommendation 5 – That Director of Transport Services (WYCA) and the Director of City
Development, working in collaboration with Bus Operators, provide the Scrutiny Board (City
Development) with an update at a future meeting on the implementation and impact of air
quality improvement measures, outlined in the West Yorkshire Bus Strategy, Leeds
Transport Strategy, and Bus 18 Programme objectives. (see recommendations 6,7&8)

3
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Desired Outcomes and
Recommendations
Desired Outcome – To ensure that the proposals in the West Yorkshire Bus Strategy are
implemented and successful outcomes are achieved in a timely manner.
Recommendation 6 – With regard to the West Yorkshire Bus Strategy, that Director of
Transport Services (WYCA) provides the Scrutiny Board (City Development) with an update,
in the first quarter of 2018, which identifies progress in the implementation and delivery of the
proposals outlined in the bus strategy.

Desired Outcome – To ensure that the promises in the Bus 18 Programme are
implemented and successful outcomes are achieved in a timely manner.
Recommendation 7 – With regard to the Bus 18 programme, that Director of Transport
Services (WYCA), in collaboration with Bus Operators provides the Scrutiny Board (City
Development) with an update in the first quarter of 2018, which identifies progress in the
implementation of the pledges outlined in the programme. This report should also outline the
impact and outcomes delivered by the Bus 18 programme.

Desired Outcome – To ensure that investment and proposals in the Bus element of the
Leeds Transport Strategy are implemented and successful outcomes are achieved in a
timely manner.
Recommendation 8 – With regard to the investment in bus travel defined in the Leeds
Transport Strategy, that the Director of City Development and Director of Transport Services
(WYCA) provides the Scrutiny Board (City Development) with:
a) An update at a future meeting which identifies progress in the £180m investment in
bus travel in Leeds.
b) An update at a future meeting which identifies the outcomes that have been delivered
through this investment and the impact of that investment.
c) An overview of the delivery plan for bus priority measures across Leeds and how this
complements the delivery of improvement plans specified by Bus Operators/ ABOWY.

Desired Outcome – To ensure that all options defined in the Bus Services Act 2017 to
support bus service improvement are fully explored and understood.
Recommendation 9 – That Director of Transport Services (WYCA) and the Director of City
Development fully investigate the elements of the Bus Services Act regarding:
a) The implementation of partnership arrangements with robust governance and
accountability provision.
b) The requirements for gaining Secretary of State approval for the implementation of
bus franchising in Leeds and West Yorkshire.
The analysis, options and methodology for implementation to be reported in the first quarter
of 2018 to the Scrutiny Board (City Development).

4
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Introduction and Scope
Introduction

• Options for improving local bus
services
• Investment and the delivery of
strategic and operational
improvement in bus services
• Consultation on the Bus Services Bill
• Input into the WYCA Bus Strategy,
forming part of a single transport
plan (West Yorkshire Transport
Strategy).

1 The vision for Leeds 2011 – 2030 states
that Leeds will be fair, open and
welcoming, with an economy that is
prosperous and sustainable; where
communities will be successful and
people can access high-quality,
affordable and reliable public transport.
2 The Scrutiny Board at its meeting on 17
of June 2015 expressed a desire to
undertake an inquiry which would
consider the current bus service
provision in Leeds. In addition, we
decided to consider how bus services
support our objectives as a council to
connect residents and visitors to
employment, training, culture and
leisure, whilst supporting the economic
prosperity of the city. We also expressed
our aim to understand the legislative
options for bus service provision and
consider what potentially could be
beneficial for Leeds.

Scope of the Inquiry
3 Terms of reference for this inquiry were
agreed at our Board meeting on 9
September 2015, when we concluded
that the purpose of the inquiry would be
to make an assessment of and, where
appropriate, make recommendations on
the following areas:
• The provision and connectivity of bus
services in Leeds, including services
into the Leeds area and sufficiency
to meet the needs of people and
business
• Current impact of bus services on
social inclusion, poverty and the
economy

5

4 The inquiry was conducted over five
evidence gathering sessions which took
place between January 2016 and
October 2016 when we received a
range of evidence both written and
verbal.
5 During our inquiry the Bus Services Bill
was introduced. This received Royal
Assent on the 27 April 2017. The
intention of this legislation is to enable
Local Authorities, Elected Mayors and
Bus Operators to make improvements to
bus services in their areas. The
legislation should make it easier for
Mayoral Combined Authorities to
introduce bus franchising, and also
provide a framework for enabling Local
Authorities and Operators to reach
enhanced partnership agreements.
6 Also in development during our inquiry
was the West Yorkshire Transport
Strategy 2016 – 2036, the West
Yorkshire Bus Strategy 2016 – 2036
and more specifically a transport
strategy for Leeds. The latter we
received and considered at our meeting
in February 2017.
7 This inquiry was supported by a number
of organisations such as HTC Group,
Tower Transit and various Leeds Bus
Operators. A full list of those who
participated is detailed at the end of this
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report. The information provided was
enlightening and valuable, and we
would like to thank everyone for their
input to this inquiry.

considerably since bus service deregulation with other modes of transport
growing in popularity, including car use.
A key focus of this inquiry was how bus
patronage could be increased.
Residents and visitors to Leeds expect
and deserve a modern, reliable,
punctual and affordable bus service,
particularly if they are to be persuaded
to travel by bus, which is a more
environmentally friendly mode of
transport.

Council Plan
8 The scope of this inquiry fulfils a number
of best council objectives and priorities
as defined in the Best Council Plan
2017/18. Effective bus provision across
the city will contribute to the strategic
objectives of connecting people and
places, and helping to improve air
quality
9 The plan sets out an ambition to deliver
an improved transport infrastructure that
will meet the needs of a growing city.
‘Improving connectivity will bring new
markets within reach for business, new
jobs within reach for people, and a wider
workforce within reach for employers.’ 1

Desired Outcomes,
Added Value and
Anticipated Service
Impact
10 Our recommendations outline our
expectations regarding a number of
significant improvement measures which
will require investment, resources and
governance changes.
11 Within this report we have highlighted
exactly why a coherent bus network is
essential for Leeds, which connects
people and places. We understand that
bus patronage had declined
1

Best Council Plan 2017/18: Tackling poverty and
reducing inequalities

6

12 In conducting the Inquiry we reflected on
the role and organisational
responsibilities of West Yorkshire
Combined Authority (WYCA), Leeds
City Council and Bus Service Providers.
The Scrutiny Board aimed to establish if
robust governance, plans, strategies,
and high impact operational practices
are in place to enhance customer
experience, increase bus patronage and
provide a network that considers the
needs of communities and economic
growth. The Board gathered intelligence
and were informed through the
collective knowledge and experience of
all those who contributed to the inquiry.
We hope that our findings provide a
clear summary of areas that require
focus and action. We acknowledge that
WYCA, Leeds City Council and Bus
Operators have introduced strategies for
improvement. It is our intention to
monitor the delivery of the stated
objectives, aspirations and promises
made.
13 Ongoing monitoring of the progress of
outcomes and recommendations will be
undertaken by the Scrutiny Board (City
Development) or successor board with
the authority to discharge scrutiny
functions for highways and
transportation.
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Equality and Diversity
14 The Equality Improvement Priorities
2016 – 2020 have been developed to
ensure that the council meets its legal
duties under the Equality Act 2010. The
priorities will help the council to identify
work and activities that help to reduce
disadvantage, discrimination and
inequalities of opportunity to achieve its
ambition to be the best city in the UK.

17 Where a Scrutiny Board has made
recommendations and these are
agreed, the individual, organisation or
group responsible for implementation or
delivery should give due regard to
equality and diversity, and where
appropriate an equality impact
assessment should be carried out.

15 Equality and diversity issues have been
considered throughout this Scrutiny
Inquiry. The evidence submitted and the
topics debated in this inquiry have
highlighted that there are several social
groups dependent on bus services as
their main mode of transportation.
These groups include those on low
incomes, older people, younger people,
disabled people and those living in
remote and rural areas. The lack of a
suitable bus service can reinforce
significant barriers such as social and
economic exclusion. Improvement in
bus services will promote better access
to employment and education, and
further empowers people to
independently partake in social
activities, shopping trips, access
healthcare and other essential public
services.
16 As a result of feedback received through
the Bus Strategy consultation, WYCA
are undertaking public consultation from
1 May 2017 regarding an accessible bus
system. This was highlighted as
important to all, but especially for users
with short and long term disabilities.
There is currently an intention to add an
additional policy to the West Yorkshire
Bus Strategy regarding improving
accessibility for all, which we fully
support.

7
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Conclusions and
Recommendations
Background
18 Following the Transport Act of 1985, bus
services were deregulated and many of
the publicly owned bus companies
became largely privately operated. The
Act also removed the duty of local
authorities to coordinate public
passenger transport. Currently
approximately 90% of bus service
mileage in Leeds and across West
Yorkshire is run on a commercial basis
by private companies.
19 We were advised that across West
Yorkshire and in Leeds most public
transport journeys are made by bus. In
2013/14, there were more than three
times as many bus journeys as rail
journeys. Every day, almost 2.5 million
people all over Britain travel to work by
bus, 30% of people are frequent bus
users (using the bus at least once a
week). Over half of 16-19 year olds and
over a third of 20-29 year olds are
frequent bus users.

license or does not operate services in
line with the registration that is made.
The Commissioners also set punctuality
standards against which the reliability of
local bus services are measured.
22 We were informed that since
deregulation the role of local authorities
in the provision or control of bus
services has been limited by the
privatised nature of bus service delivery.
23 The West Yorkshire Combined Authority
(WYCA) was established on 1 April
2014. This combined authority brought
together decision making powers for
Transport, Economic Growth and
Regeneration for the five West
Yorkshire Local Authorities including
Leeds. WYCA, the local transport
authority, operates under the brand
name Metro in the provision of transport
services for the region, with
responsibility for the following:
• Under the 2008 Local Transport Act,
WYCA has a statutory duty to
produce and maintain a Local
Transport Plan for the region. A
new, overarching Single Transport
Plan to replace the existing Local
Transport Plan is currently in
development. Leeds City Council will
have input into the public transport
policies contained within this plan.

20 Nearly all local bus services across
England are delivered within a complex
arrangement involving Central
Government, Local Government, the
Traffic Commissioner and Bus
Operators. This was illustrated by
KPMG in January 2016, attached as
appendix 1. 2
21 Traffic Commissioners, appointed by the
Secretary of State for Transport, are
responsible for the licensing and
regulation of those who operate buses
and coaches, and the registration of
local bus services. They have the power
to take action where an operator no
longer meets the conditions of their
2

• The planning and delivery of
tendered bus services (those bus
services which are considered to be
“socially necessary”) are not
provided commercially by bus
operators. These services, at present
around 10% of the bus system in
West Yorkshire, are typically funded
by the public sector;

KPMG, Local Bus Market Study, 26 January 2016

8
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• Managing the English National
Concessionary Travel Scheme on
behalf of the registered residents in
West Yorkshire, including Senior,
Disabled, Disabled and Companion.
In addition WYCA manages Young
Persons, Scholars and 16-25 year
olds concessionary travel schemes;
• Managing school transport by
procuring bus services for school
pupils across the county, coordinating the needs of statutory
travel and non-statutory needs.
• Administering and facilitating the
development and implementation of
M-Card smartcards.

• The Highway Act (1980), which sets
out the main duties of highway
authorities in England and Wales,
with regard to the management and
operation of the road network. In
terms of provision for buses, this act
gives the Highway Authority the
responsibility for the creation,
maintenance and improvement of
bus infrastructure, for example bus
lanes and traffic light priority
measures.
• The Traffic Management Act (2004),
includes a duty for local traffic
authorities to secure ‘the expeditious
movement of traffic on the authority’s
road network’ to tackle congestion
and disruption on the road network,
including the movement of buses.

• Managing transport assets across
the region, including 14,000 bus
shelters and stops, and 30 bus
stations and bus points.
• Providing travel information at stops,
stations, online, and over the phone
through Metroline.
24 It is acknowledged in a recent House of
Commons briefing paper that unless
local transport authorities are involved in
partnerships (and then only by
agreement with the bus operator), they
have little control over the level and
structure of fares, integrated ticketing,
the stability of the network, branding and
marketing. 3
25 Leeds City Council does not have any
statutory responsibility for the coordination, provision or financial support
of bus services. However, as the Local

3

House of Commons Library, Briefing Paper
CBP07545, 22 February 2017, Bus Services Bill
(HL) 2016-17

9

Highway Authority it does have the
following duties with regard to buses:

• Under the provisions of the Road
Traffic Regulation Act (1984), local
authorities can implement ‘Traffic
Regulation Orders’. A traffic
regulation order (TRO) is the legal
instrument by which traffic authorities
implement most traffic management
controls on their roads. TROs are
designed to regulate, restrict or
prohibit the use of a road, or any part
of the width of a road by vehicular
traffic or pedestrians.
• In November 2005, new regulations
enabled local authorities outside
London to carry out camera
enforcement of bus lanes provided
that their area had been designated
as a permitted/ special parking area
under the provisions of Schedule 3 of
the Road Traffic Act 1991. Leeds
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City Council has adopted these
powers to enforce bus lanes.

would have the effect of introducing
franchising, such as the tendering
regime that applies in London and most
major European cities.

• Working closely with WYCA on
strategic transport developments,
such as HS2 and Transport for the
North.
26 Bus Operators did explain to us that
they consider the regulatory framework
to be transparent and sufficient. During
our inquiry, the Bus Services Bill was
introduced to Parliament. In considering
the statutory accountability framework in
place for Bus Operators currently we
consider that there is little democratic
accountability and more can be done to
improve accountability to the public. We
hope that this will be strengthened by
the new legislation. The reasons for this
are highlighted later within this report.

Deregulation and
Patronage
27 The 1985 Transport Act de-regulated
local bus services, with the exceptions
of London and Northern Ireland. The
introduction of the act brought about a
change in the operation of bus services
from public bodies to private companies.
As a result bus services in Leeds are
operated by private companies within a
de-regulated framework, with
approximately 90% of bus service
mileage provided on a commercial basis
in West Yorkshire.
28 We were advised that the 1985 act
enables local transport authorities to
influence the performance and
development of local bus services
through partnership agreements (either
voluntary or statutory) or through a
Quality Contract Scheme (QCS), which

10

29 We heard that in order to implement a
QCS there are a great deal of legislative
barriers to overcome. A QCS has never
been successfully implemented despite
a submission in 2014 by Nexus, part of
the North East Combined Authority. We
were advised that Bus Operators in the
North East fiercely objected to the
introduction of the QCS and that the
scheme broadly failed on process. This
demonstrates to us that legislation as it
currently stands does not support or
facilitate in practice alternative
approaches to improving local bus
services.
30 Bus patronage was in decline during the
1970s, with a very similar pattern in both
the metropolitan areas and in London. 4
We understand that the purpose of
deregulation was to reverse this trend,
to improve bus services and increase
patronage by introducing commercial
competition. It was explained to us that
this did not happen and in the West
Yorkshire area there has been an
overall fall in bus use since
deregulation. This is highlighted in
graphical information in appendix 2. 5
31 It is stated that the bus industry believes
deregulation has generally been a
success and has delivered significant
investment and service improvements
since 1986. 6 We heard from a number
4

Building a world-class bus system for Britain –
TfQL Community Interest Company May 2016
5
Provided by WYCA
6
House of Commons Library, Briefing Paper
CBP07545, 22 February 2017, Bus Services Bill
(HL) 2016-17
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discussed service reduction, fare
increases and the profits made by
commercial operators. Unite
representatives advised us that they
believe profits should be reinvested into
the community, new greener vehicles,
improving services and improving bus
driver employment terms and
conditions. They stated ‘Bus drivers are
carrying our families, and one of the
most difficult jobs at this moment in time
is driving a bus around the city centres.’
Unite actively campaign for the reregulation of bus services across the
country.

of visitors contributing to the inquiry that
more people in Leeds travel by bus than
any other mode of transport. However,
there has been a decline of bus
patronage, during a period of time when
the local economy has prospered and
rail patronage has grown.
32 We challenged the major bus operators
regarding growth and investment. We
asked for clarity about the turnover of
profit from their operations in West
Yorkshire, and the perceived lack of
reinvestment in services. In response
First Bus advised us that there has been
studies which suggests that there is not
sufficient profit to reinvest and that
‘super-profits’ are not being earned in
West Yorkshire. Arriva advised that the
bus industry requires a lot of investment
and that profit margins reflect this.
33 First Bus did concur that their reputation
in the past was based on cutting
services and increasing fares. They
stated that this was a while ago and that
bus operators in West Yorkshire are
focusing on investment in growth.
34 We acknowledge that there has been
consistent growth in patronage within
West Yorkshire since 2012, which was
attributed to the efforts made by the bus
operators. However, patronage figures
are still considerably lower than the
preceding decade and therefore we
concluded that the baseline, from which
investment in services and improvement
in patronage is being measured, is low.
Significant improvement is still required
to build passenger numbers.
35 Concerns were expressed during the
inquiry about the wider impact of
deregulation particularly by the bus
drivers union Unite. At this session we

11

36 We were advised of the success of
deregulation in areas such as Bristol,
Oxford, York and Leicester. We sought
clarity about examples of similar
successes in major cities like Leeds.
Representatives from Unite advised us
that the only comparator area is
Sheffield where a working partnership is
established between operators, the
transport authority and the local
authority to manage the network and
wider functions.
37 Dai Powell from HTC highlighted recent
evidence showing the success of the reregulated system in Jersey, where HTC
operate a contracted bus network. This
showed that a level of subsidy has
reduced by £800,000 per year while
passenger usage has increased by
almost a third. 7 Tower Transit also
brought our attention to their successes
under franchised systems in Singapore
and Perth.

7

HTC Group, practical bus franchising the Jersey
model May 2016
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The Bus Network Economic and Social
Value

the tendency towards non-car
ownership’, which creates significant
barriers such as social and economic
exclusion.
41 The report also highlights the benefit of
public transport; ‘access to
employment, education and labour
market participation is a key benefit for
many groups as is the ability to
independently partake in social
activities, shopping trips and get to other
essential public services, especially
healthcare.’

38 Buses connect people to jobs and
customers to businesses, they provide
access to essential services, promote
social inclusion and provide
environmental improvements by
encouraging a switch from private to
public transport. 8
39 With regard to economic growth it has
been stated that ‘in Metropolitan areas
alone, bus networks are estimated to
generate over £2.5bn in economic
benefits against public funding of
£0.5bn.’9 In addition more people
access high streets by bus than by any
other mode, ‘bringing a combined total
retail and leisure spend to £27.2 billion
of which £21.5 billion is spent in town or
city centres.’(figures 2012)10
40 With regard to social value, a report
commissioned by the Department for
Transport 11 looked at the impacts of
public transport in general and
concluded that there are several social
groups who benefit from local public
transport interventions. Those who
benefit the most are on low incomes,
older people, younger people, disabled
people and those living in remote and
rural areas. The main common
denominator with these groups ‘being
8

KPMG Local Bus Market Study, Report to the
Department of Transport, January 2016
9
Making the connections: The cross-sector benefits
of supporting bus services. PTEG
10
Buses and Economic Growth, Institute for
Transport Studies, June 2012
11
Valuing the social impacts of public transport,
Department for Transport (University of Leeds &
Mott MacDonald)

12

42 We certainly recognise that the bus is a
vital mode of transport for young people
in order to connect them to education
and employment opportunities. We
remained unconvinced however that
young people find bus travel affordable
and this is a barrier to their achievement
in both education and employment.
43 Other recognised benefits of bus travel
for society in general are through
reduced congestion, pollution and
accident rates.
44 HTC group deliver a range of transport
services and reinvest the profits from
their commercial work into transport
services or projects in the communities
they serve. HTC Group advised us that
the social value of bus services, the
voice and influence of passengers and
the shaping of bus networks could be
better facilitated through the
implementation of franchising powers, to
be introduced by the Bus Services Act.
We were advised that ‘at the moment
they [the community] have no influence,
they have virtually no say and they get
what they are given.’
45 Representatives from the Chamber of
Commerce put into context how
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important buses are to the Leeds
economy. ‘It is not just about people
travelling in to work, it is also about
ensuring travel to schools, colleges and
hospitals. Buses also benefit the nighttime economy. Buses are about
transport not only to the city centre but
other useful centres. Around 80% of our
members would choose cars as their
chosen mode of transport. However,
they also recognise that in order for the
broader economy to be able to function
you have to have an efficient and
effective public transport system
supporting economic growth.’ Improving
transport networks is one of their key
lobbying areas, nationally, regionally
and locally.
46 Representatives from the Chamber of
Commerce also stressed to us the
importance of integrated transport
systems, in terms of how buses, taxis
and trains are integrated. WYCA
advised us that a West Yorkshire
Transport Strategy is in development, to
update the existing Local Transport
Plan. This will bring a range of current
strategic transport plans and
programmes into one single plan and
provide a clear statement of the
Combined Authority’s vision for
transport.
47 It is important that organisations and
potential employers consider Leeds as a
viable proposition in which to establish
their enterprise. We are very aware that
a ‘fit for purpose’ bus network is a
location consideration for organisations
to facilitate the transport of potential
employees from the Leeds area and
beyond. We understand the well
documented link between efficient
transport systems and prosperity in the
economy and in communities.

13

48 The bus helps to build communities.
Transport links have been a key
consideration in assessing land supply
for future house building across Leeds.
We are mindful however that the
majority of the bus network is not
planned or managed by the WYCA and
conventionally the provision of bus
services are demand led. This does not
guarantee that new or developing
communities will be well served. There
is a disconnect, and we believe that
franchising could be an option which
would better enable Leeds City Council
and WYCA to strategically plan, deliver
and manage integrated transport
services that would enable communities
to thrive and provide links to healthcare,
education and housing.
49 We established early in this inquiry that
the WYCA has little control over the
stability of the commercial bus network,
run by private operators, which provides
90% of the bus service mileage in Leeds
and across West Yorkshire. WYCA are
responsible for non-commercial
supported services for the remainder of
the network. They advised us that they
have very tight resources and capacity
to provide new services is limited. Their
£19m budget (West Yorkshire) has
reduced over the last 6 years from £26m
due to austerity measures. We were
advised that WYCA have managed to
maintain services by removing support
for high frequency services and these
are now wholly supported by
commercial services.
50 As Elected Members and community
representatives, we discussed our
experiences of the bus network, to
understand the extent to which the
Leeds network is designed for the public
good or to maximise operator profit.
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51 Bus operator representatives advised us
that if they were purely profit motivated
much smaller networks would be in
operation. However, they operate
broader networks than they might
otherwise do for the benefit of
communities.
52 We considered the nature of demand
led services and the impact of bus route
changes in our communities. We were
advised that there are good arterial
services in and out of the centre of
Leeds. However, there are difficulties
travelling between some communities
directly as they are less profitable
routes. We recognise that bus
companies operate in a commercial
market, having a responsibility to
shareholders. We also recognise that
this does create compromise with regard
to supporting the needs of the public.
53 A source of considerable frustration
within our communities is the frequency
of service changes, which we believe
erodes confidence in bus services. We
acknowledge that some cancelled
commercial services have been reestablished through support from
WYCA, where funding permits. We were
advised that licensed operators can
register, vary or cancel services with 56
days’ notice to the Traffic
Commissioner, though operators had
agreed with WYCA to restrict date
changes to six dates per annum.
54 The Association of Bus Operators in
West Yorkshire (ABOWY)
acknowledged that there could be better
consultation regarding the change to
services and confirmed that operators
are committed to undertaking formal
consultation with customers, councillors
and the authority, to enable

14

communities to express their views and
provide feedback on the proposed
changes, which will be reflected in the
networks operated.
55 Since our evidence gathering sessions
we are pleased to note that WYCA and
the leading Bus Operators have agreed
a protocol for bus service changes
which came into effect from 1 January
2017. This will restrict major service
changes12 to twice a year in late
February and early September. The
protocol also involves operators and
WYCA consulting customers and
communities prior to the registration of
major changes. 13
56 Following the Jersey example provided
by HTC Group we considered the
potential for improving network design
with communities, where operators
could work with the combined authority
and the community to design routes that
served the community better.
57 We also focused on the success of the
Elland Road Park and Ride which was
established jointly, in partnership with
First Bus, WYCA and Leeds City
Council. This provided an opportunity to
determine and deliver an integrated
package including the site, routes and
quality journeys for customers. This
highlighted a better methodology for
network delivery across the city. We
were advised that a franchising
approach would provide an opportunity
for better integration of transport
systems and a whole city approach to
planning a network.

12

A major change involves alterations to routes and
frequencies as opposed to minor timetable changes.
13
City Region Transport Update, Transport
Committee WYCA 9 December 2016
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58 The Jersey example, along with the
Elland Road Park and Ride
demonstrates clearly to us that transport
authorities and wider stakeholders
should have greater influence in the
design of networks which will serve
established and new communities, in a
way which will provide access to health
and education services, links to
employment, meet social needs, and
enable better integration with other
modes of transport.

Competition
59 The deregulation of bus services was
based on the notion that competition
would increase quality and decrease
cost to the consumer. We are clear that
this has not been achieved. Since
deregulation the market is mainly
dominated by five large operators
nationally which accounts for 70% of the
market by number of services
registered. 14 In Leeds there are two
main operators, First and Arriva, with the
former enjoying overall dominance. We
were concerned about the negative
effects a lack of competition has had.
60 In December 2011 the Competition
Commission published a report on local
bus competition which considered the
post de-regulation situation, this being
an oligopoly nationally, with most urban
areas having either a near-monopoly
operator or two dominant operators. It
was estimated that the total detriment to
consumers and taxpayers as a result of
adverse effects on competition was in
the range of £115m to £305m per year
nationally. We were advised, using the
14

House of Commons Library, Briefing Paper
CBP07545, 22 February 2017, Bus Services Bill
(HL) 2016-17

15

Competition Commission’s figures
provided, that in 2010 the adverse
estimated effect was £25m per annum
in West Yorkshire.
61 The KPMG Local Bus Market Study15
also highlights that the lack of
competition could also lead to higher
fares, lower output, reduced service
quality, reduced innovation and higher
operator profits.
62 We were advised that the Competition
Commission proposed a number of
remedies aimed at promoting
competition between bus companies.
We were also advised however that the
former WYITA were advised that these
remedies were unlikely to be effective in
the West Yorkshire context as they were
already in place or were considered to
have little potential impact. We were
also informed that recent market
analysis has demonstrated that the level
of competition has not changed
significantly since the Competition
Commission’s report was published,
meaning the potential for significant
detriment remains.
63 WYCA advised us that they are
endeavouring to encourage small
operators into the market with half of
their £19m budget for supported
services invested with small operators.
This however represents a very small
share of the total network.
64 We explored with smaller operators
what could be done at present to
address the lack of competition. We
were advised that influencing change in
the current circumstances in West
Yorkshire would be very difficult. It was
stated that smaller operators could only
15

See footnote 7
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‘scratch around the edges and that is all
you can do because it is a dominant
monopoly’ and ‘In somewhere like
West Yorkshire it is very very difficult to
become a medium sized player.’ 16
65 It is our view that the legislation
provided in the Bus Services Act (once
enacted) must be explored to identify
the options available to mitigate the
detrimental impacts identified by the
Competition Commission in 2011. It is
important that the options and
methodology for introducing effective
competition into the West Yorkshire
market are identified.
Recommendation 1 – That the Director
of Transport Services (WYCA) explores
how existing legislation and powers
recently provided in the Bus Services
Act could be utilised:
a) To enhance the responsiveness
and accountability of bus
operators to local communities.
b) To open up the bus service
market to new competitors and to
promote competition in Leeds
and the West Yorkshire region.
The findings and conclusions are to be
reported to the Scrutiny Board (City
Development) in the first quarter of
2018.

Strategy for West Yorkshire. Work on
the evolving Bus Strategy preceded the
introduction of the Bus Services Bill and
development of the strategy has been
ongoing whilst the bill has progressed
through Parliament. We were assured
that the strategy will ultimately reflect
the requirements of the Bus Services
Act.
67 We were fully advised of the public
consultation undertaken with regard to
the Bus Strategy, to which we
contributed. The consultation ran
between 18th July and 21st October
2016 and included public drop-in
sessions, workshops, one-to-one
meetings with key stakeholders and
online access.
68 The Bus Strategy consultation received
over 3,300 responses17 for the West
Yorkshire Area. Consultants AECOM
were commissioned to produce a full
independent report which analysed the
consultation responses and has given
us an interesting insight into the public
perception of bus services currently.
69 In general the responders to the
consultation advised that:
•
•
•

Bus Service Standards
and Quality

•

66 During the period of our inquiry WYCA
was developing a West Yorkshire
Transport Strategy. An element of that
plan is the development of a Bus
16

Dai Powell HTC Group

16

Buses failed to turn up (81%);
Destinations could take a long time
to reach (69%);
Bus Services didn’t run to timetable
(65%); and
Information provision was
inconsistent and difficult to find
(63%).

17

Report to the Transport Committee (WYCA), Bus
Strategy, 24 February 2017
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70 The AECOM report 18 highlighted the
responses for Leeds, these being:
•

•
•

•
•

88% stated that they had
occasionally experienced buses that
failed to turn up.
83% agreed with the proposal to
ensure that travel information when
planning a journey was easily
accessible and reliable.
79% agreed that there should be
integrated, simple and affordable bus
fares for all.
In terms of importance, 79% of
respondents from Leeds stated that
the provision of a bus journey that
offered modern, coherent and
integrated bus services was of
importance. 70% selected customer
experience, i.e. a consistent and
excellent customer service across
the bus system.

71 It also outlined a number of key areas to
address in the future:
•
•

•

•

Travel Information - should be easily
accessible and reliable.
Accountability - greater measures to
force accountability and a feeling of
uncertainty that the proposals would
become a reality.
Integration - there should be
improved integration between modes
and across boundaries with
improved bus infrastructure and
greater accessibility. Journeys
should be modern, coherent and
integrated.
Reliability - Those in Leeds were
most likely to say the bus service did
not run to timetable or the bus did

not turn up and took a long time to
reach its destination.
Cost - Cost was of greater
importance to BME and younger
respondents. Overall respondents
feel payment should be integrated,
simple and affordable for all, and
with a modern low carbon bus
system.

Recommendation 2 – That Director of
Transport Services (WYCA) provides a
report, in the first quarter of 2018, to the
Scrutiny Board (City Development) on
how the key areas to address, raised in
the AECOM report, will be or have been,
resolved through the West Yorkshire
Bus Strategy and West Yorkshire
Transport Strategy.
72 Each year Transport Focus publishes
their Annual Bus Passenger Survey
which captures the views of bus users
only. This represents a narrower field
than those consulted on the Bus
Strategy. ABOWY usefully presented us
with a summary of the Bus Passenger
Survey for West Yorkshire which we
compared to the national average
statistics 19.
•
•
•
•

Overall 87% of passengers were
satisfied with their service. (85% in
2012), National satisfaction is 86%
61% of fare paying passenger were
satisfied with Value for Money (55%
in 2012), National satisfaction 63%
74% of passengers satisfied with
Punctuality ( 70% in 2012), National
satisfaction 75%
86% of passengers satisfied with
Journey Time (86% in 2012),
National satisfaction 84%

18

Independent Analysis of the West Yorkshire Bus
Strategy
Consultation
Responses,
Executive
Summary, Phase 2, February 2017 (AECOM)

17

19

Bus Passenger Survey, Autumn 2015 Report,
Transport Focus
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ABOWY advised us that this compares
favourably with local rail operator
Northern Rail with 82% satisfaction
(81% punctuality, 58% value for money
and 83% journey time). Therefore
overall satisfaction rates with bus travel
are higher.
73 The KPMG Local Bus Market Study20
acknowledges that levels of passenger
satisfaction are high and that scores are
improving. It also states that there were
‘concerns raised during the stakeholder
interviews that high passenger
satisfaction levels potentially reflect low
passenger expectations rather than high
service quality.’ We also believe that low
expectations and the perceptions of
non-users about the quality of bus travel
is a key issue to be addressed if people
are to be persuaded to change their
mode of transport to bus.
Punctuality and Congestion
74 We fully appreciate that the contributing
factors for poor punctuality can be
numerous and can be caused by Bus
Operators, the Highways Authority or
organisations such as the Highways
Agency or utility companies. We were
therefore reassured to hear that
endeavours are made to work in
partnership in order to bring about
improvements.
75 The representative from ABOWY
advised us that the cost of congestion
for bus operators in Leeds is significant.
First Bus has added 11 buses (3.1%) to
its network to maintain their timetables,
with average speeds reducing from
11.9mph to 10.2mph over the last five
years. Operators stated that the vast
20

KPMG Local Bus Market Study, Report to the
Department of Transport, January 2016

18

majority of cancelled services are due to
buses being caught up in congested
traffic. They also advised us that public
sector investment is important, as
research has shown that targeted
investment in bus priority measures
would typically generate £3.32 of net
economic benefit for each £1 of cost
incurred.
76 We do not disagree with this assertion in
the knowledge that a considerable
amount has been invested into bus
lanes, smart traffic lights and large
projects such as the A65 corridor. We
understand that there is also a
commitment with the bus operators to
ensure that buses have priority over
other vehicles where possible with
significant investment having been
made in physical bus prioritisation to
ensure buses run more reliably. It is
logical to draw the conclusion however
that further investment will be required
to accommodate the aspirational
passenger growth as defined in the
West Yorkshire Bus Strategy and Leeds
Transport Strategy.
77 29% of West Yorkshire bus passengers
surveyed in the 2015 Bus Passenger
Survey reported that congestion or
traffic jams affected their journey time,
this is an increase from 24% in 2014.
16% said road works affected their
journey, this is an increase from 11% in
2014. 21
78 We were advised that road works in
various different forms can frustrate the
punctual operations of a bus service and
can also frustrate the use of the road
generally. WYCA and Leeds City
Council work closely in order to manage
21

Bus Passenger Survey, Autumn 2015 Report,
Transport Focus
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planned road works as well as having
processes to re-route bus services
around major congestion areas.

excellent customer experience. Bus
Operators advised us that they actively
encourage customer comments, both
negative and positive. Complaints are
routinely investigated and fed back to
the affected parties and where possible
a root cause resolution exercise is
undertaken to ensure lessons are
learned and alterations made. We
concluded however that passengers
have limited influence over the levels of
service provided.

79 We were further advised that a street
works permit scheme is in place for
planned road works. The utilities have
statutory rights to undertake works,
however short-term ‘utility-based’ road
works that aren’t planned or
communicated can create the greatest
disruption to punctuality.
80 We do recognise that congestion is only
one element contributing to the current
bus system challenges in Leeds.
London and Edinburgh are two of the
most congested cities in the UK yet their
bus patronage is still growing. It is
essential that organisations work
together to overcome the challenge of
congestion including operators who are
expected to manage their fleet, improve
boarding times, travel times, and ensure
there is sufficient resilience within the
system to ensure that services are
punctual and reliable.
Recommendation 3 – That the Director
of City Development provides the
Scrutiny Board (City Development), with
a report at a future meeting which
outlines the congestion alleviation plan
for Leeds, including identification of
areas of the City that requires priority
measures, the measures due to be
implemented city wide and timescales
for implementation.

83 With regard to non-commercial services
WYCA advised us that quality standards
are in place. Monitoring officers work
incognito to observe and monitor
services. WYCA also implements a
penalty scheme, deducting funding
where service is considered to be poor.

Customer Satisfaction
81 Bus Strategy consultation has
highlighted the importance of a modern
bus service with a consistent and

19

82 We found that traveller experience
across Leeds is a mixed picture.
Expectations have changed, with higher
quality vehicles, good customer service
and Wi-Fi being desirable. There were
some good examples of investment
considered, such as Transdev’s 36 bus
and Arriva’s premium Sapphire service.
We were advised that generally a
premium is charged for those services,
however there is a market for them.
Operators informed us that the company
standard adopted by Transdev is
motivational and what they aspire to
achieve. However, it was stated that
rapid investment in vehicles across the
whole network is not possible and would
have to be done on a staged basis.
Operators recognise that investment in
vehicles is necessary to make bus travel
attractive to those who currently do not
utilise this mode of transport.

84 We explored passenger safety and antisocial behaviour on buses and at the
bus station in Leeds. We were advised
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by WYCA representatives that increased
patronage would improve journey
safety. With regard to Leeds bus station,
the concourse-style and closed
environment creates a safer
environment; it also has security
arrangements including CCTV. The
partnership arrangement with West
Yorkshire Police was also highlighted,
including the assistance from police
community support officers. In Leeds
the police travel on ‘Trojan’ buses which
help them to identify and reduce crime
and anti-social behaviour.
Bus Fares and Ticketing
85 79% of respondents to the Bus Strategy
consultation stated that there should be
integrated, simple and affordable bus
fares for all. Bus Operators advised us
that they need to balance ticket
simplicity with customer choice and
value for money and that customer
satisfaction in West Yorkshire with
regard to value for money has increased
in 2015 from 55% to 61%. .
86 Bus fares for services in England
outside of London have risen at a higher
rate than general inflation since 2005. 22
The same report also states that fares
tend to follow trends in operating costs
which have also increased at a faster
rate than inflation, and operating costs
are largely driven by labour and fuel
costs and both have risen substantially
over recent years.
87 That said, bus fares should represent
good value for money compared to
other modes of transport, such as
driving or taxi, in order to attract new
service users. It is perceived however

that bus fares have risen substantially,
while the cost of motoring has fallen.
88 When we considered bus patronage
demand over the last 20 years by
different age groups we were concerned
about the level of decline in bus usage
by younger people, despite fares for
younger people being subsidised by the
tax payer’s discretionary concessionary
fare scheme, as they are ultimately the
future of bus travel. We were reassured
in part that WYCA and Bus Operators
are already looking at viable options for
reversing this trend.
89 It became evident during our inquiry that
there are many and varied fare options
available in Leeds. We were advised
that anyone travelling on Kirkstall Road
by bus had over 100 different fare
options to consider. We heard from a
number of representatives that
simplification of the fare system would
be a huge benefit with integrated, multi
operator, multi modal options.
90 We therefore welcome the introduction
of a statutory ticketing scheme which
compels bus operators to accept multi
operator/multi modal tickets including
the M-card 23, which came into effect on
8 November 2016. 24
91 We were also advised that operators are
committed to developing an account
based ‘cap’ system for a day, week or
month travel so that customers can be
charged as they travel. Operators are
also committed to rolling out contactless
payment by 2022. We hope that these
initiatives will address boarding time
23

22

KPMG Local Bus Market Study, Report to the
Department of Transport, January 2016

20

Bus operators in partnership with WYCA have
introduced a smart card under the M-card brand.
th
24
WYCA Transport Committee – 9 Dec 2016
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issues which customers currently
perceive to be a problem.

widen the bus debate and get different
people to comment. It was said that
businesses in the city are often
concerned about graduate retention. It is
perceived that an improved transport
system in Leeds would be one factor
that make Leeds a more attractive place
to stay, work and build a future. There is
a need to engage with those groups
who normally would not be involved
within the bus debate.

Increasing Patronage
92 Evidence was provided at the inquiry
which highlighted that bus patronage in
West Yorkshire has declined by 11%
between 2001 and 2011, despite an
increase in population and the
introduction of the English National
Concessionary Travel Scheme. We
were informed that the reasons for
decline are a complex mix and include
changes in car ownership, growth in
local rail travel, the relative costs of
public transport and car use,
perceptions of value for money and
operational performance. Some of these
areas are addressed earlier in this
report.
93 A key consideration throughout the
inquiry was how patronage could be
increased. We concluded that there is a
clear need to identify the factors that are
preventing non-users from catching the
bus. The Bus Passenger Survey could
not give this insight, however the Bus
Strategy consultation provided a greater
understanding. However, only by direct
engagement with people who travel
using other modes of transport could
this be understood. Bus Operators
contributing to this inquiry echoed this
view. Since the inquiry ABOWY have
stated their intention to undertake a
research study in order to understand
barriers for bus non users and the
factors which would move them towards
bus usage. 25

95 Dai Powell from HTC Group advised of
the need to work with employers, to
understand their transport priorities and
bus requirements. He also advised us
that of the essential need to make bus
travel attractive to entice professionals
to use the bus, who might otherwise use
their car.
96 We were informed that over half of the
people completing the bus passenger
survey elected to leave their car at
home. A view from operators was
expressed about the need to curb the
use of cars through restraint and parking
charges in addition to making bus
provision more attractive. This view was
not generally accepted by the board as
a measure to encourage modal change
when the current perception exists that
bus travel is not generally a viable,
reliable, punctual or pleasant alternative.

94 Representatives from the Chamber of
Commerce advised us of the need to
25

WYCA, Bus strategy consultation, Appendix J Bus
2018 Scope

21

Recommendation 4 – That Director of
Transport Services (WYCA) and
ABOWY provide the Scrutiny Board
(City Development) with an update, in
the first quarter of 2018, regarding the
research into the barriers to bus travel
for non-users, and the action to be taken
to make bus travel a viable and more
attractive mode of transport for nonusers.
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Air Quality
97 One bus journey could remove the need
for 30 individual car journeys. Increasing
bus patronage can have a significant
positive impact on improving air quality,
and reducing CO2 and other hazardous
emissions.
98 We understand that Leeds is faced with
significant air quality issues with a need
to reduce traffic emissions. Poor air
quality can have detrimental effects on
the general health and wellbeing of
Leeds residents. We were made aware
that there are ‘hotspots’ in Leeds where
pollutants are having a seriously
adverse effect on young people.
Representatives from Unite also brought
to our attention cases where they
contend drivers are suffering from lung
cancer due to driving older polluting
vehicles for a number of years,
alongside other polluting vehicles.
99 We were informed that some of the
West Yorkshire bus operators are by
choice working with manufacturers to
develop green, clean bus technology.
However the majority of bus vehicles on
the Leeds network are currently older
diesel vehicles.

101 WYCA added that they have
converted 165 Yellow Buses into ‘green’
buses, exceeding Euro 6 standards and
are also converting 26 access buses.
They also operate a number of
contracts where the buses have hybrid
technology.
102 The Bus Strategy states an ambition
for a low carbon bus system which
contributes to improved air quality,
encouraging technologies which move
towards near to zero vehicle emissions.
We were advised that the type of
technology is not specified in the
Strategy as development of green
technology is evolving at a fast pace.
103 In December 2015 DEFRA
published its Air Quality Improvement
Plan. The Scrutiny Board (Environment
and Housing) are currently undertaking
an inquiry into improving air quality in
Leeds. It is anticipated that this inquiry
report will be agreed in May 2017. The
scope of that inquiry includes the
following relevant areas:

100 Both Bus Operators and WYCA felt
that they are making a contribution to
improving air quality. Bus Operators
advised us that they are aiming to
comply with Euro 6 standard and are
investing accordingly. First Bus stated
that they would have 60 vehicles
meeting Euro 6 standards in Leeds by
autumn 2016. First Bus also confirmed
that they have been successful, along
with Transdev and WYCA, in bidding for
funding to convert vehicles to Euro 6
standards.

22

• Understanding the key features of
the DEFRA report and its
implications for Leeds.
• Making an assessment of existing
and potential mechanisms used to
engage the public and various
stakeholder groups on the issue of
air quality and potential solutions
and
• The extent to which air quality issues
are being considered in the
development of the Transport
Strategy for Leeds, with particular
reference to the proposed
introduction of a clean air zone.
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104 ABOWY have expressed concern at
this inquiry. They stated that the bus
industry in Leeds wants to be part of the
air quality solution, however there is a
potential for clean air zones to have
unintended consequences in its
implementation, with the potential to
impact negatively on the network.
Recommendation 5 – That Director of
Transport Services (WYCA) and the
Director of City Development, working in
collaboration with Bus Operators,
provide the Scrutiny Board (City
Development) with an update at a future
meeting on the implementation and
impact of air quality improvement
measures, outlined in the West
Yorkshire Bus Strategy, Leeds
Transport Strategy, and Bus 18
Programme objectives. (see
recommendations 6,7&8)

107 The vision encapsulated within the
strategy states the desired outcome to
establish the best system in Europe; To
create a modern, integrated and
innovative bus system, which puts
customers first and contributes to the
delivery of West Yorkshire’s economic,
environmental and quality of life
ambitions as set out in the Strategic
Economic Plan and the West Yorkshire
Transport Strategy

Service
Transformation
Bus Strategy
105 During the course of our inquiry
WYCA was actively developing the West
Yorkshire Transport Strategy. An
integral element of that strategy is the
evolving West Yorkshire Bus Strategy.
The Bus Strategy was described as the
‘daughter document’ to the broader
Transport Strategy. Consultation on this
strategy is referenced earlier in this
report. WYCA advised us that they
worked with the five West Yorkshire
Councils, stakeholders and the three
main Bus Operators to develop the
principles and vision for the strategy.

23

106 We were presented with a draft
version of the Bus Strategy and were
advised that it has been designed to
help West Yorkshire achieve more from
its bus services. The Strategy reflects
ambitions which could potentially
address our areas of concern. It outlines
the factors that require development in
order to deliver bus services that
support economic growth, and supports
broader environmental and social goals.

108 The ambition to grow patronage by
25% over the next 10 years, across
West Yorkshire is also stated. We were
advised that less than 25% over the
next decade could endanger the
delivery of the planned level of forecast
economic growth and there is an
opportunity to target higher levels of
patronage growth. The aspiration for
Leeds is to double bus patronage by
2027 (Leeds Transport Strategy).
109 The ambitions, objectives and
desired outcomes are detailed in the full
West Yorkshire Bus Strategy, appendix
3. The adoption of the Bus Strategy is
planned for summer 2017, following
which we aim to establish if the defined
priorities are being delivered.
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Recommendation 6 – With regard to
the West Yorkshire Bus Strategy, that
Director of Transport Services (WYCA)
provides the Scrutiny Board (City
Development) with an update, in the first
quarter of 2018, which identifies
progress in the implementation and
delivery of the proposals outlined in the
bus strategy.

111 At our meeting on the 15 Feb 2017
we considered the Transport Strategy
for Leeds. This has been developed to
align with the West Yorkshire Transport
and Bus Strategies. 26 The strategy
outlines the planned investment of
£270m for transport in Leeds with over
£180m of this investment assigned for
bus travel. 27 The main investment
priorities are:
•

Post Inquiry – Bus 18 and Leeds Transport
Strategy
110 During the inquiry we were advised
that the ‘Bus 18 programme’ was being
developed by a collaborative partnership
between WYCA, Arriva, First Bus,
Transdev and ABOWY. This programme
aspires to provide the foundation for
delivering a number of objectives in the
Bus Strategy before the end of 2018.
The programme ‘includes a raft of
pledges that will make bus travel better
with the ultimate aim of encouraging
more people to use the bus.’ The Bus
18 programme was launched on the 24
March 2017. The pledges are detailed in
appendix 4. Again we aim to establish
how successfully these promises are
delivered.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Recommendation 7 – With regard to
the Bus 18 programme, that Director of
Transport Services (WYCA), in
collaboration with Bus Operators
provides the Scrutiny Board (City
Development) with an update in the first
quarter of 2018, which identifies
progress in the implementation of the
pledges outlined in the programme. This
report should also outline the impact and
outcomes delivered by the Bus 18
programme.

24

•

A comprehensive package of bus
priority measures across the city to
improve journey times on some of
the most congested corridors in
Leeds.
An aim to double bus patronage in
Leeds by 2027
Over 90% of core bus services will
run every 10 minutes, up to 8pm
A strategic bus park and ride site at
Stourton with express bus services
to Leeds city centre. More car park
spaces and new routes from Elland
Road Park and Ride.
Free Wi-Fi on all new buses, smart
technology improving ticketing,
boarding and waiting times.
Improved local bus journeys,
connecting communities and
neighbourhoods.
Investment of £71m for 284 new
buses from First Group by the end of
2020 that will meet as a minimum
Euro 6 standards.
A series of more modern district bus
hubs across the City, which are
serviced

112 We have stated earlier in our report
that it is essential for organisations to
26

Transport Conversation update and Leeds Public
Transport Investment Programme, December 2016
27
http://democracy.leeds.gov.uk/documents/
s152792/Transport%20Report%20Appendix%20A%
20061216.pdf
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work together to overcome the
challenge of congestion. Bus operators
repeatedly stressed the importance of
public sector investment in bus priority
measures. Operators have committed to
improve networks, increase patronage
and improve the quality of buses and it
is important that the package of bus
priority measures is delivered at a
suitable pace to complement these
commitments.
Recommendation 8 – With regard to
the investment in bus travel defined in
the Leeds Transport Strategy, that the
Director of City Development and
Director of Transport Services (WYCA)
provides the Scrutiny Board (City
Development) with:

114 The new franchising powers
provided by the Bus Services Act are
intended to be clearer and simpler to
use than the current Quality Contract
Scheme (QCS) process. The Bill was
clear that franchising powers will only be
available to authorities with devolved
elected mayoral arrangements. For all
other authorities, Secretary of State
approval must be given.

a) An update at a future meeting
which identifies progress in the
£180m investment in bus travel in
Leeds.
b) An update at a future meeting
which identifies the outcomes that
have been delivered through this
investment and the impact of that
investment.
c) An overview of the delivery plan
for bus priority measures across
Leeds and how this complements
the delivery of improvement plans
specified by Bus Operators/
ABOWY.

115 When the Bill was first introduced it
contained a clause that prevented local
transport authorities in England from
forming a new municipal bus company.
This was not supported in the House of
Lords who amended Bill, to enable all
local authorities to form new municipal
bus companies.

The Bus Services Act
113 Earlier in this report we made
reference to the introduction of the Bus
Services Bill. The intention of this
legislation is to enable Local Authorities,
Elected Mayors and Bus Operators to
make improvements to bus services in
their areas. During the inquiry we were

25

advised that the resulting Bus Services
Act will set out three areas of
improvement. Firstly, a simpler route to
bus franchising for those authorities
which are a mayoral devolved
organisation. Secondly improved
partnership working with the bus
operators and thirdly the improved data
transfer and ‘open data’ approaches to
enable customers to gather the
information that they need for bus travel.

116 WYCA advised us that they
supported this change and had taken
the proactive step in writing to West
Yorkshire MPs to promote the benefits
for simpler routes to franchising and to
express their concern should the clause
be reintroduced through future
parliamentary process. We also wrote to
Leeds MP’s to reinforce this message.
Disappointingly, the clause was
reintroduced as the bill proceeded
through the House of Commons.
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117 We have considered the merits and
the perceived benefits that franchising
would bring to competition, network
improvement and innovation. We were
advised that many of the major
operators, including those in Leeds,
already operate under franchise
systems both here in the UK and in
other countries.
118 Two organisations participating in
the inquiry, Tower Transit and HTC
Group advocated franchising to reduce
costs to government, improve services,
generate growth in passenger numbers
and help to achieve local government’s
social and economic policy objectives.
Tower Transit, stated that franchising
would put local government in charge of
what it does best: policy and strategy,
and get the best out of the private sector
when they compete to operate bus
services. They added that international
research on this topic cite London, Perth
and now Singapore as exemplar models
of bus services because of the powers
the transport authorities have thorough
franchising.
119 We heard how the proposed
franchising provisions of the Bus
Services Bill could potentially open up
the market to new competitors, as bus
operators would compete to provide
services by contracting with Local
Authorities. It would expose bus
operators in the current regime to the
forces of competition, which we have
identified does not exist in practice
across the UK, outside London. We
were advised that a partnership model
would not facilitate this, with incumbent
operators continuing to protect their
business position. We were also
advised that transport authorities and
passengers will only obtain service

26

innovation, reduced costs and improved
performance when there is full
accountability and real competition
between operators.
120 ABOWY advised us that they have
different views compared with those
expressed by Tower Transit and HCT
Group. It is their perception that
franchising will have no effect on
reliability and punctuality, and provide
no guarantee of passenger growth.
ABOWY also questioned the capacity of
authorities to deliver bus services at a
time when public sector funding is
constrained. In addition ABOWY
questioned whether authorities are
prepared for the level of commercial risk
they could potentially be undertaking
under a franchise regime. ABOWY
added that the Bus Services Act will
facilitate collaborative partnership work,
which has already begun with WYCA.
121 Clearly the new act supports the
development and creation of new and
existing partnerships schemes, which
requires the full support of bus operators
to be effective. The Scrutiny Board is
unanimous in its belief that bus
franchising decisions should be made
locally, to drive improvement in bus
provision. There is also unanimity in the
view that all Combined Authorities
(mayoral or non-mayoral) should have
the option, if they wish, to be a
franchising authority. Not allowing
simple franchising powers to all
Authorities means that there will be
disparity in how improvements can be
progressed across the country where
partnership arrangements prove
ineffective.
122 We are ultimately disappointed that
franchising powers under the Bus
Services Act will currently be limited for
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West Yorkshire without Secretary of
State intervention. It is the objective of
this Scrutiny Board to monitor the
performance of the established
partnership arrangements to determine
if they are delivering the objectives and
vision of the Bus Strategy, Bus 18
programme and Leeds Transport
Strategy. We do consider it prudent
however to fully explore all the options
and requirements under the Bus
Services Act for the implementation of
franchising arrangements in West
Yorkshire.
Recommendation 9 – That Director of
Transport Services (WYCA) and the
Director of City Development fully
investigate the elements of the Bus
Services Act regarding:
a) The implementation of
partnership arrangements with
robust governance and
accountability provision.
b) The requirements for gaining
Secretary of State approval for
the implementation of bus
franchising in Leeds and West
Yorkshire.
The analysis, options and methodology
for implementation to be reported in the
first quarter of 2018 to the Scrutiny
Board (City Development).

27
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Monitoring arrangements
Standard arrangements for monitoring the outcome of the Board’s recommendations will
apply.
The decision-makers to whom the recommendations are addressed will be asked to submit a
formal response to the recommendations, including an action plan and timetable, normally
within two months.
Following this the Scrutiny Board will determine any further detailed monitoring, over and
above the standard quarterly monitoring of all scrutiny recommendations.

Reports and Publications Submitted/Considered
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Report of the Director of City Development, Inquiry into Bus Service Provision 27
January 2016
Report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development and West Yorkshire
Combined Authority, Inquiry into Bus Service Provision, 17 February 2016
Local Bus Market Study – KPMG, January 2016
Report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development, Inquiry into Bus Service
Provision 30 March 2016
Speech of the Bus Minister Andrew Jones which explains the government’s
forthcoming Buses Bill – 11th February 2016
Report of the Head of Scrutiny and Member Development, Inquiry into Bus Service
Provision 27 April 2016
ABOWY Charter, the route to great public transport
HTC group, Bus franchising: the real opportunities, April 2016
HTC Group, practical bus franchising the Jersey model May 2016
Leeds Scrutiny Inquiry into Bus Service Provision – Submission by ABOWY
Tourism and Transport Forum – On the buses, February 2016
Devolution, integration and franchising Local public transport in the Netherlands –
Urban Transport Group
Report of the West Yorkshire Combined Authority, Inquiry into Bus Service Provision
12 October 2016
West Yorkshire Transport Strategy Summary
West Yorkshire Bus Strategy Summary
The Bus Services Bill and Overview, Department of Transport
Letter from WYCA Transport Committee to MP’s regarding the Bus Services Bill
Local Government Association briefing note on Bus Services Bill
UTG response to the Transport Select Committee
House of Commons Library, Briefing Paper CBP07545, 22 February 2017, Bus
Services Bill (HL) 2016-17
Building a world-class bus system for Britain – TfQL Community Interest Company
May 2016
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Making the connections: The cross-sector benefits of supporting bus services. PTEG
Buses and Economic Growth, Institute for Transport Studies, June 2012
Transport Conversation update and Leeds Public Transport Investment Programme,
Report of the Director of City Development to Executive Board Leeds, 14 December
2016
Best Council Plan 2017/18: Tackling poverty and reducing inequalities
Valuing the social impacts of public transport, Department for Transport (University of
Leeds & Mott MacDonald)
Report to the Transport Committee (WYCA), Bus Strategy, 24 February 2017
Report to the Transport Committee (WYCA) City Region Transport Update 9
December 2016

Witnesses Heard
Tom Gifford – Project Manager WYCA
Neale Wallace – Bus Services Manager WYCA
Cllr Keith Wakefield – Chair of Transport Committee WYCA
Dave Pearson – Director of Transport Services, WYCA
Gary Bartlett – Chief Highways Officer, Leeds City Council
Andrew Hall – Head of Transportation, Leeds City Council
Liz Bennett – Projects and Monitoring, Transportation, Leeds City Council
Cllr Richard Lewis – Executive Board Member, Regeneration, Transport and Planning.
Jonathan Bray - Urban Transport Group
Phil Bown – Regional Officer, Unite
Andy Dyer – Branch Secretary for First Bus Leeds, Unite
Ray Wilks – West Yorkshire Campaign for Better Transport
Ian Williams – Leeds Chamber of Commerce
Nigel Foster – Leeds Chamber of Commerce
Keith McNally – ABOWY
Paul Matthews – First
Nigel Featham – Arriva
Alex Hornby – Transdev
Stephanie Elsy – Tower Transit
Dai Powell – HTC Group

Dates of Scrutiny
9 September 2015
27 January 2016
17 February 2016
30 March 2016
27 April 2016
12 October 2016
15 February 2017
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Appendix 3
WEST YORKSHIRE
BUS STRATEGY
2016-2036

This document has been developed by West Yorkshire Combined Authority with support from the West Yorkshire District Councils, plus bus operators Arriva, First West Yorkshire & Transdev.

Foreword
Buses are vital to West Yorkshire, its people, its business and its economy. Each week people in West Yorkshire make over 3.5 million
journeys on local bus services, making them the most highly used form of public transport. Those journeys link them to jobs,
education, training, shopping and vital health services. Buses also provide essential connections with friends and family, for days and
evenings out.
If we are going to achieve the ambitious levels of economic growth we have set for West Yorkshire and the City Region, an
improved bus system is vital.
Our goal is to create the best bus system in Europe, where catching the bus is an attractive and natural choice for everyone. This will
take time, but by working with our partners and customers, the Combined Authority wants to develop a modern, integrated and
innovative bus system, which we can all be proud of. We have drafted a West Yorkshire Bus Strategy, which sets out what we want
West Yorkshire’s bus system to achieve between 2016 and 2036.
If we are going to reinvent our bus system over the next 20 years, we need your help.
You may be a bus service user who wants to tell us how you want to see buses
improved, or if you are someone who never catches the bus, we would like to know
why. If you are a business owner we want to hear how buses can work better for you
and your employees.
Whatever your views, please let us know them and help us build the modern bus
network of the future that West Yorkshire needs.
This document is a summary of the proposed West Yorkshire Bus Strategy. The full
document can be seen on our website, alongside details on how to take part in this
consultation online, just visit: www.yourtravelyoursay.co.uk

-1
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Cllr Keith Wakefield
Chair of Transport
Committee WYCA

Roger Marsh
Chair of the LEP

Who we are and
how the buses are run
What is the West Yorkshire Combined Authority (WYCA)?

When we talk about the bus system we mean all aspects of
bus travel including vehicles, tickets, highways, infrastructure,
information and how both we and the bus companies
communicate with you.

WYCA was formed in April 2014 and has responsibility for
Transport, Economic Development and Regeneration in the five
W est Yorkshire Districts: Bradford, Calderdale, Kirklees, Leeds
and W akefield.

i The W est Yorkshire Bus Strategy is being produced as part
of the wider W est Yorkshire Transport Strategy 2016 - 2036. The
Transport Strategy builds upon the transport element of the
Leeds City Region Strategic Economic Plan (SEP). The SEP sets out
W Y C A’s long-term vision for the Leeds City Region economy.

Metro is the transport brand owned by WYCA
The LEP is a public-private partnership, responsible for driving
business-led economic growth across Leeds City Region. WYCA
is its accountable body.

For more information on the SEP and to get involved in the
wider Transport Strategy Consultation, which includes plans to
support rail, cycling, walking, highways and freight movement,
please visit: w w w.yourtravelyoursay.co.uk

Who runs the bus services in West Yorkshire?
W est Yorkshire’s buses are run by around 40 private companies
who decide the majority of routes and timetables, and set fares
for them. Arriva, First and Transdev run around 9 0 % of all these
services.

58.1m
miles

WYCA does not run any of the buses but it does contract bus
companies to run around 1 5 % of the county’s bus services - those
which are important to people but don’t make much money.
Further information on how the bus system currently operates can
be found in chapters 1 and 2 of the main Bus Strategy document.

-2

Recent
achievements
We have worked with bus companies and district councils
to introduce a number of bus initiatives, including:
• YourNextBus - our live mobile timetable information
which is used over 3,740,000 times per month via apps,
SMS and mobile internet.
• Castleford’s award winning new £6m Bus Station, which
opened in 2015.
• Elland Road Park & Ride - around 500 cars are parked
there Monday to Saturday and we are expanding to
meet growing demand.
• MCard, the smart multi-operator ticket scheme - used
for around a third of all W est Yorkshire bus trips, or
around 1.1 million journeys per week.
• Introduction of smart phone technology to provide
real-time information at all W est Yorkshire bus stops.
• Continued investment into vehicles by bus companies
to make them attractive and accessible - the majority
now have low floors and 9 7 % are now fitted with smart
ticketing machines.

-3
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1,978

185

186m

driven by buses in

miles of roads in

bus journeys in

West Yorkshire
each year

West Yorkshire

West Yorkshire
each year

The vision for buses
In order to create the best bus system in Europe, our vision is:
To create a modern, integrated and innovative bus system, which puts customers first and contributes to the delivery of
West Yorkshire’s economic, environmental and quality of life ambitions as set out in the Strategic Economic Plan and the
West Yorkshire Transport Strategy.

Objectives for the Bus Strategy:

The Bus Strategy sets the target to grow the number of bus
passengers by up to 25% over the next ten years.

• To enable economic growth in West Yorkshire by improving
connectivity to areas of economic opportunity.
• To realise environmental aspirations, including significantly
reducing local emissions.

Passenger
Growth

• To support local communities by improving access to
health services, education, employment, leisure and retail
destinations.
To deliver these objectives we need to ensure customers are
consistently put first and their rising expectations are met.
The strategy must create a safe and secure environment for all.
We also need to make sure that the West Yorkshire bus system,
as set out in the main Bus Strategy document, is financially
sustainable in the long term.

Target to grow the number of bus passengers over the next 10 years
i Further information on the Vision, Objectives and Target can
be found in chapter 5 of the main Bus Strategy document.

-4
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Your feedback so far
87% of people who use buses in West Yorkshire are satisfied by their experiences*. We hear lots of good things about the
buses, but we know there are still issues to address.

Some passengers have told us that:
• Travel by bus is not always a satisfactory quality experience.

• Bus travel information can be inconsistent and/or not always
easily available.

• Buses don’t always run to timetable, and occasionally fail
to turn up at all.

• It is difficult for customers to understand who operates
their bus service, what WYCA does, who to contact if things
go wrong, or how to provide feedback.

• Buses can take a long time to reach their destination.
• The bus network is complicated and difficult to
understand, which makes it hard to work out which bus
or buses to catch.

• Some buses are old and their exhaust emissions can be
harmful.

• It can be hard to know which bus tickets/passes offer best
value for money.

This consultation will enable us to check how widely these
concerns are shared.

*Transport Focus Bus Passenger Survey, Autumn 2015 – overall satisfaction with buses in the West Yorkshire area

-5
-
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Looking to
the future
T
t he following pages set out our proposals
•o improve the bus system:
• Your customer experience
• Your bus journey
• Paying for travel
Planning your journey
•
The environment
O
t nly by delivering these proposals together will we realise
ihe vision. More detail on all of these proposals is set out
n chapter 6 of the main Bus Strategy document.

-6
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Your customer experience
Our proposal is to provide consistent and excellent customer service across the bus system

Creating a modern customer experience, which encourages trust, confidence, and long term loyalty is fundamental.
To achieve this we propose:
• Introducing a single customer portal for the whole West
Yorkshire bus system where customers can obtain advice and
assistance on any bus related matter.

Bus services should be clearly and consistently designed and
easily-identifiable with the service they are providing (e.g.
express, rural, school). The exterior of the vehicle should
be correct for the type of service it is operating, with the
appropriate information displayed internally and externally.

• Investing in more staff training so customers receive an
excellent service at all stages of their journey.
• Using data and intelligence to understand and meet
customer needs better.

Improving the customer experience could also include on-board
visual displays, audio announcements, speedy and reliable Wi-Fi
connectivity, and phone and tablet charging capability.

• Providing a clean and welcoming environment for everyone,
at interchanges, stops, shelters and on vehicles.

-7
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Your bus journey
Our proposal is to provide modern, coherent and integrated bus services

This proposal seeks to deliver beyond just the ‘essentials’ enabling the bus system to operate punctually to consistent standards,
to cope with disruption and meet customer expectations.
This proposal includes:

Innovations could include:

• Designing a clear and understandable bus network with
better connections for both urban and rural communities
across West Yorkshire and beyond.
• Providing a bus network with better integration, and
improved links with other modes of transport such as rail,
cycling, and walking.

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Improving bus service frequencies to cater for demand, e.g.
“turn up and g o ” on routes of high demand and simpler
timetables where they are serving a lower density community.

Targeted infrastructure improvements to make bus journeys
quicker and more reliable, this could include investment in:
•
•
•
•

• Providing bus services to new housing and employment
developments.
• Integrated communications to keep you informed, especially
when things go wrong.
• Improving access to a wider range of jobs and travel to
schools, colleges and universities.

Better interchange between bus, rail and other modes.
Frequent services operating later into the evening.
A new night bus network.
New Park & Ride sites and services.
A network of fast and frequent express services.
Encouraging community and door-to-door travel.

New segregated bus priority lanes.
Priority for buses at traffic signals across West Yorkshire.
Reliable real-time information on all services.
Modern waiting areas which provide passenger safety and
comfort, and make neighbourhoods more attractive places
to live, work and play.

-9
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Paying for travel
Our proposal is to provide integrated, simple and
affordable bus fares for all

This proposal includes:
• Integration: One fare for each journey, no matter which
bus company runs the service
• Simplicity: A handful of products across all West
Yorkshire bus services
• Affordablility: Reasonably priced fares that o ffer value
for money
We will continue to provide concessionary fares for young,
older, blind or disabled people and others who will benefit
most from them.
Flexible ways of paying for a journey are
increasingly important to customers. The proposal
also includes introducing more cashless methods of
paying for
bus tickets.
Moving away from cash will contribute to improving
journey reliability by minimising bus boarding times
and encouraging customer loyalty.

- 10
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Planning your journey
Our proposals are to:
• Present the bus system as a single network
• Provide easily accessible and reliable travel information

These proposals include:
• Developing a clear, simple and consistent brand for West
Yorkshire’s buses which also makes it possible to identify
specific services such as express, local or rural services.

• Where appropriate and practicable, continuing to provide
printed timetables, fares information, route maps and
information points at busy city and town centre locations,
focused on promoting bus travel.

• Providing passengers with a choice in how they receive high
quality and reliable information, when and where they need
it, across all bus services.

• Providing information about all fares, as well as routes and
services on journey planning tools.

• Using digital information such as social media, web and
mobile apps to encourage customer ‘self-service’ and meet
fast-changing requirements.

• Providing real-time information for all bus journeys.
• Providing up to the minute travel information, including
disruptions, that enables passengers to make informed
choices about their journey.

- 11
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The environment
Our proposal is for a modern, low carbon bus system which contributes to improved air quality

This proposal includes:
• A bus fleet that has a positive impact on health and environment, with
consistent year on year improvement
• Meeting the legal health standards for air quality by ensuring older
buses are modernised or replaced through investment to reduce local
emissions.
• Requiring all vehicles new to W est Yorkshire to meet at least the latest
environmental standard* as a minimum.
• Encouraging new vehicle technologies which move towards near to
zero vehicle emissions.
• Providing support to establish clean air zones across W est Yorkshire.
• Raising public awareness around bus emissions standards.

Just

* The current standard is Euro VI

Delivery of the range of proposals outlined in this document will
help to increase bus patronage, which is integrated with other
environmentally-friendly methods of transport such as cycling,
walking and car-sharing.

bus

can take 30 cars off the road
- 13
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What happens next?
Please complete our questionnaire online by visiting:
www.yourtravelyoursay.co.uk by 21 October 2016.
Alternatively paper copies of the questionnaire are available on request, or can be
printed from the website and returned via the freepost address below.
Your views and comments will help to shape the main Bus Strategy document, which
we aim to finalise and adopt in 2017.
The W est Yorkshire Transport Strategy consultation is taking place at the same time as
the W est Yorkshire Bus Strategy consultation.

Developed with support from:

You can find further details and take part in both consultations at:
www.yourtravelyoursay.co.uk
Contact Us:
W ebsite: www.yourtravelyoursay.co.uk
Email: yourtravelyoursay@westyorks-ca.gov.uk
Telephone: 0113 245 7676 (MetroLine)
Like us on Facebook: yourtravelyoursay
Follow us on Twitter: @yrtravelyrsay
If you require this information in another format (e.g. large print, braille, audio, other language)
please email yourtravelyoursay@westyorks-ca.gov.uk or phone MetroLine on 0113 245 7676
If you would prefer to write to us then please use the following freepost address:
Freepost CONSULTATION TEAM (WYCA)

- 15
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What’snext

OurPledges

Ourachievementssofar

TheBus18partnershipwill continue tobuildonthesepledgesanddeliver furtherimprovements
overthenext18months.Work inprogressincludes:

To make buses easy to use

To make buses easy to use

To make buses easy to use
Information - we plantoimprovethepresentationandusabilityofbusstopinformation
andprovidebetterinformation intimesofdisruption.
Punctuality and Reliability - we will identifyandaddresstheissueswhichimpact on
punctualityonfivemajorbusroutes.

To reduce emissions

We will introducemoreenvironmentally friendlybuseswithlessharmful emissionsinorder to
improveairquality.

To improve customer satisfaction and passenger experience
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Young people - consultationeventshavetakenplace andengagement willcontinue with
youngpeople’sgroups.
Customer service - work isunderwaytoimprovecustomerserviceswhichincludes
thefollowing:

Ourcommitment- from24 March2017

1
2

Any customers not happy with their bus journey can claim a free travel
voucher from either; First, Arriva or Transdev.
Customers can call a taxi and claim the cost back from either First, Arriva
or Transdev if their last bus doesn’t arrive within 20 minutes of the
scheduled time.

We will: developasimplerbusnetworkwithfewer changes, morereliable
services, smarterinformationandmorewaystopayinadvance.

To reduce emissions

We will: introducemoreenvironmentallyfriendlybuseswithlessemissionsto
improveairquality.

To improve customer satisfaction and passenger experience

We will: agreeacustomerpromisetoincreasesatisfaction withbustraveland
engagewithyoungpeopletounderstandwhatisneededtomakebusesmore
usefultothem.

Network stability - wehavereducedthenumberof timesservicesarechanged
andwillensurepeopleareconsultedbeforeanymajorchanges.
Ticketing- wehavelaunchedanumberof newticketsincludingadaysaverand
payasyougo.
Information - wearemakingiteasier for peopletoenquireonline; the
wymetro.comwebsite includesanewjourneyplanningfacilityandacrossFirst,
Transdev, ArrivaandtheCombinedAuthoritywehaveover2mpageviewsevery
monthand750,000 monthlytimetablesdownloadedfromwymetro.com. Wealso
haveacombinationof over53,000 Twitter followersandover31,000 Facebook
followers.

To reduce emissions
Air Quality - First, Transdev, ArrivaandtheCombinedAuthorityarecommitted
toparticipatingintheECOStarsschemewhichwillhelpreduce fuelconsumption
andharmfulemissions.

To improve customer satisfaction and passenger experience
Young people - wehaveextendedtheconcessionarybusfareschemeenabling
youngpeopleaged16to18totravelatcheaper fares.

Scrutiny Board (City Development)
Advancing Bus Service Provision
17 May 2017
Report author: Sandra Pentelow
www.scrutiny.unit@leeds.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 8
Report author: Rebecca Atherton
Tel: 0113 37 88642

Report of the Head of Democratic Services
Report to Scrutiny Board (Infrastructure, Investment and Inclusive Growth)
Date: 14 October 2020
Subject: Revenue budget update 2021/22 and budget savings proposals
Yes

No

Has consultation been carried out?

Yes

No

Are there implications for equality and diversity and cohesion and
integration?

Yes

No

Will the decision be open for call-in?

Yes

No

Does the report contain confidential or exempt information?

Yes

No

Are specific electoral wards affected?
If yes, name(s) of ward(s):

If relevant, access to information procedure rule number:
Appendix number:

1.

Purpose of this report

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide members of the Scrutiny Board
(Infrastructure, Investment and Inclusive Growth) with details of the latest revenue
budget update for 2021/22 and budget savings proposals, as considered by the
Executive Board at its meeting on 24 September 2020.

1.2

The Executive Board’s report is attached as Appendix 1 and the Scrutiny Board is
asked to consider, review and comment on matters and proposals relating to
service areas that fall within the Scrutiny Board’s remit. Other Scrutiny Boards will
also be considering elements of the budget savings proposals relevant to their
terms of reference.

2.

Background information

2.1

The Medium Term Financial Strategy 2021/22 - 2025/26, also reported to the
Executive Board on 24 September 2020, reports an estimated budget gap of
£166.3m for the period of the strategy, of which £118.8m relates to 2021/22. Of this
£118.8m, £59.7m is due to pressures identified prior to the impact of COVID-19 with
the balance of £59.1m resulting from the ongoing financial impact of COVID-19,
£66.1m, offset by a £7m net reduction in other identified pressures.
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2.2

In response to this financial position, the council has carried out a review of its
capital programme and established a ‘Financial Challenge’ programme of service
reviews to identify savings that will contribute towards closing the estimated budget
gap and enable the authority to present a robust, balanced budget position in
2021/22.

3.

Main issues

3.1

The Chief Officer – Financial Services submitted the attached report to the
Executive Board on 24 September 2020. This report details the actions underway
and proposed to address the financial gap for 2021/22, currently estimated at
£118.8m.

3.2

The attached report explains that a ‘Financial Challenge’ programme of service
reviews has been established to identify savings that will contribute towards closing
the estimated revenue budget gap and enable the authority to present a balanced
budget position in 2021/22.

3.3

The Financial Challenge programme is being carried out across all services with a
cross-council ‘Silver’ group set up to provide support and ensure a co-ordinated,
consistent approach. Directors have also carried out peer reviews of each other’s
emerging proposals to provide additional high support and high challenge.

3.4

The outcome from the reviews has led to a set of savings proposals which are
categorised as either ‘Business as Usual’ (BAU) or ‘Service Review’ proposals:


BAU proposals are those that do not require consultation to implement: for
example, they relate to improving the efficiency of the service, are cost
reduction measures with no impact on service users or, where there are
budgeted staffing reductions, these are anticipated to be met through deletion of
vacant posts or voluntary means, as has been collectively agreed. Where
voluntary measures have a modest and/or residual impact on the workforce,
local / BAU consultation would be expected.



Service Review proposals (some cross-council, some service-specific) are
those requiring consultation: for example, the way in which a service is
delivered or the level of service provided is impacted and so meaningful
consultation with service users is needed; and/or the proposal relates to a
significant internal restructure, requiring consultation with trade unions and staff.

3.5

A summary of the BAU proposals is provided at Appendix 1 of the attached
Executive Board report. The total value of these proposals is £24.2m. The Service
Review proposals are summarised at Appendix 2 of the attached Executive Board
report, with a total value of £8.2m.

3.6

The combined value of the BAU and Service Review proposals is £32.3m
(rounded). With an additional £0.3m savings resulting from a review of the capital
programme (also reported to September’s Executive Board), the total savings figure
is £32.6m which would reduce the estimated budget gap for 2021/22 to
£86.2m. The Scrutiny Board is therefore asked to note that further savings
proposals to address the remaining gap are also expected to be brought to the
Executive Board during October and November 2020.
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3.7

A strategic approach with regard to the level of savings which can be achieved in
2021/22 is also currently being considered with further alternative measures being
explored that will take into account this autumn’s Comprehensive Spending Review
and subsequent local government provisional financial settlement in December.

3.8

The budget savings proposals are now being submitted to Scrutiny for
consideration, review and comment; and the Scrutiny Board (Infrastructure,
Investment and Inclusive Growth) is asked to consider matters and proposals
relating to service areas that fall within its remit. Other Scrutiny Boards will be
considering elements of the budget savings proposals relevant to their terms of
reference.

4.

Corporate considerations

4.1

Consultation and engagement

4.1.1 Senior officers and elected members have been engaged in developing the savings
proposals set out in the Executive Board’s report. Trade unions have also been
informed in headline terms of the emerging proposals. Where required, further
consultation and engagement will be carried out with staff, trade unions, service
users and the public as appropriate on the Service Review proposals set out at
Appendix 2 within the Executive Board’s report.
4.1.2 All Scrutiny Boards will be considering the budget savings proposals, as relevant to
their remits, during their October meeting cycle, as well as holding additional
working group meetings to further engage in the development of the budget savings
proposals.
4.1.3 Relevant Executive Members and senior officers contributed to the Scrutiny Board’s
working group meeting on 1 October 2020 as well as attending today’s meeting to
discuss the attached report and address any issues raised by the Scrutiny Board. A
summary of those discussions is attached as Appendix 2.
4.1.4 The attached report explains that the outcomes of any consultation will inform the
council’s decision-making and be incorporated into the 2021/22 to 2023/24 Budget
Report timetabled for initial consideration by the Executive Board at its December
meeting.
4.1.5 Linked to this, any comments and recommendations made by the Scrutiny Board
(Infrastructure, Investment and Inclusive Growth) during this consultation process
are to be captured within a composite report from Scrutiny to be submitted to the
Executive Board.
4.2

Equality and diversity / cohesion and integration

4.2.1 The Equality Act 2010 requires the Council to have “due regard” to the need to
eliminate unlawful discrimination and promote equality of opportunity. The law
requires that the duty to pay “due regard” be demonstrated in the decision making
process. Assessing the potential equality impact of proposed changes to policies,
procedures and practices is one of the key ways in which public authorities can
show “due regard”
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4.2.2 Equality impact screenings have been carried out on the service review savings
proposals and included with those proposals at Appendix 2 of the attached
Executive Board report. It is also acknowledged that, where appropriate, equality
impact assessments will be carried out as part of the decision-making process.
4.3

Council policies and the Best Council Plan

4.3.1 The Best Council Plan sets out the council’s ambitions, outcomes and priorities.
The current plan is therefore aligned with both the Council’s Medium Term Financial
Strategy and its annual budget.
4.3.2 Climate Emergency
4.3.3 There are no specific implications for the climate emergency resulting from this
report.
4.4

Resources, procurement and value for money

4.4.1 All resources, procurement and value for money implications are detailed in the
main body of the attached Executive Board report.
4.5

Legal implications, access to information, and call-in

4.5.1 All associated legal and access to information implications are detailed in the main
body of the attached Executive Board report.
4.6

Risk management

4.6.1 All associated risk management issues are detailed in the main body of the
attached Executive Board report.
5.

Conclusions

5.1.1 The attached report, as considered by the Executive Board at its meeting on 24
September 2020, presents the latest revenue budget update for 2021/22 and
budget savings proposals. All Scrutiny Boards will be considering the budget
savings proposals, as relevant to their remits, during their October meeting cycle,
as well as holding additional working group meetings to further consider the option
appraisal process linked to the development of the budget savings proposals at this
stage.
5.1.2 Any comments and recommendations made by the Scrutiny Board (Infrastructure,
Investment and Inclusive Growth) during this consultation process are to be
captured within a composite report from Scrutiny to be submitted to the Executive
Board.
6.

Recommendations

6.1.1 The Scrutiny Board (Infrastructure, Investment and Inclusive Growth) is asked to
consider the attached report and review and comment on matters and proposals
relating to service areas that fall within the Scrutiny Board’s remit.
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7.

Background documents1

7.1

None

The background documents listed in this section are available to download from the council’s website, unless they
contain confidential or exempt information. The list of background documents does not include published works.
1
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Report author: Victoria Bradshaw
Tel: 88540
Report of the Chief Officer – Financial Services
Report to Executive Board
Date: 24th September 2020
Subject: Revenue budget update 2021/22 and budget savings proposals
Yes

No

Has consultation been carried out?

Yes

No

Are there implications for equality and diversity and cohesion and
integration?

Yes

No

Will the decision be open for call-in?

Yes

No

Does the report contain confidential or exempt information?

Yes

No

Are specific electoral wards affected?
If yes, name(s) of ward(s):

If relevant, access to information procedure rule number:
Appendix number:

Summary
1. Main issues
•

The Medium Term Financial Strategy 2021/22 - 2025/26 which is included elsewhere
on this agenda reports an estimated budget gap of £166.3m for the period of the
strategy, of which £118.8m relates to 2021/22. Of this £118.8m, £59.7m is due to
pressures identified prior to the impact of COVID-19 with the balance of £59.1m
resulting from the ongoing financial impact of COVID-19, £66.1m, offset by a £7m net
reduction in other identified pressures.

•

In response to this financial position, the council has carried out a review of its capital
programme and established a ‘Financial Challenge’ programme of service reviews to
identify savings that will contribute towards closing the estimated budget gap and
enable the authority to present a robust, balanced budget position in 2021/22. These
aim to protect services that support the most vulnerable whilst ensuring that the council
becomes more financially resilient and sustainable for the future.

•

The capital programme review is projected to realise a revenue saving of £0.3m in
2021/22 (the ‘Capital Programme Review’ report is elsewhere on this agenda for
further information).

•

The Financial Challenge reviews have so far identified £32.3m potential savings with
an anticipated reduction in the workforce of 478.4 full-time equivalent (FTE) budgeted
posts. All efforts will be made to avoid compulsory redundancies. The saving
proposals resulting from these reviews are categorised as either ‘Business as Usual’
proposals which can be implemented within the council’s delegated decision-making
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framework and without consultation, or ‘Service Reviews’ which will require meaningful
consultation with relevant stakeholders prior to any decisions being taken. The results
of any such consultation with staff, trade unions, service users and the public will be
used to inform the final decision.
•

In respect of the Housing Revenue Account there is an estimated budget gap of
£16.2m for the period covered by the Medium Term Financial Strategy with £3.6m
relating to 2021/22. Budget savings options of £3.2m have been identified which will
contribute towards the determination of a balanced budget position for 2021/22 and
also reduce the cumulative five year budget gap to £2.3m. The estimated reduction in
budgeted posts is 50 FTEs.

•

If approved, the saving proposals identified so far (£32.3m) and from the capital
programme review (£0.3m) totalling £32.6m, will reduce the estimated budget gap for
2021/22 to £86.2m. Further reports will be brought to this Board in October and
November in order to identify proposals to further close the budget gap to enable a
balanced budget in 2021/22. The updated position, including any further Government
announcements, will be reported to this Board in December.

2. Best Council Plan Implications (see the latest version of the Best Council Plan)
•

The Best Council Plan is the council’s strategic plan which sets out its ambitions,
outcomes and priorities for the city and the authority. These can only be delivered
through a sound understanding of the organisation’s longer-term financial sustainability
which enables decisions to be made that balance the resource implications of the
council’s policies against financial constraints. This is the primary purpose of the
Medium Term Financial Strategy which then provides the framework for the
determination of the authority’s annual revenue budgets.

3. Resource Implications
•

The savings proposals presented in this report will impact upon all the council’s
resources, including its staff, assets and finances. The financial implications are
detailed in the report.

Recommendations
•

Executive Board is requested to:
a)

Note the financial position for 2021/22 outlined in this report and that further
savings are required to deliver a balanced budget position;

b)

Note the ‘Business as Usual’ savings and that decisions to give effect to them
shall be taken by the relevant Director or Chief Officer in accordance with the
Officer delegation scheme (Executive functions);

c)

Agree that consultation commences with regard to the ‘Service Review’
proposals and note that decisions to give effect to them shall be taken by the
relevant Chief Officer, following the consultation period, in accordance with the
Officer delegation scheme (Executive functions); and

d)

Note the savings proposals in respect of the Housing Revenue Account.
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1.

Purpose of this report

1.1 This report details the actions underway and proposed to address the financial gap
for 2021/22 which is currently estimated at £118.76m. The report presents a series
of savings proposals to contribute to the council achieving a balanced budget for
2021/22 Budget and, where appropriate, seeks agreement to begin meaningful
consultation with staff, trade unions, service users and the public as required. The
report also outlines the budget savings proposals that will contribute towards the
Housing Revenue Account delivering a balanced budget position for 2021/22.
2.

Background information

2.1 A report received at this Board in June detailed the impact that the COVID-19
pandemic is having upon the council’s financial position in 2020/21 and 2021/22. It
also outlined the financial support provided by Government for 2020/21; the actions
the authority is taking to reduce the level of projected overspend in both years; and
that the Council Leader had written to Government on behalf of Leeds City Council
requesting financial assistance to enable the authority to fulfil its requirement to
deliver services to Leeds’ residents.
2.2 The financial position in 2020/21 is the subject of monthly financial reporting to this
Board. The latest Financial Health report is included on today’s agenda and now
projects an overspend in this financial year of £52.5m at Month 4.
3.

Main issues
Revenue Budget 2021/22: Service reviews

3.1 A ‘Financial Challenge’ programme of service reviews has been established to
identify savings that will contribute towards closing the estimated revenue budget gap
and enable the authority to present a balanced budget position in 2021/22. These
comprise several cross-council reviews and others that relate to individual services; a
small number of more complex reviews have received external, independent support.
•

The cross-council reviews include those relating to activities that the council has
been pursuing for some time, such as a review of business administration, mail
and print expenditure reduction and changing the workplace. More recently
identified reviews include reducing the wage bill, estate rationalisation (building
on the long-standing changing the workplace programme), procurement,
customer contact and workforce development.

•

In addition to the cross-council reviews, directorates have also carried out
reviews of all services, working towards an indicative target saving of 10% of
gross expenditure or 20% of net expenditure for each directorate.

3.2 The Financial Challenge programme is being carried out across all services with a
cross-council ‘Silver’ group set up to provide support and ensure a co-ordinated,
consistent approach. Directors have also carried out peer reviews of each other’s
emerging proposals to provide additional high support and high challenge.
3.3 The outcome from the reviews has led to a set of savings proposals which are
categorised as either ‘Business as Usual’ (BAU) or ‘Service Review’ proposals:
•

BAU proposals are those that do not require consultation to implement: for
example, they relate to improving the efficiency of the service, are cost
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reduction measures with no impact on service users or, where there are
budgeted staffing reductions, these are anticipated to be met through deletion of
vacant posts or voluntary means, as has been collectively agreed. Where
voluntary measures have a modest and/or residual impact on the workforce,
local / BAU consultation would be expected.
•

Service Review proposals (some cross-council, some service-specific) are
those requiring consultation: for example, the way in which a service is
delivered or the level of service provided is impacted and so meaningful
consultation with service users is needed; and/or the proposal relates to a
significant internal restructure, requiring consultation with trade unions and staff.

3.4 A summary of the BAU proposals is provided at Appendix 1. The total value of these
proposals is £24.2m.
3.5 The Service Review proposals are summarised at Appendix 2 with a total value of
£8.2m. Executive summaries and equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
screening documents for each Service Review proposal are also provided at
Appendix 2.
3.6 Any new savings identified from the cross-council reviews have been captured within
the BAU and Service Review proposals, though, given the scale and impact of the
reducing the wage bill and estate rationalisation reviews, additional detail will be
brought to this Board in October.
3.7 The combined value of the BAU and Service Review proposals is £32.3m (rounded)
which would bring the estimated gap for 2021/22 down from £118.8m to £86.5m.
3.8 Further savings proposals to address the remaining estimated budget gap will be
brought to this Board in October and November.
3.9 In additional, a strategic approach with regard to the level of savings which can be
achieved in 2021/22 is currently being considered with further alternative measures
being explored that will take into account this autumn’s Comprehensive Spending
Review and subsequent local government provisional financial settlement in
December.
Revenue Budget 2021/22: capital programme review
3.10 A review of the capital programme has been carried out to identify where schemes
may be stopped or delayed in order to deliver revenue savings. Whilst this review is
underway, all non-essential capital spend has been placed on hold with the exception
for essential health and safety works, Covid-19 related spend and externally / part(where funding agreements are in place) funded schemes. Where the outcome of the
review results in revenue savings, such as a reduction in the council’s cost of
borrowing, these contribute towards reducing the estimated budget gaps contained
within the Council’s Medium Term Financial Strategy. The capital programme review
is projected to realise a revenue saving of £0.3m in 2021/22 (the ‘Capital Programme
Review’ report is elsewhere on this agenda for further information).
General Fund: Revenue Budget 2021/22 - total savings proposed
3.11 Table 1 shows the overall impact of the savings identified so far through the Financial
Challenge programme of service reviews and review of the capital programme on the
council’s 2021/22 revenue budget.
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Business as Usual

Directorate
Adults & Health
Children & Families
City Development
Communities & Environment
Resources & Housing

Service reviews

Total

2021/22
savings /
£'000s

FTE
budgeted
posts

2021/22
savings /
£'000s

FTE
budgeted
posts

2021/22
savings /
£'000s

FTE
budgeted
posts

8,116
4,254
3,550
3,219
5,016

-1.0
-27.0
-16.2
-38.1
-105.3

0
0
1,830
0
6,337

0.0
0.0
-29.0
0.0
-261.8

8,116
4,254
5,380
3,219
11,353

-1.0
-27.0
-45.2
-38.1
-367.1

24,155

-187.6

8,167

-290.8

32,322

-478.4

Table 1: Summary of Revenue Budget Savings Proposals – General Fund

Budget savings proposals to address the 2021/22 estimated budget gap in the
Housing Revenue Account (HRA)
3.12 As detailed in the Medium Term Financial Strategy on this agenda, there is an
estimated budget gap of £16.2m within the Housing Revenue Account for the period
2021/22 - 2025/26. Of this, £3.6m relates to 2021/22. Whilst this is a substantial
sum, it is equivalent to 1.4% of the budget. In order to address this budget gap for
2021/22 a number of budget savings options have been identified.
•

Staffing has underspent over a number of years from vacant posts and churn.
Whilst overall stock has reduced by approximately 1% each year through Right
to Buy sales, budgeted staffing levels have remained largely constant.
Reflecting the trend over the past years could produce budgeted savings of
around £1m. The plan also assumes an additional £500k of staff savings target
from reconfiguration of services to reflect both predicted future stock losses and
benefits to be gained from new ways of working, including the implementation of
Civica. The estimated reduction in budgeted posts is 50 FTEs.

•

A Sheltered Accommodation support charge for self-payers i.e. those residents
not in receipts of Housing Benefits was introduced in the first year of the Rent
Reduction Policy (2016/17) and it has increased to the current £10/week in £2
increments each year. The full cost used in 20/21 is £14.71/wk. Members have
previously approved the intention to eliminate this subsidy with a stepped
increase in the weekly charge. A further £2/wk increase would realise income of
approximately £115k.

•

Approximately 72% of those in Sheltered Accommodation receive Housing
Benefit to cover the charge. The full cost recovery is now expected to be
£15.51, taking into account expected future pay awards and reviewing each
element of the charge. If adopted, this would provide approximately £130k
additional income.

•

Internal charges receivable by the HRA cover a variety of services and in total
amount to £43m. A target of £0.9m reduction has been identified as efficiencies
made in the General Fund are proportionately applied to the HRA. £0.9m would
equate to around a 2% reduction.

•

£650k of other expenditure is to be targeted as a reduction from examining all
other budget areas, including the implications of staff embracing new ways of
working.
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•

Work is ongoing to identify solutions to the gap that remains to be found.

3.13 Table 2 summarises the HRA savings proposals for 2021/22
HRA 21/22

£'000s

Estimated Budget Gap
Less
Staffing - Review of posts
Internal Charges
Other areas of targeted savings
Sheltered Support Charge – Self Payers
Sheltered Support Charge – Non-Self Payers
Sum of all other minor variations
Balance to find

3,556

(1,500)
(900)
(650)
(115)
(130)
78
339

Table 2: Summary of HRA 21/22 Savings Proposals

Staffing implications
3.14 The implications of the savings proposals project a potential reduction of 528.4 FTE
budgeted posts (including 50 HRA-funded FTE posts). The council issued a Section
188 Notice to the trade unions in June 2020 confirming our duty to consult and to
avoid, reduce and mitigate against the risk of compulsory redundancies. Pursuant to
the council’s Managing Staff Reductions Policy, a range of voluntary measures are
now being progressed, including early retirement, flexible retirement, severance and
other voluntary changes to working patterns. The expressions of interest in these
voluntary options has been very high and the scheme will close at the end of
September, with decision-making taking place over October and November. A
collectively agreed framework has been established to ensure meaningful and
frequent consultation with trade unions and staff.
4.

Corporate considerations

4.1

Consultation and engagement

4.1.1 Senior officers and elected members have been engaged in developing the savings
proposals set out in today’s report. Trade unions have also been informed in
headline terms of the emerging proposals. Where required, further consultation and
engagement will be carried out with staff, trade unions, service users and the public
as appropriate on the Service Review proposals set out at Appendix 2. Scrutiny
Boards will also be considering the proposals as relevant to their remits through
their October meetings. The outcomes of any consultation will inform the council’s
decision-making and be incorporated into the 2021/22 to 2023/24 Budget Report
timetabled for initial consideration at December’s Executive Board.
4.2

Equality and diversity / cohesion and integration

4.2.1 The Equality Act 2010 requires the Council to have “due regard” to the need to
eliminate unlawful discrimination and promote equality of opportunity. The law
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requires that the duty to pay “due regard” be demonstrated in the decision making
process. Assessing the potential equality impact of proposed changes to policies,
procedures and practices is one of the key ways in which public authorities can
show due regard.
4.2.2 The council is fully committed to ensuring that equality and diversity are given
proper consideration when we develop policies and make decisions. In order to
achieve this, the council has an agreed process in place and has particularly
promoted the importance of the process when taking forward key policy or
budgetary changes. Equality impact assessments also ensure that we make well
informed decisions based on robust evidence.
4.2.3 Equality impact screenings have been carried out on the service review savings
proposals and included with those proposals at Appendix 2. Where appropriate,
equality impact assessments will be carried out as part of the decision-making
process.
4.3

Council policies and the Best Council Plan

4.3.1 The Best Council Plan sets out the council’s ambitions, outcomes and priorities.
The current plan is therefore aligned with both the Council’s Medium Term Financial
Strategy and its annual budget. To help mitigate the pressures on the financial
sustainability of the council – significantly exacerbated by the impacts of COVID-19
- it is imperative that the proposals contained in this report are considered in order
that the council’s strategic priorities can be delivered within a robust financial
framework.
Climate Emergency
4.3.2 There are no specific implications for the climate emergency resulting from this
report.
4.4

Resources, procurement and value for money

4.4.1 All resources, procurement and value for money implications are considered in the
summary and main body of the report.
4.5

Legal implications, access to information, and call-in

4.5.1 Decisions giving effect to the Business as Usual proposals included in this report
can be taken by the relevant Director or Chief Officer in accordance with the Officer
Scheme of delegation (Executive functions) and will be subject to the Executive and
decision – making procedure rules. Notice of any decision which is “Key” will be
published on the list of forthcoming decision not less than 28 clear calendar days in
advance of the date of the proposed decision.
4.5.2 Decisions giving effect to the Service Reviews will be made following the outcome
of consultation having regard to representations made. Decisions will be taken by
the relevant Director or Chief Officer following the procedure set out in paragraph
4.5.1 above, save where the Leader or the relevant Portfolio Holder has directed or
the Director considers that the matter should be referred to Executive Board for
consideration.
4.5.3 As a decision of Executive Board, the recommendations in this report are eligible for
call-in.
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4.6

Risk management

4.6.1 As detailed in the Medium Term Financial Strategy, the financial projections for
2021/22 contain a number of inherent risks even without taking account of the
impact of COVID-19. These include risks associated with budgets which are
subject to fluctuating demand and demographic pressures and key income budgets
that rely upon the number of users of a service. In addition the approved Budget
makes assumptions in respect of the level of resources that are receivable through
council tax, business rates and government grants.
4.6.2 Factoring in the impact of COVID-19, the financial position for 2021/22 makes a
number of assumptions around income, expenditure and collection rates for both
Business Rates and Council Tax – the pandemic will continue to affect the levels
that can be collected. Any variations from these assumptions has implications for
the level of resources available to the council to fund services.
4.6.3 There also remain uncertainties around the impacts of the Government’s postponed
Comprehensive Spending Review (due to be outlined alongside the Chancellor’s
autumn Budget speech), business rates reform and Fair Funding Review and
Government’s intentions for the future funding of social care.
4.6.4 These risks and assumptions will be subject to review as more information
becomes available and through the council’s financial management, monitoring and
reporting processes.
4.6.5 This report contains several budget saving proposals that will be subject to
consultation. There remains a risk that there is slippage in the implementation of
these proposals or that the assumptions contained in these proposals change as a
result of the consultation exercises. This could lead to a variation to the assumed
level of savings and the council’s ability to set a balanced budget for 2021/22.
5.

Conclusions

5.1

The council faces an unprecedented financial challenge with an estimated budget
gap for 2021/22 of £118.76m. In response, the authority has carried out a review of
its capital programme and established a ‘Financial Challenge’ programme of service
reviews to identify savings that will contribute towards closing the estimated budget
gap and enable the authority to present a robust, balanced budget position in
2021/22. These aim to protect services that support the most vulnerable whilst
ensuring that the organisation becomes more financially resilient and sustainable for
the future.

5.2

Thus far, £32.3m of savings have been identified through the service reviews and
£0.3m from the capital programme review. The £32.6m combined would reduce the
estimated gap for next year to £86.2m. Work continues to identify further savings
with proposals to come to this Board in October and November.

5.3

Meaningful consultation will be carried out with staff, trade unions, service users
and the public on proposals as required with the results used to inform the decisions
taken in respect of Service Reviews.

6.

Recommendations

6.1

Executive Board is requested to:
a) Note the financial position for 2021/22 outlined in this report and that further
savings are required to deliver a balanced budget position;
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b) Note the ‘Business as Usual’ savings and that decisions to give effect to them
shall be taken by the relevant Director or Chief Officer in accordance with the
Officer delegation scheme (Executive functions);
c) Agree that consultation commences with regard to the ‘Service Review’
proposals and note that decisions to give effect to them shall be taken by the
relevant Chief Officer, following the consultation period, in accordance with the
Officer delegation scheme (Executive functions); and
d) Note the savings proposals in respect of the Housing Revenue Account.
7.

Background documents 1
None.

1 The background documents listed in this section are available to download from the council’s website, unless they
contain confidential or exempt information. The list of background documents does not include published works.
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Revenue budget update 2021/22 and budget savings proposals: Executive Board September 2020

Appendix 1: ‘Business as Usual’ 2021/22 savings
Table 1: Adults & Health Directorate
Proposal
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Balance of savings to the overall council strategy by switching funding from the funding of other council services to
meet Public Health strategy pressures and removal of Public Health net revenue charge; procurement savings and
deletion of vacant posts
Health Partnerships: reductions in general running costs
Commissioned Services for working age adults: remodelling of day opportunities provision
Commissioned Services for working age adults: seek additional funding towards cost of care packages
Commissioned Services for working age adults: social work value for money reviews, reassessments and demand
management
Review of care packages: efficiencies in homecare delivery and mental health and forensic services
Reduced contribution to Adults Safeguarding Board
Recovery of payments for care not delivered
Reduced inflation on non-pay elements of demand contracts (reduction in non-pay inflation allowance included in the
financial strategy to reflect lower CPI, saving £538k)
Deletion of electronic monitoring budget
Reassessment of individual care requirements for people with a learning disability based upon a strengths-based
approach
Income from client contributions

Total ‘BAU’ Adults & Health 2021/22 savings

2021/22 saving
/ £‘000s

FTE budgeted
posts

663

-2.0

69
430
2,600

-1.0
0.0
0.0

1,250

0.0

500
75
489

0.0
0.0
2.0

0

0.0

40

0.0

1,000

0.0

1,000

0.0

8,116

-1.0

Revenue budget update 2021/22 and budget savings proposals: Executive Board September 2020

Table 2: Children & Families Directorate
Proposal
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Increased level of income received to support Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children
Partnerships & Health: staffing savings through voluntary means, use of grant funding and further rollout of personal
transport allowances
Reduced contribution to One Adoption West Yorkshire
Increase in income from Adel Beck Placement charges
Proposal to cease Children and Families funding for 2 posts within West Yorkshire Police
Savings to schools and further education premature retirement costs that fall to the council
Efficiencies through automation of back office ordering and payment for services traded with schools
Resources & Strategy: Learning Systems - staffing savings through voluntary ELI (Early Leavers' Initiative) scheme
Learning Improvement: staffing savings through deletion of vacant posts, introduction of flexible payment contracts
and use of contracted council staff instead of external contractors (leading to net increase in council staff of 0.7 FTE)
Learning Inclusion: staffing savings through deletion of vacant post and removal of management post via voluntary
means through team reconfiguration
Deletion of a number of vacant posts across the Children & Families Directorate
Staffing savings through realignment of management posts in the Children Looked After Service

Total ‘BAU’ Children & Families 2021/22 savings

2021/22 saving
/ £‘000s
1,000

FTE budgeted
posts
0.0

769

-6.2

740
250
106
250
70
155

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-3.0

130

0.7

100

-2.0

580
104

-15.0
-1.5

4,254

-27.0

2021/22 saving
/ £‘000s
236

FTE budgeted
posts
0.0

700

-7.7

350

0.0

200

-1.5

Table 3: City Development Directorate
Proposal
Savings from a reduction in the council's core office base
Asset Management and Regeneration: Staffing savings through voluntary means and expenditure savings through
reductions in direct property costs and service revenue budgets
Reductions in general expenditure budgets (e.g. consumables and training) and increased capitalisation of staff costs
Markets & City Centre Service: staffing reductions through deletion of vacant posts and voluntary ELI means, general
expenditure budget reductions and increased income
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Table 3: City Development Directorate
Proposal
Employment & Skills: staffing reductions through deletion of vacant JNC post and reduction in research and evaluation
budget
Planning & Sustainable Development: staffing reductions through voluntary means, increased income and general
expenditure budget reductions
Highways & Transportation: use of balances arising from development agreements and review of charging
Museums & Galleries collection insurance
Efficiencies across venues: Leeds Town Hall, Carriageworks Theatre and Pudsey Civic Hall
Reduction in budgets for major events

Total ‘BAU’ City Development 2021/22 savings
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2021/22 saving
/ £‘000s

FTE budgeted
posts

100

-1.0

350

-6.0

900
60
254
400

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

3,550

-16.2

2021/22 saving
/ £‘000s

FTE budgeted
posts

635

-13.2

100
70
75
148
330
100
100
50
100
220
65

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Table 4: Communities and Environment Directorate
Proposal
Environmental Services: non-operational staffing savings by realigning different sections within the overall service and
streamlining management and supervisory arrangements
Additional income from disposal of trade waste
Increased charge to developers for replacement bins
Cleaner Neighbourhood Teams: general expenditure budget savings
Electoral & Regulatory Services: general expenditure and income budget savings
Individual Electoral Registration Grant: use of carried forward grant income (one-off saving)
Woodhouse Lane Car Park: increased commuter tariff of 50p to a daily rate of £9
Additional income from on-street parking tariffs
Additional income from bus lane enforcement
Car Parking: general expenditure budget savings
Bereavement services price rise
General Fund grounds maintenance contract: reduction in grass cutting frequencies
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Table 4: Communities and Environment Directorate
Proposal
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Public Rights of Way Service: reduction in operational budgets including staff reductions through redeployment and
increased income
Temple Newsam Cycle Trails and Road Safety Park
Reduced contribution to Third Sector Infrastructure Fund budget
Review of overhead costs charged to Migration Yorkshire
Communities: general expenditure budget savings
Savings from Safer Leeds net managed budget
Reduced contribution to Leeds City Credit Union
Use of European Structural Investment Fund (ESIF) funding for existing senior customer services staffing costs
Staffing reductions in Directorate Improvement Team through voluntary means
Contact Centre: channel shift savings and increased productivity (total saving £420k, £350k of which already included in
the financial strategy)
Welfare & Benefits: increased New Burdens grant funding
Welfare & Benefits: general expenditure budget savings

Total ‘BAU’ Communities & Environment 2021/22 savings

2021/22 saving
/ £‘000s

FTE budgeted
posts

100

-2.0

31
36
40
25
171
63
429
35

2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-5.0
0.0
0.0
-1.0

70

-18.9

100
126

0.0
0.0

3,219

-38.1

2021/22 saving
/ £‘000s

FTE budgeted
posts

708

-11.0

300
125

-10.0
0.0

380

-22.0

Table 5: Resources & Housing Directorate
Proposal
Human Resources: staffing reductions via voluntary means, reduced development budget and reduced graduate
recruitment in Sep 2021
Revenues, Benefits & Council Tax: process efficiencies
Chief Executive's: general expenditure budget savings
Business Support Centre: staffing reductions via voluntary means and non-resumption of envopak service (delivery of
mail to and from schools)
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Table 5: Resources & Housing Directorate
Proposal
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Legal Services: staffing reductions via voluntary means and deletion of vacant posts, small reduction in supplies and
services budget
Civic Enterprise Leeds: staffing savings through voluntary means and increased productivity / smarter working via
technology
Civic Enterprise Leeds: insourcing contracts
Civic Enterprise Leeds: additional income through increased commercialisation across cleaning and facilities
management and PRESTO (help at home services) expanded offer
Civic Enterprise Leeds: staffing reductions through voluntary means based on closing office accommodation and
redesigning facilities management services
Civic Enterprise Leeds: procurement savings on cleaning and catering contracts
Civic Enterprise Leeds: review and rationalisation of running costs
Procurement & Commercial Services: restructure (consultation has already taken place)
Housing General Fund: use of reserve
Leeds Building Services: additional turnover from the capital programme

Total ‘BAU’ Resources & Housing 2021/22 savings
Table 6: Total ‘BAU’ 2021/22 savings
2021/22 saving
/ £‘000s

FTE budgeted
posts

Adults and Health

8,116

-1.0

Children & Families

4,254

-27.0

City Development

3,550

-16.2

Communities & Environment

3,219

-38.1

Resources & Housing

5,016

-105.3

24,155

-187.6

Directorate

Total

2021/22 saving
/ £‘000s

FTE budgeted
posts

216

-5.3

996

-42.0

550

0.0

243

0.0

320

-11.0

196
163
223
120
476

0.0
-1.0
-3.0
0.0
0.0

5,016

-105.3
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Appendix 2: Service Review Proposals
Summary of service review reports presented
Proposal
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City Development Directorate
Economic Development proposals:
- staffing reductions through voluntary means - if not delivered, restructure of the Economic Policy Team.
- cease membership of BITC (Business in the Community)
- stop / reduce attendance at MIPIM
- reduce travel and number of staff attending events
Strategic Planning: proposals to further develop options arising from completion of service review
Highways & Transportation: proposals to review staffing and operations across the service and generate additional
income and/or savings
Total City Development 2021/22 savings proposals requiring consultation
Resources & Housing Directorate
Business Administration Service: Proposal to create a fully integrated and centralised administration model with
efficiencies through modernisation
Digital Information Service (DIS): Proposal to modernise the structure of the service to deliver savings and secure
additional income. Through voluntary measures as far as possible but may require realignment of roles and
responsibilities and post deletion, through trade union and staff consultation.
Information Management and Governance (part of the wider DIS service): Proposal to modernise the structure to
meet the needs of a modern and agile council and deliver savings. Through voluntary measures as far as possible but
may require compulsory measures through trade union and staff consultation.
Financial Services: Proposed restructure of Financial Management within Financial Services with trade union and staff
consultation
Sustainable Energy & Air Quality: Proposal to increase income through securing additional grant funding. Also staff
savings through voluntary measures but if this is not possible, may require a restructure with trade union and staff
consultation.
Intelligence & Policy Service: Proposed restructure of Intelligence and Policy Service within the Resources and Housing
Directorate with trade union and staff consultation

2021/22 saving
/ £‘000s

FTE budgeted
posts

110

-1.0

100

-2.0

1,620

-26.0

1,830

-29.0

2,000

-100.0

2,434

-58.0

N/A – part of DIS proposal above
1,000

-22.0

250

-3.0

173

-7.8
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Summary of service review reports presented
2021/22 saving
/ £‘000s

FTE budgeted
posts

0

-70.0

480

-1.0

Total Resources & Housing 2021/22 savings proposals requiring consultation

6,337

-261.8

Total 2021/22 savings proposals requiring consultation

8,167

-290.8

Proposal
Leeds Building Services: Proposed suite of activities across Leeds Building Services to reduce costs, including
overheads, productivity improvements, new IT system and additional income. Largest element through staffing
reductions with full restructure anticipated with staff and trade union consultation. Savings proposal: £1.54m which
contributes to offsetting an existing budget pressure.
Fleet Services: Proposal to review working practices and delivery models and develop commercial income. Full
restructure of Fleet Services required with trade union and staff consultation.
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Service review report
Report to: Executive Board
Date of meeting: 24th September 2020
Report author(s): Eve Roodhouse
Report of: Martin Farrington, Director of City Development
Portfolio: Inclusive Growth and Culture
Does the report contain confidential or exempt information? No
Proposal title:

Economic Development

2021/22 savings from proposal

£ 110K

Who are you expecting to
consult with?

Service users?
Staff?
Other stakeholders?

Are there equalities implications?
If yes, have you attached a screening document?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Executive Summary
Overview
Economic Development deliver functions and services that enable the development of a strong
economy in Leeds, essential for the health of future council budgets. Economic Development delivers
support to businesses in Leeds and for some programmes within the city region; promotes Leeds and
the wider city region internationally as a great place to live, learn, work, visit; provides an economic
intelligence, Key Account Management, an economic policy service; and is central to the delivery of
the Inclusive Growth Strategy one of the three strategies that underpin the Best Council Plan.
The Economic Development Function has seen significant reduction in recent years. For instance, over
the last 10 years it is estimated that LCC resources deployed in supporting businesses has reduced
from £1.2M in 2007/8 to £244,190 in FY18/19. The Covid 19 Emergency in 2020 has served to highlight
how important it is to retain this function rather than to seek to reduce it further with staff deployed
on the administration of the business grant schemes as well as seeing an increased demand in existing
services.
The International Relations function reduced from 11 FTE in 2008 to 2 FTE today. In the context of
both the economic impact of Covid and BREXIT, the next 12-24 months will be a critical time for Leeds
to position itself internationally as an outward looking city, building its reputation as a leading city for
digital, creative and financial and professional services.
The Inward Investment function is an incredibly lean team comprised of 1 FTE. The function pulls on
design resource in the Visit Team and considerable time is also committed by the Head of Service and
Chief Officer due to the nature of the work. In the context of economic recovery it is vital that we
retain this capability. Opportunities still exist for inward investment and Leeds is well placed to
continue to secure external investment.
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The small Economic Policy and Programmes team provides excellent value through the multiple
services it delivers. The team develop and enable the delivery of LCC Economic Policy and Strategy.
This includes leading the implementation of the Inclusive Growth Strategy; Significant time is spent
by the team working with partners to deliver projects in support of the Leeds economy. The team
lead on business engagement through the Key Account Management Team. The team are currently
developing the economic response to Covid 19.
This proposal outlines an option to save up to £110,000 per year from the Economic Development
service. This will be for a combination of pay and none pay savings.
•
•
•
•

Ceasing membership of ‘Business in the Community’.
Stopping or reducing attendance at MIPIM:
Restructuring the Economic Policy team.
Reducing travel and a reduction in the number of staff attending events

Impacts of proposal
•
•

•

•

Ceasing membership of ‘Business in the Community’.
o The negative impact on the Council of ceasing membership of BITC is limited.
Stopping or reducing attendance at MIPIM
o This presents a risk that Leeds is perceived as not being on an equal footing to other
UK Cities such as Manchester that do attend, reducing our attractiveness as an
inward investment destination.
Restructuring the Economic Policy team.
o There would need to be a restructure under LCC processes. Any restructuring
exercise will involve disruption to the current service while this is ongoing. The
service will not be able to take on any additional work and some current work will
be reduced.
Reducing travel and a reduction in the number of staff attending events
o The savings will be made possible as a result of reduced travel, a reduction in the
number of staff attending events, thereby working more efficiently. Promotion and
advertising budgets are already low, but these cuts will be made possible through a
reduction in paper based advertising, moving towards proactive PR and Social
media.

Recommendation(s)
It is recommended that more in-depth appraisals are conducted for the following areas:
If the proposed staffing savings are not delivered through voluntary means then the Economic
Policy Team be restructured to deliver the savings. Process and procedures to be applied with
follow the advice of Human Resources.
It is recommended that the following proposals are accepted:
Ceasing membership of BITC
Stopping or reducing attendance at MIPIM*
Reducing travel and a reduction in the number of staff attending events
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Equality, diversity, cohesion and integration screening –
organisational change impacting on the workforce
As a public authority we need to ensure that all organisational change arrangements
impacting on the workforce have given proper consideration to equality, diversity, cohesion
and integration.
Equality and diversity will always have relevancy to organisational changes which impact on
a diverse workforce. If you can demonstrate you have considered how your proposals impact
on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration then you have already carried out an impact
assessment.
A screening process is a short, sharp exercise, which completed at the earliest opportunity
will help to determine:
• whether or not equality, diversity, cohesion and integration is being or has already
been considered, and therefore
• whether or not it is necessary to carry out an impact assessment.

Directorate:City Development

Service area: Economic Development

Lead person:
Fiona Bolam

Contact number:
01135351882

1. Please provide a brief description of the organisational change arrangements that
you are screening

I am proposing to undertake a restructure of the economic policy team. This will
involve stopping a small amount of work in the economic information area and
restructuring around key functions that the team performs.

1

Use from October 2015
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2. Consideration of equality, diversity, cohesion and integration checklist
Questions
Have you already considered equality and diversity within your
current and future planning?
Where you have made consideration does this relate to the
range of equality characteristics
Have you considered positive and negative impacts for
different equality characteristics
Have you considered any potential barriers for different groups
Have you used equality information and consultation where
appropriate to develop your proposals
Is there a clear plan of how equality areas identified for
improvement will be addressed

Yes
Yes

No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

If you’ve answered no to the questions above, there may be gaps in your equality and
diversity considerations and you should complete an equality and diversity, cohesion and
integration impact assessment (organisational change). Please go to section 4.
If you’ve answered yes to the questions above and believe you’ve already considered the
impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration within your proposal please go to
section 3.

2

Use from October 2015
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3. Considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
If you can demonstrate that you’ve considered how your proposals impact on equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration you have carried out an impact assessment.
Please provide specific details for all three areas below (use the prompts for guidance).
How have you considered equality, diversity, cohesion and integration?
(think about the scope of the proposal, who is likely to be affected, equality related
information, gaps in information and plans to address, consultation and engagement
activities (taken place or planned) with those likely to be affected.

Key findings
(think about any potential positive and negative impact on different equality characteristics,
potential to promote strong and positive relationships between groups, potential to bring
groups/communities into increased contact with each other, perception that the proposal
could benefit one group at the expense of another).

Actions
(think about how you’ll promote positive impact and remove or reduce negative impact)

3

Use from October 2015
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4. If you’re not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration you’ll need to carry out an impact assessment
Date to scope and plan your impact assessment:

14/9/2020

Date to complete your impact assessment

30/9/2020

Lead person for your impact assessment
(Include name and job title)

Fiona Bolam, Head of Economic
Policy

5. Governance, ownership and approval
Please state here who approved the actions and outcomes of the screening
Name

Job title

Date

Date screening completed

6. Publishing
Though all key decisions are required to give due regard to equality the council only
publishes those related to executive board, full council, key delegated decisions or a
significant operational decision.
A copy of this equality screening should be attached as an appendix to the decision making
report:
•
•
•

governance services will publish those relating to executive board and full council
the appropriate directorate will publish those relating to delegated decisions and
significant operational decisions
a copy of all other equality screenings that are not to be published should be sent to
equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk for record

Complete the appropriate section below with the date the report and attached screening was
sent
For executive board or full council – sent to governance
services

Date sent:

For delegated decisions or significant operational
decisions – sent to appropriate directorate

Date sent:

All other decisions – sent to the equality team

Date sent:

4

Use from October 2015
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Service review report
Report to: Executive Board
Date of meeting: 24th September 2020
Report author(s): Martin Elliot (Head of Strategic Planning)
Report of: David Feeney (Chief Planning Officer)
Portfolio: Planning and Sustainable Development
Does the report contain confidential or exempt information? No
Proposal title:

Strategic Planning

2021/22 savings from proposal

£100k (circa)

Who are you expecting to
consult with?

Service users?
Staff?
Other stakeholders?

Are there equalities implications?
If yes, have you attached a screening document?

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Executive Summary
Overview
The Council’s Strategic Planning Group is at the forefront of shaping the character, development and
prosperity of the City. It does this through the delivery of statutory requirements for plan-making and
environmental stewardship as well as through supporting and leading the delivery of corporate priorities
(usually as projects). It is highly embedded within the wider Council and has an excellent and highly visible
working relationship with councillors.

Impacts of proposal
An Efficiency Review was undertaken which considered how the Council could deliver a statutory and nonstatutory policy framework at a reduced base cost. Given the nature of the service (with over 700 individual
work items) it was not possible within the 4 week period of the Efficiency Review for absolute
recommendations to be made; instead a series of 22 options were set out on (a) reducing the amount of work
in progress, (b) reducing the time spent on things, by making processes lighter and (c) opportunities to sell
professional services, to monetise the skills and expertise in the Group through improved consultancy
disciplines.
The Efficiency Review concludes that there are options for expenditure cost savings as follows:• initial estimated £30-40k p.a. from reduced spend on plan-making (e.g. fewer, reduced scope or joint
plans (inc. SPDs) resulting in savings on examination and/or consultation costs)
• initial estimated £10k p.a. saving from taking a reduced approach to consultation (e.g. digital focussed
as a preference)
But note these are not to be considered as base budget savings as these costs are part of Local Plan
expenditure which is a budget that has overspent in previous years so these savings will help keep spend
within the budget in future years.
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As part of overall operational efficiencies, it is noted that the Strategic Planning Group needs to create a new
culture and a business model that is more agile, collaborative and commercially aware, including:
• an improved ‘portfolio management’ approach to help better programme work (for which a further
“invest to save” business case is to be made est. £10k)
• a more ‘consultancy-based’ culture to avoid over-delivering
• to better articulate its value, especially the levels of income that it helps generate for the Council
These headline outputs apply to plan-making, consultations for Development Management (e.g. producing
standing advice) and Corporate projects and involve streamlining (e.g. preparation of the Local Plan),
prioritising, stopping or suspending work (e.g. the Leeds Architecture Awards which whilst cost neutral require
significant staff resource and could be administered by another body or partnership). It is also noted that
customer centre traffic to the Group is very high and self-serve advice will help make efficiencies.
Should these operational efficiencies happen it will enable reduced staffing costs to be achieved as follows:• initially circa £100k from targeted vacancy management and acceptance of a contribution from ELIs
as part of a wider service re-structure in line with the Efficiency Review
There is significant interest for the ELI package within the Group. As a result there is a need for further
ongoing work to develop these Efficiency Review options as part of a wider staffing restructure, once the
extent of the ELI posts are known. This will be in consultation with Planning and Sustainable Development
SMT, service colleagues and the Executive Member. It is also noted that the Government have just released
significant proposals for the Planning System which potentially will bring about proposes significant changes to
the organisation of local planning authorities with an emphasis on Local Plans, design and place making,
community participation and digital/GIS processes to enable better engagement.
The Efficiency Review also concludes that there are additional income generation opportunities (e.g. for
Geographical Information Systems), which at this stage remain to be considered in more detail with a
recognised need for external support in marketing services externally and understanding what their year on
year targets may be.

Recommendation(s)
To note progress made in the completion of the Service Review (by external provider) and the contribution to
overall service savings of initially £100k for the Strategic Planning Group.
To note the need for further ongoing work to develop these options. This will be in consultation with Planning
and Sustainable Development SMT, service colleagues and the Executive Member.
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Equality, Diversity, Cohesion and
Integration Screening
As a public authority we need to ensure that all our strategies, policies, service and
functions, both current and proposed have given proper consideration to equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration.
A screening process can help judge relevance and provides a record of both the
process and decision. Screening should be a short, sharp exercise that determines
relevance for all new and revised strategies, policies, services and functions.
Completed at the earliest opportunity it will help to determine:
• the relevance of proposals and decisions to equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration.
• whether or not equality, diversity, cohesion and integration is being or has
already been considered, and
• whether or not it is necessary to carry out an impact assessment.
Directorate:
City Development
Lead person:
Martin Elliot

Service area:
Planning and Sustainable Development
Contact number:
0113 37 87634

1. Title:
Service review report
Is this a:
Strategy / Policy

x

Service / Function

Other

If other, please specify
2. Please provide a brief description of what you are screening
This screening considers equality implications in terms of an efficiency review for the
Council’s Strategic Planning Group (as part of wider budgetary savings to be
considered as part of an Executive Board paper for 24th September), in particular
staffing issues, customers and end users, policy and practises. Progress to date in
making initial proposals for savings is considered in relation to equality impact. The
Strategic Planning Group is at the forefront of shaping the character, development and
prosperity of the City. It does this through the delivery of statutory requirements for planmaking and environmental stewardship as well as through supporting and leading the
delivery of corporate priorities (usually as projects). It is highly embedded within the
wider Council and has an excellent and highly visible working relationship with
councillors.
EDCI Screening
Template updated January 2014
1
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An external Efficiency Review was undertaken which considered how the Council could
deliver a statutory and non-statutory policy framework at a reduced base cost. Given
the nature of the service (with over 700 individual work items) it was not possible within
the 4 week period of the Efficiency Review for absolute recommendations to be made;
instead a series of 22 options were set out on (a) reducing the amount of work in
progress, (b) reducing the time spent on things, by making processes lighter and (c)
opportunities to sell professional services, to monetise the skills and expertise in the
Group through improved consultancy disciplines. These will enable the Group to make
savings through managing vacancies and accepting ELI requests. It is envisaged that
this will implemented through a staffing restructure in due course once ELI requests are
known and will be in line with the Efficiency Review.

3. Relevance to equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
All the council’s strategies and policies, service and functions affect service users,
employees or the wider community – city wide or more local. These will also have a
greater or lesser relevance to equality, diversity, cohesion and integration.
The following questions will help you to identify how relevant your proposals are.
When considering these questions think about age, carers, disability, gender
reassignment, race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation. Also those areas that
impact on or relate to equality: tackling poverty and improving health and well-being.
Questions
Is there an existing or likely differential impact for the different
equality characteristics?
Have there been or likely to be any public concerns about the
policy or proposal?
Could the proposal affect how our services, commissioning or
procurement activities are organised, provided, located and by
whom?
Could the proposal affect our workforce or employment
practices?
Does the proposal involve or will it have an impact on
• Eliminating unlawful discrimination, victimisation and
harassment
EDCI Screening

Yes
x
x
x
x
x

Template updated January 2014
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No

2

•
•

Advancing equality of opportunity
Fostering good relations

If you have answered no to the questions above please complete sections 6 and 7
If you have answered yes to any of the above and;
• Believe you have already considered the impact on equality, diversity,
cohesion and integration within your proposal please go to section 4.
• Are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration within your proposal please go to section 5.

4. Considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
If you can demonstrate you have considered how your proposals impact on equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration you have carried out an impact assessment.
Please provide specific details for all three areas below (use the prompts for guidance).
• How have you considered equality, diversity, cohesion and integration?
(think about the scope of the proposal, who is likely to be affected, equality related
information, gaps in information and plans to address, consultation and engagement
activities (taken place or planned) with those likely to be affected)
These issues have been raised as part of the Efficiency Review and the initial proposition
for the Review explicitly captured them as follows:
How can Leeds City Council deliver a statutory and non-statutory policy framework
at a reduced base cost, ensuring that citizen, developer and members views are
considered as part of that process?
However, the Efficiency Review did not arrive at firm recommendations, instead it set out
a series of options which the service will need to implement and address. These issues
will be considered further as the Efficiency Review is implemented and with further
consultation which was not possible due to the speed at which the Review was carried
out. From a staffing perspective this will be done in part through a staffing restructure,
which is dependent on the interest within the service on the Council’s ELI package. From
a user perspective any changes to the service will need to be amended through further
EDCI Screening
Template updated January 2014
3
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consultation work e.g. the Efficiency Review proposes an option of reducing the Groups
consultation burden. This would need to be formally done through a Statement of
Community Involvement which would require public consultation.
• Key findings
(think about any potential positive and negative impact on different equality
characteristics, potential to promote strong and positive relationships between groups,
potential to bring groups/communities into increased contact with each other, perception
that the proposal could benefit one group at the expense of another).
There are a number of recommendations for savings set out in the review which are at
early stages. Equality considerations have been integral to this review, and given the
early stage of the proposals will continue to be considered and mitigated.
Savings option(s)
An Efficiency Review was undertaken which considered how the Council could deliver a
statutory and non-statutory strategic planning framework at a reduced base cost. Given
the nature of the service (with over 700 individual work items) it was not possible within
the 4 week period of the Efficiency Review for absolute recommendations to be made;
however, a series of 22 options for efficiency savings were set out on (a) reducing the
amount of work in progress, (b) reducing the time spent on things, by making processes
lighter and (c) opportunities to sell professional services, to monetise the skills and
expertise in the Group through improved consultancy disciplines.
Expenditure Costs Savings.
The Efficiency Review concludes that there are some initial limited options for
expenditure cost savings. The savings are:
•
initial estimated £30-40k p.a. from reduced spend on plan-making (e.g. fewer,
reduced scope or joint plans (inc. Supplementary Planning Documents) resulting in
savings on examination and/or consultation costs)
•
initial estimated £10k p.a. saving from taking a reduced approach to consultation
(e.g. digital focussed as a preference)
Operational Efficiencies
There is potential for savings through overall operational efficiencies. The Efficiency
Review noted that the Strategic Planning Group needs to create a new culture and a
business model that is more agile, collaborative and commercially aware, including:
•
an improved ‘portfolio management’ approach to help better programme work
Portfolio Management disciplines will help keep a better handle on the work being done,
allow for a more informed discussion about whether/ when to take more work on (e.g.
slow down), and will enable more evidence- based decisions around stopping work that
doesn’t directly contribute to strategic priorities. It is estimated that this approach will be
especially relevant to the Local Plan work programme, which is currently oversubscribed.
In terms of wider equality considerations there are positive impacts, however customers
are used to having a responsive service to their queries. The protected characteristics are
wide ranging and local plan policies have been responsive to date, for example the
‘nationally described space standards’ policy was adopted as part of the Core Strategy
Selective Review as well as an accessible housing policy. Both policies have had a
positive impact in particular for those with mobility issues, younger people and women in
but also have more widely benefitted all protected characteristics. It is important that the
EDCI Screening
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4

local plan scope continues to consider any equality considerations to ensure that policies
have a positive impact for end users.
•
a more ‘consultancy-based’ culture to avoid over-delivering. The Review
concludes that the Group have a reputation for over-delivering on their work and thus
incurring additional costs; doing more work than is required or requested by their clients
and a consultancy approach with clearer/defined Project Briefs, Acceptance Criteria,
deadlines and quality management processes. A consultancy based approach will have a
positive impact on service delivery and equality considerations. Any proposals would
further need to identify and work closely with staff to ensure that equality considerations
and impact on staff is considered. It is noted that this could reduce the depth of analysis
performed by the team in many cases and reduce the expected level of service which will
need managing.
•
to better articulate its value. The team help Leeds City Council generate a
significant level of income; value which is often unseen and underplayed. Being clearer
about what people deliver, and sharing success measures openly, can help people hold
themselves and their colleagues accountable. It also enables teams to collaborate, meet
their objectives and achieve more meaningful job satisfaction. Recognition of value can
be a positive driver for staff and morale, and provide a better fit with organisational value.
The Efficiency Review also highlighted 19 further specific options around plan-making,
consultations for Development Management and Corporate projects. They involve:
•
streamlining work (e.g. reducing the scope/speed of the Local Plan and the
resources put into public consultation (e.g. by more on-line options) and preparing more
standing advice for planning applications/queries). Impact on staff is important along with
a realistic expectation of the local plan scope. This would mitigate any organisational
impact and support staff in relation to volume of work and resource available. There is a
community expectation around Local Plans and support may be reduced, however this
can be mitigated by setting out clear briefs.
•
stopping or suspending work (e.g. the Leeds Architecture Awards, which whilst
cost neutral requires significant staff resource and could be administered by another body
or partnership). Whilst a saving can be made, the impact of this on Leeds reputation as a
professional organisation can be affected, however it terms of equality impact this is
minimal.
•
income generation potential (e.g. for Geographical Information Systems or for
service over and above the minimum), which at this stage remain to be considered in
more detail with a recognised need for external support in marketing services externally
and understanding what their year on year targets may be. This provides an opportunity
to further increase income but also to share resource organisational, and will have a
positive impact.
Customer Traffic
E-mail customer traffic to the Group is very high and issues in the Efficiency Review, such
as improving self-serve advice will help make efficiencies in this area (e.g. through eforms and web-site improvements (e.g. chat-bots for FAQs)). Further work and alignment
with Customer Access will be required. In terms of the impact on staffing this can be
useful in reducing workload, however wider equality considerations in terms of the impact
on customers will need to be mitigated in particular in terms of the protected
characteristics. Accessible documents and how reasonable adjustments will be made are
important considerations particularly for customers with disabilities. The different
EDCI Screening
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protected characteristics may rely more heavily on customer service with officers,
mitigation should be considered to include access to documentation.
Digital Planning Strategy
Whilst the Efficiency Review recognises that the service is reliant on a handling a large
amount of data/information and managing a large number of digital processes (in
common with Development Management), where there is opportunity for greater
efficiency and savings. It was acknowledged that an in-house Digital Strategy for
Planning is already underway and the Review (given its tight timescales) did not focus on
this aspect. Work with DIS will continue on this aspect and in particular the role of GIS
(e.g. as part of self-serve). Resourcing and training for staff to ensure that the digital
strategy can be implemented effectively is important in ensuring that digital planning is
incorporated effectively. Accessibility of information and IT resources, for example
disabled people may have an economic disadvantage and there is a need to consider
mitigation to include reasonable adjustment.
Staffing Savings
Should the operational efficiencies outlined happen, it is considered that this will lead to
more efficient use of officer time, create additional capacity and result in the Strategic
Planning Group’s ability to not fill vacant posts and facilitate consideration of ELI
requests. This will be in consultation with Planning and Sustainable Development SMT,
HR, service colleagues and the Executive Member. In terms of the impact on staffing
structures whilst the response to the ELI packages is positive, the impact of loss of
expertise and knowledge is inevitable and it is important to look at mitigation, in terms of
more efficient use of officer time, creation of additional capacity, training and support as
needed and a wider consideration of impact on organisational service delivery. Any
proposals will need to continue to demonstrate due regard has been given. The impact of
reduction of staff will mean a narrower remit of service, which may have an impact on end
users and customers, the impact of this will need to be mitigated and monitored.

• Actions
(think about how you will promote positive impact and remove/ reduce negative impact)
These outputs will need further detailed discussions and consultation (including with
staff and customers, who for reasons of speed, were not fully included in the rapid 4week review). Staff have been involved in early dialogue, and will need to be
consulted and involved as these initial proposals are further developed. There will be
a need to ensure that the efficiencies and their implications are aligned with
Development Management service in particular (and internal clients). It is noted that
Government have recently released a White Paper which proposes significant
changes to the organisation of local planning authorities with an emphasis on Local
Plans, design and place making, community participation and digital/GIS processes to
enable better engagement. Equality training and support for officers and members is
important to ensure that due regard is given to all changes. Given the importance of
EDCI Screening
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digital planning in national policy, any proposals need to continue to consider
accessibility of not only documents/plans but service to end customers.

5. If you are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration you will need to carry out an impact assessment.
Date to scope and plan your impact assessment:
Date to complete your impact assessment
Lead person for your impact assessment
(Include name and job title)
6. Governance, ownership and approval
Please state here who has approved the actions and outcomes of the screening
Name
Job title
Date
Date screening completed
7. Publishing
Though all key decisions are required to give due regard to equality the council only
publishes those related to Executive Board, Full Council, Key Delegated Decisions or
a Significant Operational Decision.
A copy of this equality screening should be attached as an appendix to the decision
making report:
• Governance Services will publish those relating to Executive Board and Full
Council.
• The appropriate directorate will publish those relating to Delegated Decisions and
Significant Operational Decisions.
EDCI Screening
Template updated January 2014
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•

A copy of all other equality screenings that are not to be published should be sent
to equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk for record.

Complete the appropriate section below with the date the report and attached screening
was sent:
For Executive Board or Full Council – sent to
Date sent:
Governance Services
For Delegated Decisions or Significant Operational
Decisions – sent to appropriate Directorate

Date sent:

All other decisions – sent to
equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk

Date sent:

EDCI Screening
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Equality, diversity, cohesion and integration screening –
organisational change impacting on the workforce
As a public authority we need to ensure that all organisational change arrangements
impacting on the workforce have given proper consideration to equality, diversity, cohesion
and integration.
Equality and diversity will always have relevancy to organisational changes which impact on
a diverse workforce. If you can demonstrate you have considered how your proposals impact
on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration then you have already carried out an impact
assessment.
A screening process is a short, sharp exercise, which completed at the earliest opportunity
will help to determine:
• whether or not equality, diversity, cohesion and integration is being or has already
been considered, and therefore
• whether or not it is necessary to carry out an impact assessment.

Directorate:
City Development
Lead person:
Martin Elliot

Service area:
Planning and Sustainable Development
Contact number:
0113 37 87634

1. Please provide a brief description of the organisational change arrangements that
you are screening
This screening considers equality implications in terms of organisational change for an
efficiency review for the Council’s Strategic Planning Group, in particular by considering
impacts on staffing structures and, policies and plans. The Strategic Planning Group is at
the forefront of shaping the character, development and prosperity of the City. It does this
through the delivery of statutory requirements for plan-making and environmental
stewardship as well as through supporting and leading the delivery of corporate priorities
(usually as projects). It is highly embedded within the wider Council and has an excellent
and highly visible working relationship with councillors.
An Efficiency Review was undertaken which considered how the Council could deliver a
statutory and non-statutory policy framework at a reduced base cost. Given the nature of
the service (with over 700 individual work items) it was not possible within the 4 week
period of the Efficiency Review for absolute recommendations to be made; instead a series
of 22 options were set out on (a) reducing the amount of work in progress, (b) reducing the
time spent on things, by making processes lighter and (c) opportunities to sell professional
services, to monetise the skills and expertise in the Group through improved consultancy
disciplines.
1
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2. Consideration of equality, diversity, cohesion and integration checklist
Questions
Have you already considered equality and diversity within your
current and future planning?
Where you have made consideration does this relate to the
range of equality characteristics
Have you considered positive and negative impacts for
different equality characteristics
Have you considered any potential barriers for different groups

Yes
x

Have you used equality information and consultation where
appropriate to develop your proposals
Is there a clear plan of how equality areas identified for
improvement will be addressed

x

No

x
x
x

x

If you’ve answered no to the questions above, there may be gaps in your equality and
diversity considerations and you should complete an equality and diversity, cohesion and
integration impact assessment (organisational change). Please go to section 4.
If you’ve answered yes to the questions above and believe you’ve already considered the
impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration within your proposal please go to
section 3.

2
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3. Considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
If you can demonstrate that you’ve considered how your proposals impact on equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration you have carried out an impact assessment.
Please provide specific details for all three areas below (use the prompts for guidance).
How have you considered equality, diversity, cohesion and integration?
(think about the scope of the proposal, who is likely to be affected, equality related
information, gaps in information and plans to address, consultation and engagement
activities (taken place or planned) with those likely to be affected.

Key findings
(think about any potential positive and negative impact on different equality characteristics,
potential to promote strong and positive relationships between groups, potential to bring
groups/communities into increased contact with each other, perception that the proposal
could benefit one group at the expense of another).
There are a number of recommendations for savings set out in the review. This screening
considers equality implications in terms of organisational impact. Throughout the process
there has been transparency in terms of staff briefings from an early stage. A number of
saving options are considered and set out;
Savings option(s)
An Efficiency Review was undertaken which considered how the Council could deliver a
statutory and non-statutory strategic planning framework at a reduced base cost. Given the
nature of the service (with over 700 individual work items) it was not possible within the 4
3
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week period of the Efficiency Review for absolute recommendations to be made; however, a
series of 22 options for efficiency savings were set out on (a) reducing the amount of work in
progress, (b) reducing the time spent on things, by making processes lighter and (c)
opportunities to sell professional services, to monetise the skills and expertise in the Group
through improved consultancy disciplines.
Expenditure Costs Savings.
The Efficiency Review concludes that there are some initial limited options for expenditure
cost savings. The savings are:
•
initial estimated £30-40k p.a. from reduced spend on plan-making (e.g. fewer,
reduced scope or joint plans (inc. Supplementary Planning Documents) resulting in savings
on examination and/or consultation costs)
•
initial estimated £10k p.a. saving from taking a reduced approach to consultation (e.g.
digital focussed as a preference)
Operational Efficiencies
There is potential for savings through overall operational efficiencies. The Efficiency Review
noted that the Strategic Planning Group needs to create a new culture and a business
model that is more agile, collaborative and commercially aware, including:
•
an improved ‘portfolio management’ approach to help better programme work
Portfolio Management disciplines will help keep a better handle on the work being done,
allow for a more informed discussion about whether/ when to take more work on (e.g. slow
down), and will enable more evidence- based decisions around stopping work that doesn’t
directly contribute to strategic priorities. It is estimated that this approach will be especially
relevant to the Local Plan work programme, which is currently oversubscribed.
In terms of equality considerations in relation to organisational impact, a portfolio
management approach will have a positive impact on service delivery and equality
considerations that align with the Best Council Plan. Staff training is important to ensure that
positive changes and support are given to staff of all protected characteristics at key stages.
•
a more ‘consultancy-based’ culture to avoid over-delivering. The Review concludes
that the Group have a reputation for over-delivering on their work and thus incurring
additional costs; doing more work than is required or requested by their clients and a
consultancy approach with clearer/defined Project Briefs, Acceptance Criteria, deadlines
and quality management processes (amongst other things). A consultancy based approach
will have a positive impact on service delivery, this could reduce the depth of analysis
performed by the team in many cases and reduce the expected level of service.
•
to better articulate its value. The team help Leeds City Council generate a significant
level of income; value which is often unseen and underplayed. Being clearer about what
people deliver, and sharing success measures openly, can help people hold themselves and
their colleagues accountable. It also enables teams to collaborate, meet their objectives and
achieve more meaningful job satisfaction. Recognition of value can be a positive driver for
staff and morale, and provide a better fit with organisational value.
The Efficiency Review also highlighted 19 further specific options around plan-making,
consultations for Development Management and Corporate projects. They involve:
•
streamlining work (e.g. reducing the scope/speed of the Local Plan and the resources
put into public consultation (e.g. by more on-line options) and preparing more standing
advice for planning applications/queries). In terms of equality consideration the impact on
staff is important in relation to a realistic expectation of the local plan scope. This would
4
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mitigate any organisational impact by ensuring that the volume of work needs to relate to
level of resource available.
•
stopping or suspending work (e.g. the Leeds Architecture Awards, which whilst cost
neutral requires significant staff resource and could be administered by another body or
partnership). Whilst a saving can be made, the impact of this on Leeds reputation as a
professional organisation can be affected, however it terms of equality impact this is
minimal.
•
income generation potential (e.g. for Geographical Information Systems or for service
over and above the minimum), which at this stage remain to be considered in more detail
with a recognised need for external support in marketing services externally and
understanding what their year on year targets may be. This provides an opportunity to
further increase income but also to share resource organisationally to provide a wider
benefit for all groups.
Customer Traffic
E-mail customer traffic to the Group is very high and issues in the Efficiency Review such as
improving self-serve advice will help make efficiencies in this area (e.g. through e-forms and
web-site improvements (e.g. chat-bots for FAQs)). Further work and alignment with
Customer Access will be required. In terms of the impact on staffing structures this can be
useful in reducing workload, however wider equality considerations in terms of the impact on
customers will need to be mitigated in particular in terms of the protected characteristics
such as those with a disability and on lower incomes who may need a more support.
Digital Planning Strategy
Whilst the Efficiency Review recognises that the service is reliant on a handling a large
amount of data/information and managing a large number of digital processes (in common
with Development Management) where there is opportunity for greater efficiency and
savings, it was acknowledged that an in-house Digital Strategy for Planning is already
underway and the Review (given its tight timescales) did not focus on this aspect. Work
with DIS will continue on this aspect and in particular the role of GIS (e.g. as part of selfserve). Resourcing and training for staff to ensure that the digital strategy can be
implemented effectively is important. Accessibility of information for all, for example disabled
people may have an economic disadvantage and reasonable adjustments will need to be
considered.
Staffing Savings
Should the operational efficiencies outlined happen, it is considered that this will lead to
more efficient use of officer time, create additional capacity and result in the Strategic
Planning Group’s ability to not fill vacant posts and facilitate consideration of ELI requests.
This will be in consultation with Planning and Sustainable Development SMT, HR, service
colleagues and the Executive Member. In terms of the impact on staffing structures whilst
the response to the ELI packages is positive, the impact of loss of expertise and knowledge
is inevitable and it is important to look at mitigation. More efficient use of officer time,
creation of additional capacity, training and support as needed and a wider consideration of
impact on organisational service delivery.

5
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Actions
(think about how you’ll promote positive impact and remove or reduce negative impact)
These outputs will need further detailed discussions and consultation (including with staff
and customers, who for reasons of speed, were not fully included in the rapid 4-week
review). Staff have been involved in early dialogue, and will need to be consulted and
involved as these initial proposals are further developed. There will be a need to ensure that
the efficiencies and their implications are aligned with Development Management service in
particular (and internal clients). It is noted that Government have recently released a White
Paper which proposes significant changes to the organisation of local planning authorities
with an emphasis on Local Plans, design and place making, community participation and
digital/GIS processes to enable better engagement. Equality training and support for
officers and members is important to ensure that due regard is given to all changes. Given
the importance of digital planning in national policy, any proposals need to continue to
consider accessibility of not only documents/plans but service to end customers.

4. If you’re not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration you’ll need to carry out an impact assessment
Date to scope and plan your impact assessment:
Date to complete your impact assessment
Lead person for your impact assessment
(Include name and job title)
5. Governance, ownership and approval
Please state here who approved the actions and outcomes of the screening
Name

Job title

Date

Date screening completed

6
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6. Publishing
Though all key decisions are required to give due regard to equality the council only
publishes those related to executive board, full council, key delegated decisions or a
significant operational decision.
A copy of this equality screening should be attached as an appendix to the decision making
report:
•
•
•

governance services will publish those relating to executive board and full council
the appropriate directorate will publish those relating to delegated decisions and
significant operational decisions
a copy of all other equality screenings that are not to be published should be sent to
equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk for record

Complete the appropriate section below with the date the report and attached screening was
sent
For executive board or full council – sent to governance
services

Date sent:

For delegated decisions or significant operational
decisions – sent to appropriate directorate

Date sent:

All other decisions – sent to the equality team

Date sent:

7
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Service review report
Report to: Executive Board
Date of meeting: 24th September 2020
Report author(s): Gary Bartlett, Chief Officer for Highways and Transportation
Report of: Director of City Development
Portfolio: Climate Change, Transport and Sustainable Development
Does the report contain confidential or exempt information? No
Proposal title:

Highways & Transportation proposals: review of staffing and freezing of
vacancies

2021/22 savings from proposal

£ 1,620k

Who are you expecting to
consult with?

Service users?
Staff?
Other stakeholders?

Are there equalities implications?
If yes, have you attached a screening document?

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Executive Summary
Overview

Highways and Transportation Service comprises 3 service areas which carry out the Council’s
role as Highway Authority, Traffic Authority and lead Local Flood Authority.
Because of the nature of the Service’s work, the statutory elements, the Service’s structure
(its size and technical centre of excellence status) and its modus operandi, previous reviews
have culminated in proposals to review how we operate and are structured, review charges
and fees, review the level of works carried out by third parties and to pursue one-off
opportunities as and when they arise, for example via effective procurement and contract
management processes; in other words, to look to increase turnover and to diversify in order
to generate further work and income for the Service. These proposals follow this model which
has served the Service, the Directorate and Council well over the last 10-15 years, and are
seen as achievable.
The proposals comprise a number of elements:
No. Proposal

Saving £

1
2
3
4

270,000
1,240,000
70,000
40,000
1,620,000

Review of staffing
Freezing of vacancies
Reduction in sign and road markings budget
Review of supplies and services
Total:
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For the purposes of this exercise, proposals (1) and (2) have been reviewed together.
Proposals 3 and 4 will be progressed / managed by the Service throughout the financial year.
Review of staffing and freezing of vacancies: because of the scale of the work across the whole
Service, a number of structures have been undertaken and are planned to match resources
with heavy workloads. Given the circumstances, it seems appropriate at this stage to review
these restructures and any other potential for restructuring to improve overall service
performance and the number of budgeted vacancies across the whole service whilst being
mindful not to adversely impact the delivery of programmes or schemes, income generation
or savings efficiency potential. The freezing of posts could be delivered in a relatively short
timescale after careful review but any restructuring proposals will take many months to
deliver because of the level of consultations to be undertaken and processes to follow.
Impacts of proposal

The impact of the review of staffing and freezing of vacancies proposals will be felt most
keenly in one part of the service namely Highways Infrastructure. For various staffing
reasons, the restructure has not progressed as quickly as in the other two service areas
causing some frustration because some longstanding issues have not yet been addressed.
Any further general restructuring proposals will cause a level of uncertainty depending on
the level of change that might be involved. Detailed discussions with all staff involved and
the trade unions will be undertaken.
Recommendation(s)

Executive Board is requested to:
AGREE to a review of staffing and operations across Highways and Transportation Service,
including the potential freezing of budgeted posts, to generate income and/or savings in
order to reduce the net managed H+T budget by circa £1.5m per annum.
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Equality, diversity, cohesion and integration screening –
organisational change impacting on the workforce
As a public authority we need to ensure that all organisational change arrangements
impacting on the workforce have given proper consideration to equality, diversity, cohesion
and integration.
Equality and diversity will always have relevancy to organisational changes which impact on
a diverse workforce. If you can demonstrate you have considered how your proposals impact
on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration then you have already carried out an impact
assessment.
A screening process is a short, sharp exercise, which completed at the earliest opportunity
will help to determine:
• whether or not equality, diversity, cohesion and integration is being or has already
been considered, and therefore
• whether or not it is necessary to carry out an impact assessment.

Directorate: City Development

Service area: Highways and Transportation

Lead person: Gary Bartlett

Contact number:

1. Please provide a brief description of the organisational change arrangements that
you are screening
Review of staffing and freezing of vacancies: because of the scale of the work across the
whole Service, a number of structures have been undertaken and are planned to match
resources with heavy workloads. Given the circumstances, it seems appropriate at this
stage to review these restructures and any other potential for restructuring to improve
overall service performance and the number of budgeted vacancies across the whole
service whilst being mindful not to adversely impact the delivery of programmes or schemes,
income generation or savings efficiency potential. The freezing of posts could be delivered
in a relatively short timescale after careful review but any restructuring proposals will take
many months to deliver because of the level of consultations to be undertaken and
processes to follow.
Work on this is still at a very early stage and will be influenced by the response to the recent
ELI offer with staff being asked to express interest by the end of September 2020.

1
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2. Consideration of equality, diversity, cohesion and integration checklist
Questions
Have you already considered equality and diversity within your
current and future planning?
Where you have made consideration does this relate to the
range of equality characteristics
Have you considered positive and negative impacts for
different equality characteristics
Have you considered any potential barriers for different groups
Have you used equality information and consultation where
appropriate to develop your proposals
Is there a clear plan of how equality areas identified for
improvement will be addressed

Yes

No
x
x
x
x
x
x

If you’ve answered no to the questions above, there may be gaps in your equality and
diversity considerations and you should complete an equality and diversity, cohesion and
integration impact assessment (organisational change). Please go to section 4.
If you’ve answered yes to the questions above and believe you’ve already considered the
impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration within your proposal please go to
section 3.

2
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3. Considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
If you can demonstrate that you’ve considered how your proposals impact on equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration you have carried out an impact assessment.
Please provide specific details for all three areas below (use the prompts for guidance).
How have you considered equality, diversity, cohesion and integration?
(think about the scope of the proposal, who is likely to be affected, equality related
information, gaps in information and plans to address, consultation and engagement
activities (taken place or planned) with those likely to be affected.

Key findings
(think about any potential positive and negative impact on different equality characteristics,
potential to promote strong and positive relationships between groups, potential to bring
groups/communities into increased contact with each other, perception that the proposal
could benefit one group at the expense of another).

Actions
(think about how you’ll promote positive impact and remove or reduce negative impact)

3
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4. If you’re not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration you’ll need to carry out an impact assessment
Date to scope and plan your impact assessment:

Autumn post 25th September

Date to complete your impact assessment

Autumn 2020

Lead person for your impact assessment
(Include name and job title)

Gary Bartlett Chief Officer Highways
and Transportation

5. Governance, ownership and approval
Please state here who approved the actions and outcomes of the screening
Name
Gary Bartlett
Date screening completed

Job title
Chief Officer Highways and
Transportation

Date
19th August 2020
19th August 2020

6. Publishing
Though all key decisions are required to give due regard to equality the council only
publishes those related to executive board, full council, key delegated decisions or a
significant operational decision.
A copy of this equality screening should be attached as an appendix to the decision making
report:
•
•
•

governance services will publish those relating to executive board and full council
the appropriate directorate will publish those relating to delegated decisions and
significant operational decisions
a copy of all other equality screenings that are not to be published should be sent to
equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk for record

Complete the appropriate section below with the date the report and attached screening was
sent
For executive board or full council – sent to governance
services

Date sent:19th August 2020

For delegated decisions or significant operational
decisions – sent to appropriate directorate

Date sent:19th August 2020

All other decisions – sent to the equality team

Date sent:
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Service review report

Report to: Executive Board
Date of meeting: 24th September 2020
Report author: Louise Snowden, Head of Business Administration
Report of: Director of Resources and Housing
Portfolio: Councillor J Lewis: Deputy Leader and Executive Member for Resources
Does the report contain confidential or exempt information? No
Proposal title:

Remodel of the Business Administration Service

2021/22 savings from proposal

£2.0m *Est

Who are you expecting to
consult with?

Service users?
Staff?
Other stakeholders?

Are there equalities implications?
If yes, have you attached a screening document?

No
Yes
Yes – service areas in the Council and partner
agency, Health
Yes
Yes

Executive Summary
Overview
Background
The Business Administration Service (BAS) was created as part of the Better Business Management
(BBM) review in 2015, under the umbrella of Shared Services with the Business Support Centre. By
bringing administration teams together under the BAS the intention was to review how
administration teams were working and how they could work smarter and more efficiently making
best use of available resources and digitalisation opportunities.
The vision and the objectives of BAS are:
VISION - To develop a professional Business Administrative Service that meets Service needs and
supports the delivery of the Best Council Plan outcomes ensuring the efficient use of resources,
capacity and technology
• We will … Work in partnership with services and business partners to realise an effective
Business Administration Service.
• We will … Optimise opportunities for efficiency; further embedding the ‘simplify, standardise
and share, automate and stop’ approach, maximising technology and delivering process
improvements.
• We will … Deliver modern, professional and cost effective administrative support to the
Council and all our customers.
• We will …. Cultivate skills, empower, engage and motivating our workforce, realising and
recognising their full potential.
The service has staff working in all directorates of the council. Staff are co-located with the services
and there is a combination of direct line management within the BAS and matrix management
within other directorates. There is no single fixed line management model across the whole of the
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service but all staff (where there are matrix management arrangements) have a named contact
within BAS.
BAS comprises of approximately 750 staff across over 130 sites and has a budget of approximately
£17 million. To date, since its inception, the BAS has already delivered in excess of £4m savings from
centralisation.
The current financial challenge and growing demand on services means there is an urgent need to
progress the aims and objectives of the service at a pace building on a review of the learning and
experience of the service since its inception. This is to ensure that we can provide support services
that meet business need, enable delivery of service outputs and outcomes that uses our limited
resources more efficiently and effectively.
Proposed Option – Fully Integrated Model
• Expected to achieve the greatest efficiencies
• Maximises opportunities for resilience, consistency and modernisation
• Least complex management structure
This is a “blank sheet of paper” approach adopted by some authorities which sites all non-customer
facing administration within a function based service alongside a single service menu/offer and
quality framework.
Review - Scope and Methodology
The scope of the service review is the current management structure, all administrative support
including matrix managed areas and consideration of all functions to identify immediate areas of
efficiency and further areas to be developed subject to interdependencies with broader service
review developments and constraints.
The design principles used to underpin this cross cutting review are:
• To further develop the fully integrated model with the focus on moving to a function based
service provision to build resilience and consistency across administrative support based on
learning to date including the recent lockdown.
• In partnership with all stakeholders to ensure the most efficient and effective allocation of
resource, capacity and skill level to meet differentiated business need and enable service
areas to achieve their business outputs and outcomes.
• To apply the principles of Standardise, Simplify, Share, Automate and Stop to all areas of
administrative activity. BAS will develop a single service offer and stop support where there
is no perceived value to the authority
• That the identified savings will be delivered in phases with initial savings in2021/2022 (Phase
1) in areas that are directly line managed by BAS and (Phase 2) where there are
opportunities for potential additional efficiencies as matrix managed areas are absorbed and
reviewed as part of the mobilisation of the proposal and broader organisation
developments.
• All future reviews and developments will form an ongoing work programme over the next
2/3 years with the aim of achieving additional efficiencies whilst responding to the evolving
organisation and
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•
•

•

That BAS will retain administrative groupings where an impact can be achieved, and remove
matrix management arrangements.
BAS will work with service areas to consider the most appropriate line management
arrangements where it is identified that there are no additional benefits or improvements
that can be achieved by remaining part of this new structure for either the service or for
BAS. BAS would still provide professional administrative leadership, advice, guidance and
support for these staff and their services rather than direct line management support.
The project and improvement area of BAS is out of scope.

Conclusion
As at the date of this report estimated savings of £2.0m (in a full year from implementation) have
been identified from the proposed option based on the above parameters. This is a gross saving and
includes the £200k saving already assumed for the review of meeting support.
Impacts of proposal
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Efficiencies - Potential for the highest level of efficiencies to be achieved which will have minimal
impact on front facing services to the public.
Future proofing & resilience - This model can be the most resilient and responsive to changing
priorities enabling the application of the most modernised practice as the workforce will be
multi skilled and efficient.
Modernisation - Maximises the opportunities to fully realise the benefits of modern technology
and new ways of working with very little disruption to service areas – key link and delivery arm
of the core systems review and Changing the Workplace. This also supports the development of
council wide usable data and intelligence to enhance and exploit our data science capabilities.
Technological efficiency - Dedicated expertise to standardise systems and processes ensure
optimised efficient and effective use of available resources by working in conjunction with the
Digital Information Service (DIS)/Finance. Scope to automate high volume, transactional work
and repetitive processing subject to implementing the right technology and exploiting
digitisation opportunities.
Consistent professional management arrangements - For all admin staff with the potential to
further improve performance, attendance and productivity with consistent role expectations
and grading.
Benefits to workforce - Improved opportunities for admin workforce development, multi-skilling
and career progression.
Managing change - Need to consider alternative/innovative approaches, digital opportunities
and national/international examples of best practice rather than transpose or replicate existing
systems if they are not an efficient or effective use of resources. Will require strong change
management support for, and engagement with, areas to review their business needs and
systems.
Scope - Need to ensure we have captured all identified admin staff who are currently not part of
the BAS.

Consultation
• Design and implementation of this proposal will require extensive consultation, engagement
and collaboration with all service areas, partners, BAS staff and Trades Unions involving
support from Human Resources, DIS and Finance.
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•
•

•
•
•

The focus of consultations will be on two key areas based on the design principles outlined
above – delivery model/structure and single service offer.
An initial consultation programme with staff and service areas/partners (September 2020 to
December 2020) will be timetabled subject to approval of this option. It is anticipated that
these will continue as a rolling programme as the service develops, to facilitate flex and
response to the changing demands of the Council and further developments arising from
service reviews and continuous improvement.
Regular engagement with Trades Union through existing consultation arrangements.
BAS management attendance at Senior Management Teams and Senior Leadership Teams in
service areas as required.
Reporting to the financial challenge governance arrangements to ensure alignment with,
and support for, interdependent service reviews across the council.

To date the service review has included consultation with:
• Initial communication sent out to all BAS colleagues on 14th July 2020 to update everyone on
activity, requesting suggestions and ideas.
• BAS colleagues in various teams included in review to identify current activity and potential
options.
• Trades Union briefing/initial consultation meeting 5th August 2020.
Impact on the Public
As this is a back office function there are no potential negative impacts on the public as long as the
functions provided enable service areas to continue to deliver their outputs and outcomes. The new
model reduces duplication and standardises/streamlines processes as officers work together to
collectively problem solve and modernise. This should ensure an improved consistency and standard
of service which could positively impact on customer experience.
Equality, Diversity, Cohesion and Integration
The completed Equality, Diversity, Cohesion and Integration Screening document is attached –
Appendix 4.
Recommendation(s)
• Members are requested to consider the option to further develop the current Business
Administration Service to create a fully integrated administration model;
• This will enable the service to maximise opportunities to deliver efficiencies through modernisation
and effective use of available resource to better support business need whilst not adversely affecting
service users;
• Also to approve the proposal going out to consultation as part of the council’s medium-term
financial strategy and preparation for setting the 2021/22 Budget;
• And that the Director of Resources and Housing will be responsible for implementation.
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Equality, Diversity, Cohesion and
Integration Screening
As a public authority we need to ensure that all our strategies, policies, service and
functions, both current and proposed have given proper consideration to equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration.
A screening process can help judge relevance and provides a record of both the
process and decision. Screening should be a short, sharp exercise that determines
relevance for all new and revised strategies, policies, services and functions.
Completed at the earliest opportunity it will help to determine:
• the relevance of proposals and decisions to equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration.
• whether or not equality, diversity, cohesion and integration is being or has
already been considered, and
• whether or not it is necessary to carry out an impact assessment.
Directorate:
Resources and Housing
Lead person:
Louise Snowden

Service area:
Business Administration Service
Contact number:
07891 278030

1. Title:
Service Review of Business Administration Service
Is this a:
X Strategy / Policy

Service / Function

Other

If other, please specify
2. Please provide a brief description of what you are screening
Following a series of ongoing conversations and consultation with BCDT it has been agreed that
we need to review the delivery model for the BAS to ensure an effective structure and focus in
order to achieve the aims – below:
• We will … Work in partnership with Services and Business Partners to realise an effective Business
Administration Service.
• We will … Optimise opportunities for efficiency; further embedding the ‘simplify, standardise and
share, automate and stop’ approach, maximinsing technology and delivering process
improvements.
• We will … Deliver modern, professional and cost effective Administrative Support to the Council
and all our customers.
• We will …. Cultivate skills, empower, engage and motivating our workforce, realising and
recognising their full potential.
Initially three preferred options were identified to explore in greater detail. However, in response
to the current financial challenge, and as part of the council wide service review activity, it has
EDCI Screening
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been agreed with BCDT and the Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) Core Group to focus
on developing a fully integrated and centralised model to enable the service to achieve our aims
and maximise the benefits/efficiencies of the service at a pace.
Fully Integrated and Centralised Model
• Expected to achieve the greatest efficiencies
• Greatest resilience, consistency and modernisation
• Least complex management structure
This is a “blank sheet of paper” approach adopted by some authorities which sites all noncustomer facing administration within a function based central service alongside a service
menu/offer. Additional administration support will need to be factored into existing capacity and
requested via a centralised process with new requests subject to additional funding where the
work cannot be absorbed.
The scope of the cross cutting review is the current management structure, all administrative
support including matrix managed areas and consideration of all functions to identify immediate
areas of efficiency and further areas to be developed subject to interdependencies with broader
service review developments and constraints.
The design principles used in the considerations of how this proposal can be achieved so far are:
• To further develop a more “central, streamlined, fully integrated” model with the focus on moving
to a function based service provision to build resilience and consistency across administrative
support based on learning to date including lockdown.
• That BAS will retain administrative groupings where an impact can be achieved, and remove
matrix management arrangements. BAS will return staff/services where the Department should
have the burden of risk or it is inappropriate for BAS to hold responsibility.
• In partnership with all stakeholders to ensure the most efficient and effective allocation of
resource, capacity and skill level to meet differentiated business need and enable service areas to
achieve their business outputs and outcomes.
• To apply the principles of Standardise, Simplify, Share, Digitise and Stop to all areas of
administrative activity. BAS will develop a single service offer and stop support where there is no
perceived value to the authority
• That BAS will apply administrative groupings where an impact can be achieved to ensure robust
and proportionate management structures and to streamline line management arrangements.
• That the identified savings will be delivered in phases with initial savings in2021/2022 (Phase 1) in
areas that are directly line managed by BAS and (Phase 2) where there are opportunities for
potential additional efficiencies as matrix managed areas are absorbed and reviewed as part of
the mobilisation of the proposal and broader organisation developments.
• All future reviews and developments will form an ongoing work programme over the next 2/3
years with the aim of achieving additional efficiencies whilst responding to the evolving
organisation and
• That BAS will work with service areas to consider the most appropriate line management
arrangements where it is identified that there are no additional benefits or improvements that can
be achieved by remaining part of this new structure for either the service or for BAS. BAS would
still provide professional administrative leadership, advice, guidance and support for these staff
and their services rather than direct line management support.
• The project and improvement area of BAS is out of scope.
EDCI Screening
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3. Relevance to equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
All the council’s strategies and policies, service and functions affect service users,
employees or the wider community – city wide or more local. These will also have a
greater or lesser relevance to equality, diversity, cohesion and integration.
The following questions will help you to identify how relevant your proposals are.
When considering these questions think about age, carers, disability, gender
reassignment, race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation. Also those areas that
impact on or relate to equality: tackling poverty and improving health and well-being.
Questions
Is there an existing or likely differential impact for the different
equality characteristics?
Have there been or likely to be any public concerns about the
policy or proposal?
Could the proposal affect how our services, commissioning or
procurement activities are organised, provided, located and by
whom?
Could the proposal affect our workforce or employment
practices?
Does the proposal involve or will it have an impact on
• Eliminating unlawful discrimination, victimisation and
harassment
• Advancing equality of opportunity
• Fostering good relations

Yes
X

No
X

X
X
X

If you have answered no to the questions above please complete sections 6 and 7
If you have answered yes to any of the above and;
• Believe you have already considered the impact on equality, diversity,
cohesion and integration within your proposal please go to section 4.
• Are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration within your proposal please go to section 5.
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4. Considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
If you can demonstrate you have considered how your proposals impact on equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration you have carried out an impact assessment.
Please provide specific details for all three areas below (use the prompts for guidance).
• How have you considered equality, diversity, cohesion and integration?
(think about the scope of the proposal, who is likely to be affected, equality related
information, gaps in information and plans to address, consultation and engagement
activities (taken place or planned) with those likely to be affected)
•

There are likely to be impacts in changes of roles and skill base on existing staff cohort. A number
of existing staff were employed when admin functions included relatively routine, simplistic and
repetitive actions. The increased focus on technology and digitisation means these functions
(scanning, filing etc) are becoming increasingly scarce and the financial need to make systems as
efficient and effective as possible leaves a number of staff with a skill gap which may or may not
be able to be supported subject to their individual requirements and/or needs.

•

The proposal will actively support more flexible and remote working which will offer more choice
and benefits for staff on lower grades and those with caring responsibilities. This will further
support work life balance, ease travelling and the cost of working and a predominantly female
workforce who are often the ones who have the caring roles.

•

As administration is often a route into the Council for a career (eg at the start of working or as
part of a career change) there is a need to ensure that staff benefit from ongoing professional
development to build skills and enable them to achieve their potential. There is also a need to
ensure staff do not become silo’ed from other career and development opportunities in the
Council.

• Key findings
(think about any potential positive and negative impact on different equality
characteristics, potential to promote strong and positive relationships between groups,
potential to bring groups/communities into increased contact with each other, perception
that the proposal could benefit one group at the expense of another)
•

•

Supporting Inclusion – the change to administrative functions to maximise the opportunities for
effective and efficient use of resources may adversely impact a proportion of our workforce who
have traditionally undertaken more routine and repetitive activities. Support for upskilling or
flexible redeployment will need to take into account the needs of all staff who may require this
help.
Remote working – the experience of and feedback from lockdown has evidenced that the majority
of BAS colleagues are keen to continue to work from home wherever possible. Benefits that have
been cited include reduced travel costs (which can be disproportionate given the average levels of
grade in BAS), increased flexibility for caring responsibilities, increased capacity due to the use of
technical solutions and work rounds and improved work life/balance. The service will continue to
support office based working where this has been necessary to support the health and wellbeing
of an individual.
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•

Workforce Development - the proposed model will build on the existing workforce development
activity and offer to enable flexible deployment and multi-skilling. This will support staff to
develop skills in different areas and providing a clear pathway to more senior roles should this be
their ambition. This will also need to interface with broader organisational/workforce
development and career pathways across the disciplines in the Council. The model will also
facilitate dedicated team arrangements to maximise peer and team support and increase
opportunities for quality collaborative time/social interaction.

• Actions
(think about how you will promote positive impact and remove/ reduce negative impact)
•
•

•
•
•
•

Support for upskilling or flexible redeployment as part of the change management/mobilisation
will need to take into account the needs of all staff who may require this help.
Making use of internal expertise and external links with key partners – assessments, links to
employment retraining opportunities, eg adult social care, SEND learning expertise such as
education psychologists and post 16 advice, employment and skills, inclusive growth strategy and
connections with business partners
Maximise application of technology to enable inclusion eg user friendly ordering/catalogue
processes as is being explored by the core systems review.
Ensure all organisational/workforce development and pathway planning aligns with professional
development of administrative staff alongside multi-skilling and rotation of roles in line with
individual staff career ambitions.
Build quality team/collaboration time and opportunities for social interaction into business as
usual timetable.
The assessment will be regularly reviewed and updated and the impact of change on protected
characteristics will be monitored to ensure no disproportionate impact on specific groups.

5. If you are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration you will need to carry out an impact assessment.
Date to scope and plan your impact assessment:

September 2020

Date to complete your impact assessment

October 2020

Lead person for your impact assessment
(Include name and job title)

Lorna Jones
Project Manager

6. Governance, ownership and approval
Please state here who has approved the actions and outcomes of the screening
Name
Job title
Date
Gemma Taskas
Deputy Chief Officer HR
3rd August 2020
Date screening completed

31st July 2020
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7. Publishing
Though all key decisions are required to give due regard to equality the council only
publishes those related to Executive Board, Full Council, Key Delegated Decisions or
a Significant Operational Decision.
A copy of this equality screening should be attached as an appendix to the decision
making report:
• Governance Services will publish those relating to Executive Board and Full
Council.
• The appropriate directorate will publish those relating to Delegated Decisions and
Significant Operational Decisions.
• A copy of all other equality screenings that are not to be published should be sent
to equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk for record.
Complete the appropriate section below with the date the report and attached screening
was sent:
For Executive Board or Full Council – sent to
Date sent:
Governance Services
For Delegated Decisions or Significant Operational
Decisions – sent to appropriate Directorate

Date sent:

All other decisions – sent to
equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk

Date sent:
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Service review report
Report to: Executive Board
Date of meeting: 24th September 2020
Report author(s): Bev Fisher, Interim CDIO and Jo Miklo, Head of Digital Efficiencies/Interim Business Manager
Report of: Neil Evans, Director of Resources and Housing
Portfolio: Resources
Does the report contain confidential or exempt information? No
Proposal title:

DIS – Modernise the structure of the service to deliver savings and
secure additional income

2021/22 savings from proposal

£ 2,434k

Who are you expecting to
consult with?

Service users?
Staff?
Other stakeholders?

Are there equalities implications?
If yes, have you attached a screening document?

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Executive Summary
Overview
The Digital Information Service (DIS) currently supports over 12,000 council employees in carrying out their
day to day work activity along with providing support to other bodies such as Clinical Commissioning Group
(CCG), Aspire, Schools and West Yorkshire Joint Services.
The service provides a full range of services from the exploitation and delivery of IT solutions to modernise
how we work, through to keeping the council network resilient and secure. The service currently has 507 FTE
staff in post. With a gross budget of £32m, of which £22m relates to staffing and a net budget of £21m, with
£6m of the £10m income coming from charges to capital schemes.
The proposals put forward are predominantly staffing based as this area of spend equates to 72% of the
services gross expenditure budget. This proposal also links to the proposal: Information Governance Service Modernise the structure to meet the needs of a modern and agile Council and deliver savings.
The successful implementation of these proposals are dependent upon each area of the council engaging with
the DIS to create prioritised digital roadmaps, linked to the Best Council Plan, so that work is proactive and
well planned and can be carried out in a timely manner, at the same time ensuring legal responsibilities are
met. The service will limit the amount of in house development of solutions and will maximise external
expertise, utilising frameworks which have been established and are in place until 2023.
New contracts will be put in place to reduce the reliance on contractor (agency) resource, particularly within
the project management area, which will enable the service to flex up to meet demand with experts in the
field for the implementation of technical digital projects.
Over the last few years staff have been moved into the DIS from business directorates to ensure that the
technical support for council systems is professionally led. This has created a number of disparate teams and
roles which will be reviewed to ensure no single points of failure, teams of a size and structure which meet the
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councils design principles and the ability to provide the appropriate levels of support for council systems.
Services provided from the technology teams will need to move towards introducing industry standard
practices and tools and techniques to ensure the service is working in the most effective way possible.
The information governance service (subject to a separate review) will be reshaped to ensure best use is made
of the roles within the team and there will be a drive to make more council data (of a none sensitive nature)
open thus enabling those who are able to, to access data themselves directly.

Impacts of proposal
There will be an impact on staff within the services as the proposals put forward reduce the workforce by 58
FTE. Whilst the service hope to be able achieve a significant proportion of this through voluntary measures, in
some service areas it will necessary to realign roles and responsibilities, and potentially the deletion of posts
which may result in a redundancy situation.
Best endeavours will be made to minimise the disruption to the delivery of services to the rest of the council
and partner organisations as the proposals in this report are implemented. The service will be streamlining
processes and procedures and skilling up existing staff through knowledge transfer as work activities required
change, and automating or removing work activities that do not add value to the council. However it should be
noted that during the time of change there may be issues experienced whilst plans are implemented.
Additionally these proposals rely on council services being willing to engage with the DIS in developing digital
roadmaps and prioritising requirements to ensure they meet the objectives of the best council plan.

Recommendation(s)
Members are requested to approve the proposals put forward in this report which will realign resources,
change ways of working and reduce staff numbers and will be delivered by the Director of Resources and
Housing between Autumn 2020 and Spring 2021.
Members are requested to approve that the Director of Resources and Housing can commence staff
consultation on the proposals in this report.
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As a public authority we need to ensure that all our strategies, policies, service and
functions, both current and proposed have given proper consideration to equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration.
A screening process can help judge relevance and provides a record of both the
process and decision. Screening should be a short, sharp exercise that determines
relevance for all new and revised strategies, policies, services and functions.
Completed at the earliest opportunity it will help to determine:
• the relevance of proposals and decisions to equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration.
• whether or not equality, diversity, cohesion and integration is being or has
already been considered, and
• whether or not it is necessary to carry out an impact assessment.
Directorate: Resources & Housing

Service area: DIS

Lead person: Bev Fisher

Contact number: 0113 -3784447

1. Title: RH SR 1 DIS Service Review and RH SR 2 IMG Service Specific review
Is this a:
Strategy / Policy

X

Service / Function

Other

If other, please specify
2. Please provide a brief description of what you are screening
Modernisation of the DIS service to deliver savings and secure additional income.
There will be a reduction in headcount achieved in part through voluntary means but with the
potential of compulsory redundancies.
Changes will be required to structures, job roles and processes to enable the service to operate
effectively with a reduced workforce.
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3. Relevance to equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
All the council’s strategies and policies, service and functions affect service users,
employees or the wider community – city wide or more local. These will also have a
greater or lesser relevance to equality, diversity, cohesion and integration.
The following questions will help you to identify how relevant your proposals are.
When considering these questions think about age, carers, disability, gender
reassignment, race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation. Also those areas that
impact on or relate to equality: tackling poverty and improving health and well-being.
Questions
Is there an existing or likely differential impact for the different
equality characteristics?
Have there been or likely to be any public concerns about the
policy or proposal?
Could the proposal affect how our services, commissioning or
procurement activities are organised, provided, located and by
whom?
Could the proposal affect our workforce or employment
practices?
Does the proposal involve or will it have an impact on
• Eliminating unlawful discrimination, victimisation and
harassment
• Advancing equality of opportunity
• Fostering good relations

Yes

No
X
X

X
X
X

If you have answered no to the questions above please complete sections 6 and 7
If you have answered yes to any of the above and;
• Believe you have already considered the impact on equality, diversity,
cohesion and integration within your proposal please go to section 4.
• Are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration within your proposal please go to section 5.
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4. Considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
If you can demonstrate you have considered how your proposals impact on equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration you have carried out an impact assessment.
Please provide specific details for all three areas below (use the prompts for guidance).
• How have you considered equality, diversity, cohesion and integration?
(think about the scope of the proposal, who is likely to be affected, equality related
information, gaps in information and plans to address, consultation and engagement
activities (taken place or planned) with those likely to be affected)

• Key findings
(think about any potential positive and negative impact on different equality
characteristics, potential to promote strong and positive relationships between groups,
potential to bring groups/communities into increased contact with each other, perception
that the proposal could benefit one group at the expense of another)

• Actions
(think about how you will promote positive impact and remove/ reduce negative impact)
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5. If you are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration you will need to carry out an impact assessment.
Date to scope and plan your impact assessment:

23/09/20

Date to complete your impact assessment

30/09/20

Lead person for your impact assessment
(Include name and job title)

Bev Fisher
Interim Chief Digital and
Information Officer

6. Governance, ownership and approval
Please state here who has approved the actions and outcomes of the screening
Name
Job title
Date
tbc
Date screening completed

tbc

7. Publishing
Though all key decisions are required to give due regard to equality the council only
publishes those related to Executive Board, Full Council, Key Delegated Decisions or
a Significant Operational Decision.
A copy of this equality screening should be attached as an appendix to the decision
making report:
• Governance Services will publish those relating to Executive Board and Full
Council.
• The appropriate directorate will publish those relating to Delegated Decisions and
Significant Operational Decisions.
• A copy of all other equality screenings that are not to be published should be sent
to equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk for record.
Complete the appropriate section below with the date the report and attached screening
was sent:
For Executive Board or Full Council – sent to
Date sent:
Governance Services
For Delegated Decisions or Significant Operational
Decisions – sent to appropriate Directorate

Date sent:

All other decisions – sent to
equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk

Date sent:
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Service review report
Report to: Executive Board
Date of meeting: 24th September 2020
Report author(s): Louise Whitworth, Head of Information Management and Governance
Report of: Neil Evans, Director of Resources and Housing
Portfolio: Resources
Does the report contain confidential or exempt information? No
Proposal title:

Information Governance Service - Modernise the structure to meet the
needs of a modern and agile Council and deliver savings

2021/22 savings from proposal

£ This is referenced in the DIS proposal

Who are you expecting to
consult with?

Service users?
Staff?
Other stakeholders?

Are there equalities implications?
If yes, have you attached a screening document?

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes – joint with DIS proposal (RH SR 1)

Executive Summary
Overview
Information Management and Governance (IM&G) forms part of the Digital and Information Service (DIS),
which is in the process of going through a review to develop and implement a new target operating model. As
part of the review of DIS, BJSS were asked to support the IM&G team (a team within DIS) with a review of their
organisation design and operating model to drive cost saving efficiencies.
The IM&G team is responsible for the delivery of the following statutory and non-statutory functions:
•
Data protection legislation
•
Freedom of information legislations
•
Cyber security
•
Records management
•
Compliance with national standards and frameworks
•
Data Protection Officer accountabilities
The IM&G team has circa 42 staff that deliver the information management and governance service to the
council and the citizens of Leeds. The team has very few other overheads that could be reduced to achieve the
required savings. BJSS was therefore asked to consider an organisation restructure as the primary method to
deliver these cost savings.
To gain a detailed understanding of as-is (current) ways of working, processes, and org structure the BJSS team
completed over 30 interviews and workshops with a range of stakeholders across the council, as well as
comprehensive review and analysis of documentation. From this research the team were able to gather over
114 pain points relating to as-is ways of working and 146 opportunities for the to-be recommendation. These
findings were clustered into themes and shared with the Head of Information Management and Governance.
From the research completed a number of options were developed and shared with the Head of Information
Management and Governance. Collaboratively the options were refined to identify one option that will deliver
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the cost savings required alongside new ways of working. This option will result in a shift from a complex
matrix staffing model to focus on an agile delivery model with strategic channel management supported by
enhanced operational activity.
In order to achieve the proposed savings and implement the proposed improvements to ways of working, a
restructure would be required. A reduction in staff numbers would be required, including staff at JNC level.
The proposal is dependent on the restructure and the implementation of the new ways of working in order to
balance the reduction in staffing numbers.
The proposed savings form part of the wider DIS submission: DIS – Modernise the structure of the service to
deliver savings and secure additional income.

Impacts of proposal
There will be an impact on staff within the service as the proposals put forward reduce the workforce. Whilst
the service hope to be able achieve a significant proportion of this through voluntary measures, if this is not
possible it may result in a compulsory redundancy situation.
Best endeavours will be made to minimise the disruption to the delivery of service to the rest of the council
and partner organisations as the proposals in this report are implemented. The service will be streamlining
processes and procedures and skilling up existing staff through knowledge transfer as work activities required
change, and automating or removing work activities that do not add value to the council. However it should be
noted that during the time of change there may be issues experienced whilst plans are implemented.

Recommendation(s)
Members are requested to approve the proposals put forward in this report which will realign resources,
change ways of working and reduce staff numbers and will be delivered by the Director of Resources and
Housing between Autumn 2020 and Spring 2021.
Members are requested to approve that the Director of Resources and Housing can commence staff
consultation on the proposals in this report.
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Service review report
Report to: Executive Board
Date of meeting: 24th September 2020
Report author(s): John Bywater
Report of: Chief Officer – Financial Services
Portfolio: Resources
Does the report contain confidential or exempt information? No
Proposal title:

Financial Services Review

2021/22 savings from proposal

£ 1,000K

Who are you expecting to
consult with?

Service users?
Staff?
Other stakeholders?

Are there equalities implications?
If yes, have you attached a screening document?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Executive Summary
Overview
This review centres on the financial management function within Financial Services and how the
service proposes to deliver target savings of c£1M (12.7% of the service’s 2020/21 gross budget;
17% of the service’s 2020/21 net managed budget of £5,875k).
The current operating model for financial management has served the Council well for many years,
however, in order to deliver savings of this magnitude over such a challenging time-scale, it is
imperative that the service transforms in order to contribute to the Council’s savings target and
support new ways of working.
The key aims of this service review are:
•
•
•
•

To deliver savings in financial management staffing of £1.00M in 2021/22 (equivalent to
circa 25fte’s)
To shift financial management capacity from routine budget monitoring to more valueadded tasks, supporting improved service performance/value for money and enabling
council-wide transformation
To improve workforce flexibility/ agility, enabling the financial management service to better
manage peaks in workloads
To ensure the financial management service is as prepared as possible for the
implementation of new ERP technology

A number of high priority work-packages involving significant business change have been identified
as follows:
•

Business Intelligence (BI) - exploit the capabilities of Power BI to automate and standardise
the production of financial dashboards and visualisations of data that will support the
Council’s journey towards greater self-sufficiency amongst budget managers
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•
•
•

•
•

Budget Accountability Framework - review, update and implement changes to the Council’s
Budget Accountability Framework, including the role of Financial Management and
directorate-based Chief Officers (Accountable Chief Officers) and budget-holders.
Risk-based Approach – develop and adopt a risk-based approach to budget management,
ensuring financial and non-financial resources deployed on the monitoring and control of
budgets are commensurate with risk
Process Rationalisation - identify low value-added planning and budgeting processes that
may be stopped and conversely value-added budget monitoring processes that can be
improved, for example by using dashboards generated using Power BI and/or agreeing a
standard, good practice approach
Service Offer - redefine and reset the core financial management offer to the wider
Authority, transitioning from a parent-child, resource intensive service to a more
collaborative/self-service model
Operating Model – Identify and implement a new Service Delivery Model and associated
organisational structure for Financial Management

These work packages will enable the service to free up significant capacity, releasing staff resources
from routine budget monitoring tasks, bringing the Council’s mantra of simplify, standardise and
share to life and supporting the journey to an improved manager self-service experience.
Completion of these work packages is therefore of the highest priority and must be finalised by
March 2021 in order to facilitate the transition to a new operating model and Financial
Management structure from 2021/22.
Design of the new operating model for Financial Management will be based on the principle of ‘form
follows function’, ensuring that the new shape and structure of the service is aligned with the
Council’s Finance Strategy (driving improved value for money and financial sustainability).
Impacts of proposal
The proposal primarily impacts upon financial management staff and service users. Significant and
initially rapid business change will be required to deliver the target savings (staff savings) for
2021/22 during a period when Covid-19 is already having a significant impact on ways of working
and potentially staff morale. Ultimately, employees and service users should benefit from more
efficient and effective processes and use of technology.
The review will have significant implications for staff and service users and extensive consultation
will be undertaken with staff and their Trade Unions in September/October 2020. All financial
management staff will be consulted about the proposals and emailed with a copy of the consultation
documents. This will signal the start of a consultation period of no less than 30 days.
Additionally, those officers directly affected by proposals will be offered a 1:1 consultation meeting
with either the Chief Officer Financial Services, Deputy Chief Officer Financial Services or appropriate
Head of Finance.
If the proposals are amended as an outcome of the consultation process and this has a potential
impact on other posts not currently materially impacted, employees affected will be notified and will
have the right to be consulted about those proposals.
Recommendation(s)
Members are requested to approve the proposal to deliver £1m savings in financial management
staffing going out to consultation as part of the preparation for setting the Council’s 2021/22 budget
and that the Director of Resources & Housing will be responsible.
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Equality, diversity, cohesion and integration screening –
organisational change impacting on the workforce
As a public authority we need to ensure that all organisational change arrangements
impacting on the workforce have given proper consideration to equality, diversity, cohesion
and integration.
Equality and diversity will always have relevancy to organisational changes which impact on
a diverse workforce. If you can demonstrate you have considered how your proposals impact
on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration then you have already carried out an impact
assessment.
A screening process is a short, sharp exercise, which completed at the earliest opportunity
will help to determine:
• whether or not equality, diversity, cohesion and integration is being or has already
been considered, and therefore
• whether or not it is necessary to carry out an impact assessment.

Directorate: Resources and Housing

Service area: Resources

Lead person: Carol Gill/Jessica
Dolphin/John Bywater

Contact number: 07891 279340

1. Please provide a brief description of the organisational change arrangements that
you are screening
The current operating model and staffing structure for financial management is being
reviewed in order to develop a sustainable financial management service that is well
equipped to support delivery of the Council’s Finance Strategy 2020 – 2025 and the
outcomes of the Best Council Plan.
The review outlines plans to deliver successful business change involving a number of workpackages that are intended to automate, standardise and streamline core finance business
processes, re-design the financial services ‘Delivery Offer’ and reconfigure the financial
management service and associated roles and responsibilities.
The proposal primarily impacts upon financial management staff and service users and is
part of the proposal to achieve £1.0m savings within the service for the 2021/22 budget and
beyond. Significant and initially rapid business change will be required to deliver the target
savings in 2021/22 during a period when Covid-19 is already having a significant impact on
ways of working and potentially staff morale. Ultimately, employees and service users
should benefit from more efficient and effective processes and use of technology.
1
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2. Consideration of equality, diversity, cohesion and integration checklist
Questions
Have you already considered equality and diversity within your
current and future planning?
Where you have made consideration does this relate to the
range of equality characteristics
Have you considered positive and negative impacts for
different equality characteristics
Have you considered any potential barriers for different groups

Yes
X

Have you used equality information and consultation where
appropriate to develop your proposals

X further
analysis to
come
completed
following EIA
on Corp ELI
and
Voluntary
Measures
X through
further
assessment
of proposals
as they
development
following
consultation

Is there a clear plan of how equality areas identified for
improvement will be addressed

No

X
X
X

If you’ve answered no to the questions above, there may be gaps in your equality and
diversity considerations and you should complete an equality and diversity, cohesion and
integration impact assessment (organisational change). Please go to section 4.
If you’ve answered yes to the questions above and believe you’ve already considered the
impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration within your proposal please go to
section 3.

2
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3. Considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
If you can demonstrate that you’ve considered how your proposals impact on equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration you have carried out an impact assessment.
Please provide specific details for all three areas below (use the prompts for guidance).
How have you considered equality, diversity, cohesion and integration?
(think about the scope of the proposal, who is likely to be affected, equality related
information, gaps in information and plans to address, consultation and engagement
activities (taken place or planned) with those likely to be affected.
The review will affect all those staff within financial management as the service is being
reconsidered to be fit for purpose to support the organisation in the future.
A breakdown of equality information by grade has been obtained and will be fully considered
as these proposals move forward. The review could provide for the potential for multiple
changes including:
-

reduction of headcount at some grades

-

increase of headcount at some grades

-

creation of new roles to sit within the structure

Any potential positive or negative impacts on staff will be considered and options assessed
to pay due regard to equality, to ensure the service is efficient and effective but also is a
diverse service maximising on the talents of individuals.
There is currently a corporate programme of the Early Leavers Initiative (ELI) and other
voluntary measures which staff within the service may have applied for. It is important to
note that as this is a corporate scheme, a separate equality impact assessment is being
conducted to consider the impact on equality of the scheme across the council. The impact
of those within financial management is unknown until they reaffirm their interest at the end
of September 2020. At the point of considering requests the management team will balance
the financial savings required alongside any impact on the diversity of the team.
Key findings
(think about any potential positive and negative impact on different equality characteristics,
potential to promote strong and positive relationships between groups, potential to bring
groups/communities into increased contact with each other, perception that the proposal
3
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could benefit one group at the expense of another).
We know that in particular the implementation of a the new financial management model
has the potential to affect
• all employees within the financial management service, so all equality characteristics
will be relevant and considered throughout the process
• the interaction of the ‘customer’ of other council services in how they interact with the
financial management service in particular optimisation of the use of technology

Actions
(think about how you’ll promote positive impact and remove or reduce negative impact)
We will ensure all aspects of the review continue to give due regard to equality to inform
decision making and appropriate records are maintained and ensure a meaningful and
transparent consultation process takes place on the proposals that have been developed

4. If you’re not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration you’ll need to carry out an impact assessment
Date to scope and plan your impact assessment:
Date to complete your impact assessment
Lead person for your impact assessment
(Include name and job title)

Continually review the assessment
throughout the review process
Heads of Business Change

5. Governance, ownership and approval
Please state here who approved the actions and outcomes of the screening
Name

Job title

Date

Date screening completed

6. Publishing
Though all key decisions are required to give due regard to equality the council only
publishes those related to executive board, full council, key delegated decisions or a
significant operational decision.
A copy of this equality screening should be attached as an appendix to the decision making
4
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report:
•
•
•

governance services will publish those relating to executive board and full council
the appropriate directorate will publish those relating to delegated decisions and
significant operational decisions
a copy of all other equality screenings that are not to be published should be sent to
equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk for record

Complete the appropriate section below with the date the report and attached screening was
sent
For executive board or full council – sent to governance
services

Date sent: as report on EB
report

For delegated decisions or significant operational
decisions – sent to appropriate directorate

Date sent:

All other decisions – sent to the equality team

Date sent:

5
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Service review report
Report to: Executive Board
Date of meeting: 24th September 2020
Report author(s): Polly Cook
Report of: Director of Resources and Housing
Portfolio: Climate Change, Transport and Sustainable Development
Does the report contain confidential or exempt information? No
Proposal title:

Sustainable Energy & Air Quality team savings proposal

2021/22 savings from proposal

£ 250,000

Who are you expecting to
consult with?

Service users?
Staff?
Other stakeholders?

Are there equalities implications?
If yes, have you attached a screening document?

No
Yes
N/A
Yes
Yes

Executive Summary
Overview
The team work across a broad range of environmentally focused projects, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

district heating network,
clean air zone,
electric van scheme for businesses,
housing retrofit schemes,
fuel poverty schemes,
renewables.

Over the last two years the team have successfully secured £50 million of grant funding to support the above
projects. The team have also undertaken numerous consultation exercises on clean air measures as well as
holding the climate conversation across the city to promote the climate agenda.
The team also manage the council’s energy contract of circa £16 million, including processing the bills and
forward buying energy.
The overall net budget of the service is £1.046 million –this is composed primarily of staff costs with a small
expenditure budget and one external contract, supporting a third sector provider to deliver support to those in
work with the fuel poor across the city.
The savings proposal has two strands:
•
•

Staff reduction
Increase in income
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Impacts of proposal
The service is looking to reduce its staffing budget by £150k, which will equate to 3 FTEs. As much of this as
possible will be achieved through voluntary measures such as ELI but ultimately a restructure would have to be
undertaken if sufficient savings were not achieved through the voluntary options.
The service is also looking to secure additional external income of £100K. The external income would be
provided as grant funding and would be to deliver specific projects. There are a number of potential sources
that are being explored to secure this funding.

Recommendation(s)
Members are requested to:
•
•
•

Approve the proposed reduction in headcount of circa 3 FTE, equating to £150,000 saving
Approve the start of consultation with all impacted staff from the sustainable energy and air quality
service led by Director of Resources and Housing
Note that the service will increase its income through securing additional grant funding of at least
£100k
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Equality, Diversity,
As a public authority we need to ensure that all our strategies, policies, service and
functions, both current and proposed have given proper consideration to equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration.
A screening process can help judge relevance and provides a record of both the
process and decision. Screening should be a short, sharp exercise that determines
relevance for all new and revised strategies, policies, services and functions.
Completed at the earliest opportunity it will help to determine:
• the relevance of proposals and decisions to equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration.
• whether or not equality, diversity, cohesion and integration is being or has
already been considered, and
• whether or not it is necessary to carry out an impact assessment.
Directorate: Resources and Housing

Service area: Sustainable Energy & Air Quality

Lead person: Polly Cook

Contact number: 0113 37 85845

team

1. Title: Sustainable Energy & Air Quality team savings proposal
Is this a:
Strategy / Policy

Service / Function

x

Other

If other, please specify: Savings Proposal
2. Please provide a brief description of what you are screening
The impact on staff of the savings proposal: The service is looking to reduce its staffing
budget by £150k, which will equate to 3 FTEs. As much of this as possible will be achieved through
voluntary measures such as ELI but ultimately a restructure would have to be undertaken if sufficient
savings were not achieved through the voluntary options.
The service is also looking to secure additional external income of £100K. The external income would be
provided as grant funding and would be to deliver specific projects. There are a number of potential
sources that are being explored to secure this funding.

EDCI Screening
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3. Relevance to equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
All the council’s strategies and policies, service and functions affect service users,
employees or the wider community – city wide or more local. These will also have a
greater or lesser relevance to equality, diversity, cohesion and integration.
The following questions will help you to identify how relevant your proposals are.
When considering these questions think about age, carers, disability, gender
reassignment, race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation. Also those areas that
impact on or relate to equality: tackling poverty and improving health and well-being.
Questions
Is there an existing or likely differential impact for the different
equality characteristics?
Have there been or likely to be any public concerns about the
policy or proposal?
Could the proposal affect how our services, commissioning or
procurement activities are organised, provided, located and by
whom?
Could the proposal affect our workforce or employment
practices?
Does the proposal involve or will it have an impact on
• Eliminating unlawful discrimination, victimisation and
harassment
• Advancing equality of opportunity
• Fostering good relations

Yes

No
x
x

x
x
x

If you have answered no to the questions above please complete sections 6 and 7
If you have answered yes to any of the above and;
• Believe you have already considered the impact on equality, diversity,
cohesion and integration within your proposal please go to section 4.
• Are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration within your proposal please go to section 5.

EDCI Screening
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4. Considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
If you can demonstrate you have considered how your proposals impact on equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration you have carried out an impact assessment.
Please provide specific details for all three areas below (use the prompts for guidance).
• How have you considered equality, diversity, cohesion and integration?
(think about the scope of the proposal, who is likely to be affected, equality related
information, gaps in information and plans to address, consultation and engagement
activities (taken place or planned) with those likely to be affected)
The savings proposal will impact on council staff as there could ultimately be compulsory redundancies. It
will also impact on the capacity of the team which will mean the work programme will have to be prioritised
based on the staffing available. Work that secures grant funding or can be charged to a capital scheme will
have to be prioritised.
All staff have been advised that as a service we are looking to reduce our headcount by circa three people
and that as many of these will be secured by voluntary means i.e. ELI, changes in working patterns etc. but
ultimately a restructure may be required to deliver the headcount reduction required. If this was required,
we would have to undergo formal consultation with both the staff and trade unions. Consultations will
commence after Executive Board.
The savings proposals have been discussed with the Executive Member.

• Key findings
(think about any potential positive and negative impact on different equality
characteristics, potential to promote strong and positive relationships between groups,
potential to bring groups/communities into increased contact with each other, perception
that the proposal could benefit one group at the expense of another)
The impact of the proposal on equality characteristics within the team (and to a lesser extent within service
users) will become clearer once the opportunities for voluntary means have become clearer. If a restructure
is required we would have to undergo formal consultation with both the staff and trade unions.
Consultations will commence after Executive Board.

• Actions
(think about how you will promote positive impact and remove/ reduce negative impact)
The implementation of any restructuring proposals will be done in line with Council values and
procedures

EDCI Screening
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5. If you are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration you will need to carry out an impact assessment.
Date to scope and plan your impact assessment:

n/a

Date to complete your impact assessment

n/a

Lead person for your impact assessment
(Include name and job title)

n/a

6. Governance, ownership and approval
Please state here who has approved the actions and outcomes of the screening
Name
Job title
Date
Head of Sustainable
24 August 2020
Tom Knowland
Energy & Climate Change
Date screening completed
24 August 2020
7. Publishing
Though all key decisions are required to give due regard to equality the council only
publishes those related to Executive Board, Full Council, Key Delegated Decisions or
a Significant Operational Decision.
A copy of this equality screening should be attached as an appendix to the decision
making report:
• Governance Services will publish those relating to Executive Board and Full
Council.
• The appropriate directorate will publish those relating to Delegated Decisions and
Significant Operational Decisions.
• A copy of all other equality screenings that are not to be published should be sent
to equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk for record.
Complete the appropriate section below with the date the report and attached screening
was sent:
For Executive Board or Full Council – sent to
Date sent: 24 August 2020
Governance Services
For Delegated Decisions or Significant Operational
Decisions – sent to appropriate Directorate

Date sent: n/a

All other decisions – sent to
equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk

Date sent: n/a

EDCI Screening
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Intelligence and Policy Service review report
Report to: Executive Board
Date of meeting: 24th September 2020
Report author(s): Simon Foy (Head of Intelligence and Policy) & Coral Main (Head of Business Planning & Risk)
Report of: Neil Evans, Director of Resources and Housing
Portfolio: Resources
Does the report contain confidential or exempt information? No
Proposal title:

Restructure of Intelligence and Policy Service within Resources and
Housing Directorate

2021/22 savings from proposal

£173k (this represents 26% of the service’s total net budget for 2020/21 of £676k)

Who are you expecting to
consult with?

Service users?
Staff?
Other stakeholders?

Are there equalities implications?
If yes, have you attached a screening document?

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Executive Summary
Overview
Though there are other teams elsewhere in the council that provide intelligence and policy functions, this
review focusses solely on the corporate Intelligence and Policy Service (IPS), based in the Resources and
Housing Directorate.
IPS provides a range of services including: corporate business planning and policy development (Best Council
Plan, Policy Network etc.); corporate performance and service improvement, data analysis and benchmarking;
risk management; consultation and engagement; and spatial analysis and socio-economic analysis (e.g. Index
of Multiple Deprivation, Leeds Observatory, Joint Strategic Needs Assessment) in support of service
development.
In summary, the option presented is for a smaller Intelligence and Policy Service, with a reduction in NJC posts
accompanied by a comprehensive restructure of the team and a review of the breadth and depth of services
provided. If the proposal is approved, consultation would then take place with staff impacted and trade
unions in line with the council’s Managing Staff Reductions policy and procedures. One option is presented,
rather than a series of options as we believe this to be the optimum balance between maximum savings and
core service retention.

Financial summary
•
•
•
•
•

The service has an NJC staffing budget of 23.8 FTE with an approved budget of £857k. The approved
budget includes an historical efficiency target of £239k.
The savings option proposed is based on reducing the NJC staffing FTE by 30% to 16 FTE with a
reduction in the staffing budget (assuming a 5% vacancy factor) of £133k to £725k for all NJC posts.
The proposal is designed to address the £239k efficiency savings built into the base and in fact deliver
beyond this with a further £133k of staff savings.
The current staffing budget recovers £424k of income from the HRA. This will be reduced by £124k to
£300k from 2021/22 to reflect the staffing reduction proposed.
An additional £40k of savings can be delivered through reductions in non-staffing costs.
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•
•

Taking this all into account, the overall saving proposed from this review for 2021/22 is £173k.
£173k represents 26% of the service’s total net budget for 2020/21 of £676k.

Impacts of proposal
Ultimately, the review would result in a reduction of 7.8 FTE NJC posts from a team of 23.8 FTE NJC (NB: 2.8 of
these posts are currently vacant), together with a consolidation of grades / job descriptions.
ELIs and other voluntary measures will be explored as the first option, understanding that the corporate
‘managing staff reductions’ process may need to be followed to fully initiate the review if endorsed by
Executive Board.
There will be an impact on the depth and level of service provision provided. It is likely that the level and
regularity of performance analysis provided to the wide range of current recipients will need to be reduced
e.g. CLT, various Boards including Scrutiny. However, our response to Covid-19 has shown that often more
minimalist, targeted analysis can prove valuable in identifying key issues. We would seek to build on these
lessons in shaping a revised service. We would also need to review and further prioritise the range of socioeconomic analytical products and services provided.
Although we will pursue ELI and other voluntary measures, it is possible that compulsory measures will be
required. This will clearly impact on the timescales for delivery and ultimately the costs incurred.

Recommendation(s)
1.

Members are requested to consider the option for a smaller Intelligence and Policy Service, providing
a net saving of £173k. This will result in a reduction of 7.8 FTE NJC posts from a team of 23.8 FTE NJC
(NB: 2.8 of these posts are currently vacant), together with a consolidation of grades / job
descriptions. Whilst there will be an impact on the level and depth of service provision provided, we
will work to minimise the negative impact of the loss of capacity by prioritising activity and continuing
to increase collaborative working across the council and the city, working with partners.

2.

Members are asked to approve the proposal going out to consultation as part of the council’s
medium-term financial strategy and preparation for setting the 2021/22 Budget. Neil Evans, Director
of Resources and Housing will be the lead Director.
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Equality, Diversity, Cohesion and
Integration Screening –
Organisational change impacting
On the workforce

As a public authority we need to ensure that all organisational change arrangements
impacting on the workforce have given proper consideration to equality, diversity,
cohesion and integration.
Equality and diversity will always have relevancy to organisational changes which
impact on a diverse workforce. If you can demonstrate you have considered how
your proposals impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration then you have
already carried out an impact assessment.
A screening process is a short, sharp exercise, which completed at the earliest
opportunity will help to determine:
• whether or not equality, diversity, cohesion and integration is being/has
already been considered, and therefore
• whether or not it is necessary to carry out an impact assessment.

Directorate: Resources and Housing

Service area: Intelligence and Policy

Lead person: Simon Foy

Contact number: 07891 271801

1. Please provide a brief description of the organisational change
arrangements that you are screening
Proposed savings options for the Intelligence and Policy Service to be considered by
Executive Board in September 2020. These options are for smaller service, with a
reduction in NJC posts accompanied by a comprehensive restructure of the team.
All NJC posts will be in scope.
Ultimately, the review may result in a reduction of NJC posts from a team of circa
23.8 FTEs to 16, together with a consolidation of grades/job descriptions.
ELIs and other voluntary measures will be explored as the desired option,
understanding that the corporate ‘managing staff reductions’ process may need to be
followed to fully initiate the review if endorsed by Executive Board.
EDCI Screening
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2. Consideration of equality, diversity, cohesion and integration checklist
Questions
Have you already considered equality and diversity within your
current and future planning
Where you have made consideration does this relate to the
range of equality characteristics
Have you considered positive and negative impacts for
different equality characteristics
Have you considered any potential barriers for different groups

Yes
Yes

Have you used equality information and consultation where
appropriate to develop your proposals
Is there a clear plan of how equality areas identified for
improvement will be addressed

Yes

No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

If you have answered no to the questions above:
• there may be gaps in your equality and diversity considerations and you
should complete an equality and diversity, cohesion and integration impact
assessment (organisational change). Please go to section 4
If you have answered yes to the questions above and;
• Believe you have already considered the impact on equality, diversity,
cohesion and integration within your proposal please go to section 3.
3. Considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
If you can demonstrate you have considered how your proposals impact on equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration you have carried out an impact assessment.
Please provide specific details for all three areas below (use the prompts for guidance).
• How have you considered equality, diversity, cohesion and integration?
(think about the scope of the proposal, who is likely to be affected, equality related
information, gaps in information and plans to address, consultation and engagement
activities (taken place or planned) with those likely to be affected
We are conscious that we have a diverse team, and we continue to work to ensure we do
not disadvantage any individuals during this challenging process:
All staff will be in scope of the review and applications to all posts in any new
structure will be open to all those in scope.
• We will have and continue to engage and communicate with colleagues at all
stages, being open and transparent. We have used regular team meetings
backed up by sharing of wider corporate information on the financial challenge.
We have been clear about the process and timescales, explaining that formal
consultation is dependent on the Executive Board’s timescales.
• We have an ‘open door’ approach where we try and ensure an environment in
which colleagues can raise issues/concerns/questions with any member of the
management team.
EDCI Screening
Template updated January 2014
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• Key findings
(think about any potential positive and negative impact on different equality
characteristics, potential to promote strong and positive relationships between groups,
potential to bring groups/communities into increased contact with each other, perception
that the proposal could benefit one group at the expense of another)
•
•
•

Given that all the team are in scope, nobody should be more or less vulnerable
than anyone else.
We will respond positively to any/all interest in ELI or other voluntary measures.
We will follow corporate employment policy and practice throughout.

• Actions
(think about how you will promote positive impact and remove/ reduce negative impact)
•
•
•

Subject to Executive Board approval, as we implement the review consideration
will continue to be given to any adverse equality impacts.
We will continue to engage and consult with staff, explaining the process/options
as they are agreed.
Again we will strive to explore all options positively to reduce the incidence of
compulsory redundancies.

4. If you are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration you will need to carry out an impact assessment.
Date to scope and plan your impact assessment:
Date to complete your impact assessment
Lead person for your impact assessment
(Include name and job title)
5. Governance, ownership and approval
Please state here who has approved the actions and outcomes of the screening
Name
Job title
Date
Simon Foy
Head of Intelligence and
03/08/20
Policy
Date screening completed
03/08/20
6. Publishing
Though all key decisions are required to give due regard to equality the council only
publishes those related to Executive Board, Full Council, Key Delegated Decisions or
a Significant Operational Decision.
A copy of this equality screening should be attached as an appendix to the decision
EDCI Screening
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making report:
• Governance Services will publish those relating to Executive Board and Full
Council.
• The appropriate directorate will publish those relating to Delegated Decisions and
Significant Operational Decisions.
• A copy of all other equality screenings that are not to be published should be sent
to equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk for record.
Complete the appropriate section below with the date the report and attached screening
was sent:
For Executive Board or Full Council – sent to
Date sent: 14/9/20
Governance Services
For Delegated Decisions or Significant Operational
Decisions – sent to appropriate Directorate

Date sent:

All other decisions – sent to
equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk

Date sent:

EDCI Screening
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Service review report
Report to: Executive Board
Date of meeting: 24th September 2020
Report author(s): Craig Simpson – Head of Leeds Building Services & Corporate Property Management
Report of: Neil Evans – Director of Resources & Housing
Portfolio: Executive member Housing, Communities and Environment
Does the report contain confidential or exempt information? No
Proposal title:

Leeds Building Services

2021/22 savings from proposal

Initial Pressure £2.54m
Savings proposal £1.540m
Net £1m pressure

Who are you
expecting to consult
with?

Service users?
Staff?
Other
stakeholders?

No
Yes
Yes

Are there equalities implications?
If yes, have you attached a screening document?

Yes
Yes

Executive Summary
Overview
Leeds Building Services (LBS) is the council’s internal service provider for building related activity which
operates as a traded service funded through income generation with the net surplus being returned to General
Fund to help fund other Council priorities.
LBS deliver building related services for many other council directorates/services, the majority of which is
generated through the Housing Revenue Account. The original business plan for 2020-21 (pre-covid) forecast
turnover in the region of £70m generating a return of £10.65m.
The service deliver the full range of building and associated trades and deliver works that encompass
everything from a minor housing repair through to multi-million pound refurbishment schemes.
The business plan for the service includes 183 officers and has a direct workforce of 436 operatives and 47
apprentices and is supported by a range of contractors and suppliers.
The forecast turnover for 2021-22 (excluding the insourcing of the South Repairs & Voids) is £59.288m which is
a reduction of 15.72% over 2020-21. This reduction in turnover would result in a pressure of £1.714m and to
achieve this position it would require a reduction in staffing overheads of £1.138m.
Prior to the service review there were a number of actions underway within LBS and £317.5k of savings
committed within the ‘Connect’ IT system implementation project. For clarity those savings are in addition to
the £1.138m associated with reduction in turnover meaning a required staffing reduction of £1.455m.
The proposals identified within this report are a suite of activities identified that are required to mitigate the
effect of the reduced turnover and ensure the current % return is maintained to help the council meet the
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financial challenge. The savings would be aligned to the start of the financial year 2021-22 and the proposals
are summarised below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overhead reductions
Operative reductions
Reduction in material cost
Revised procurement strategy
Fleet
Productivity improvements
Review of LBS charging model
Additional income
New IT system

Impacts of proposal
The largest impact within these proposals relates to employees and sub-contractors due to the required level
of reduction to address the reduction in turnover and to minimise the pressure in LBS.
It is estimated that these proposals could affect 70-75 FTE 5 and to achieve this a full re-structure of LBS is
likely to be required to align roles and responsibilities in order to meet the future delivery model of LBS.
It is unknown at this stage whether the required savings will be met through ELI/Voluntary options therefore
compulsory measures cannot be ruled out at this stage as the alignment of roles will be heavily dependent on
specialist skills/experience.

Recommendation(s)
Members are requested to:
• Consider the proposals listed above totalling £1.54m to mitigate the impact of the reduced turnover
within LBS. Ensuring that the pressure from LBS can be minimised to a net £1m reduction in surplus.
• Approve the proposal going out to consultation as part of the council’s medium-term financial
strategy and preparation for setting the 2021/22 Budget.
• Note that the Director of Resources and Housing will be responsible for the implementation of this
proposal.
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Equality, Diversity, Cohesion and
Integration Screening
As a public authority we need to ensure that all our strategies, policies, service and
functions, both current and proposed have given proper consideration to equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration.
A screening process can help judge relevance and provides a record of both the
process and decision. Screening should be a short, sharp exercise that determines
relevance for all new and revised strategies, policies, services and functions.
Completed at the earliest opportunity it will help to determine:
• the relevance of proposals and decisions to equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration.
• whether or not equality, diversity, cohesion and integration is being or has
already been considered, and
• whether or not it is necessary to carry out an impact assessment.
Directorate: Resources & Housing

Service area: Leeds Building Services

Lead person: Craig Simpson

Contact number: 07712 216856

1. Title:
Is this a:
Strategy / Policy

X

Service / Function

Other

If other, please specify
2. Please provide a brief description of what you are screening
LBS Service Review

EDCI Screening

Template updated January 2014
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3. Relevance to equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
All the council’s strategies and policies, service and functions affect service users,
employees or the wider community – city wide or more local. These will also have a
greater or lesser relevance to equality, diversity, cohesion and integration.
The following questions will help you to identify how relevant your proposals are.
When considering these questions think about age, carers, disability, gender
reassignment, race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation. Also those areas that
impact on or relate to equality: tackling poverty and improving health and well-being.
Questions
Is there an existing or likely differential impact for the different
equality characteristics?
Have there been or likely to be any public concerns about the
policy or proposal?
Could the proposal affect how our services, commissioning or
procurement activities are organised, provided, located and by
whom?
Could the proposal affect our workforce or employment
practices?
Does the proposal involve or will it have an impact on
• Eliminating unlawful discrimination, victimisation and
harassment
• Advancing equality of opportunity
• Fostering good relations

Yes

No
X
X

X
X
X

If you have answered no to the questions above please complete sections 6 and 7
If you have answered yes to any of the above and;
• Believe you have already considered the impact on equality, diversity,
cohesion and integration within your proposal please go to section 4.
• Are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration within your proposal please go to section 5.

EDCI Screening

Template updated January 2014
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4. Considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
If you can demonstrate you have considered how your proposals impact on equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration you have carried out an impact assessment.
Please provide specific details for all three areas below (use the prompts for guidance).
• How have you considered equality, diversity, cohesion and integration?
(think about the scope of the proposal, who is likely to be affected, equality related
information, gaps in information and plans to address, consultation and engagement
activities (taken place or planned) with those likely to be affected)
There are likely to be changes to structures and operating models within the service and
more detailed plans will be required along with extensive consultation with Staff and
Trade Unions.

• Key findings
(think about any potential positive and negative impact on different equality
characteristics, potential to promote strong and positive relationships between groups,
potential to bring groups/communities into increased contact with each other, perception
that the proposal could benefit one group at the expense of another)
Nothing specific has been identified as the proposed changes are across the service and
will be implemented in accordance with existing council policies and procedures to ensure
that EDCI is considered throughout.

• Actions
(think about how you will promote positive impact and remove/ reduce negative impact)
Improving the use of technology
Focus on income generating activity and value added activity
Clearer lines of responsibility and communication
Streamline activity

EDCI Screening

Template updated January 2014
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5. If you are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration you will need to carry out an impact assessment.
Date to scope and plan your impact assessment:
Date to complete your impact assessment
Lead person for your impact assessment
(Include name and job title)
6. Governance, ownership and approval
Please state here who has approved the actions and outcomes of the screening
Name
Job title
Date
Sarah Martin
Chief Officer
19/8/20
Date screening completed

19/8/20

7. Publishing
Though all key decisions are required to give due regard to equality the council only
publishes those related to Executive Board, Full Council, Key Delegated Decisions or
a Significant Operational Decision.
A copy of this equality screening should be attached as an appendix to the decision
making report:
• Governance Services will publish those relating to Executive Board and Full
Council.
• The appropriate directorate will publish those relating to Delegated Decisions and
Significant Operational Decisions.
• A copy of all other equality screenings that are not to be published should be sent
to equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk for record.
Complete the appropriate section below with the date the report and attached screening
was sent:
For Executive Board or Full Council – sent to
Date sent:
Governance Services
For Delegated Decisions or Significant Operational
Decisions – sent to appropriate Directorate

Date sent:

All other decisions – sent to
equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk

Date sent:

EDCI Screening

Template updated January 2014
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Service review report
Report to: Executive Board
Date of meeting: 24th September 2020
Report author(s): Mandy Snaith
Report of: Chief Officer CEL
Portfolio: Councillor Lewis
Does the report contain confidential or exempt information? No
Proposal title:

Fleet Services

2021/22 savings from proposal

£ 480k

Who are you expecting to
consult with?

Service users?
Staff?
Other stakeholders?

Are there equalities implications?
If yes, have you attached a screening document?

Yes /
Yes /
Yes /
Yes
Yes

Executive Summary
Overview
This proposal relates to how Fleet Services will adapt its service delivery to support a changing fleet
which not only meets clean air zone requirements but has a reduced need for labour and parts during
the vehicle life, impacting upon this is how we operate our shifts, allocate labour hours and resource
replacement vehicles via hire companies. Furthermore our stores and impress stock processes will be
considered and rationalised. Extending vehicle lives where suitable also provides potential financial
benefits in terms of capital spend and future debt repayments.
There would be a number of positive outcomes for the authority if this proposal was successful, the
focus on reducing and realigning labour to income producing activities would see a reduction in spend
on a large proportion of the councils fleet of vehicles and an increased external income which will
offer benefits across the city to some of our external partners.
Impacts of proposal
The review of fleet will have impacts on service users, staffing and wider partners, this will take the
form of working with our customers to become more efficient, enabling our customers to reduce miles
on road by working closely together and reducing downtime of vehicles through smarter working
practices.
Focussing on 10 key areas the review will seek to implement efficiencies by reviewing staffing,
location, commercial income, spend on parts, efficiencies due to installation of Telematics, efficiencies
as a result of EV infrastructure, MOT commercial activity, client relationship management, IT
Infrastructure and the reduction of spend on hire vehicles.
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It is expected each one of the areas of review will impact staffing through either a redirection or
reduction in labour, other departments current ways of accessing fleet and our focus on making the
current location a commercially viable option for private MOT’s.
Recommendation(s)
1. Members are asked to consider the proposal to review working practices within Fleet Services as
a whole to both internal and external customers and review the proposed revised delivery models
for consultation as part of the council’s medium-term financial strategy and preparation for
setting the 2021/22 Budget.
2. Also to note that the Director of Resources and Housing will be responsible for the implementation
of this proposal.
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Appendix 1

As a public authority we need to ensure that all our strategies, policies, service and
functions, both current and proposed have given proper consideration to equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration.
A screening process can help judge relevance and provides a record of both the
process and decision. Screening should be a short, sharp exercise that determines
relevance for all new and revised strategies, policies, services and functions.
Completed at the earliest opportunity it will help to determine:
•
•
•

the relevance of proposals and decisions to equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration.
whether or not equality, diversity, cohesion and integration is being/has
already been considered, and
whether or not it is necessary to carry out an impact assessment.

Directorate: Resources and Housing

Service area: Civic Enterprise Leeds – Fleet
Services

Lead person: Mandy Snaith

Contact number: 07958 454438

1. Title:
Is this a:
Strategy / Policy

x

Service / Function

Other

If other, please specify

2. Please provide a brief description of what you are screening

Supporting inclusion and providing support for upskilling, increasing opportunity for care
responsibilities and increasing general capacity for improved technical solutions.
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3. Relevance to equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
All the council’s strategies/policies, services/functions affect service users, employees or
the wider community – city wide or more local. These will also have a greater/lesser
relevance to equality, diversity, cohesion and integration.
The following questions will help you to identify how relevant your proposals are.
When considering these questions think about age, carers, disability, gender
reassignment, race, religion or belief, sex, sexual orientation. Also those areas that
impact on or relate to equality: tackling poverty and improving health and well-being.
Questions

Yes

No

Is there an existing or likely differential impact for the different
equality characteristics?

x

Have there been or likely to be any public concerns about the
policy or proposal?

x

Could the proposal affect how our services, commissioning or
procurement activities are organised, provided, located and by
whom?

x

Could the proposal affect our workforce or employment
practices?

x

Does the proposal involve or will it have an impact on

x

•
•
•

Eliminating unlawful discrimination, victimisation and
harassment
Advancing equality of opportunity
Fostering good relations

If you have answered no to the questions above please complete sections 6 and 7
If you have answered yes to any of the above and;
•
•

Believe you have already considered the impact on equality, diversity,
cohesion and integration within your proposal please go to section 4.
Are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration within your proposal please go to section 5.
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4. Considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and integration
If you can demonstrate you have considered how your proposals impact on equality,
diversity, cohesion and integration you have carried out an impact assessment.
Please provide specific details for all three areas below (use the prompts for guidance).
• How have you considered equality, diversity, cohesion and integration?
(think about the scope of the proposal, who is likely to be affected, equality related
information, gaps in information and plans to address, consultation and engagement
activities (taken place or planned) with those likely to be affected)
There are likely to be impacts on changes of shift working ad shift makeup. Consultation
with staff and trade unions will need to be undertaken on a planned regular basis.

• Key findings
(think about any potential positive and negative impact on different equality
characteristics, potential to promote strong and positive relationships between groups,
potential to bring groups/communities into increased contact with each other, perception
that the proposal could benefit one group at the expense of another)
The proposed changes will offer the opportunity for greater multi skilling and closer
working relationships within the business by moving sections of staff closer together to
support one another the operation it delivers.

• Actions
(think about how you will promote positive impact and remove/ reduce negative impact)
Maximising technology
Building Team Collaboration
Support for upskilling and training
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The assessment will be regularly reviewed and updated and any impact of change
considered and acted upon as it occurs.

5. If you are not already considering the impact on equality, diversity, cohesion and
integration you will need to carry out an impact assessment.
Date to scope and plan your impact assessment:

September 2020

Date to complete your impact assessment

October 2020

Lead person for your impact assessment (Include
name and job title)

Mandy Snaith, Head of Service

6. Governance, ownership and approval
Please state here who has approved the actions and outcomes of the screening
Name

Job title

Date

Sarah Martin

Chief Officer

18.08.2020

Date screening completed

18.08.2020

7. Publishing
Though all key decisions are required to give due regard to equality the council only
publishes those related to Executive Board, Full Council, Key Delegated Decisions or
a Significant Operational Decision.
A copy of this equality screening should be attached as an appendix to the decision
making report:
•
•
•

Governance Services will publish those relating to Executive Board and Full
Council.
The appropriate directorate will publish those relating to Delegated Decisions and
Significant Operational Decisions.
A copy of all other equality screenings that are not to be published should be sent
to equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk for record.

Complete the appropriate section below with the date the report and attached screening
was sent:
For Executive Board or Full Council – sent to
Governance Services
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Date sent:

For Delegated Decisions or Significant Operational
Decisions – sent to appropriate Directorate

Date sent:

All other decisions – sent to
equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk

Date sent:
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Appendix XX

Report author: Rebecca Atherton
Tel: 0113 37 88642

Report of Head of Democratic Services
Report to Scrutiny Board (Infrastructure, Investment and Inclusive Growth)
Date: 14 October 2020
Subject: Budget Consultation – Summary of Initial Discussions
1.

Purpose of this summary

1.1 To reflect the comments of members of the Infrastructure, Investment and Inclusive
Growth Scrutiny Board at a working group on 1 October 2020 in relation to the initial
budget savings proposals set out at the Executive Board meeting on 24 September,
such that they pertain to the remit of the Board.
2.

Background information

2.1 On 24 September 2020 the Executive Board considered a Revenue Budget Update
2021/22 and Budget Savings Proposals report, which set out the actions that have
been taken to address the Council’s estimated £118.8m financial gap for 2021/22.
The report further set out a series of savings proposals designed to contribute
towards the Council achieving a balanced budget for 2021/22.
2.2 It was agreed by the Executive Board that consultation should begin with regard to
service review proposals. It has further been agreed that consultation with the
Council’s Scrutiny Boards will be part of this process.
2.3 The Infrastructure, Investment and Inclusive Growth Scrutiny Board is due to
consider the budget consultation at its public meeting on 14 October 2020. However,
in order to provide more time for members to explore the context of the budget, the
options appraisal process and some of the service specific information relating to the
remit of their Board, members also met privately with key officers and Executive
Board members on 1 October 2020.
2.4 The following were in attendance at the working group:
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Board Members

Apologies

Officers

Cllr Buckley

Cllr Goddard

Cllr Cunningham

Cllr Grahame

Cllr Dawson

Cllr Taylor

Cllr Dye

Cllr
Wadsworth

Martin Farrington
Cllr Lewis
Director, City Development
Gary Bartlett
Cllr Mulherin
CO, Highways & Transportation
Eve Roodhouse
CO, Economic Development
Sue Wynne
CO, Employment & Skills
Phil Evans
CO, Operations
Simon Criddle
Head of Finance
Angela Barnicle
CO, Asset Management & Regen.
Coral Main
Head of Business Planning &Risk
Rebecca Atherton – Principal
Scrutiny Advisor

Cllr Shahzad
Cllr Truswell (Ch)

3.

Exec. Members

Main issues

3.1 Simon Criddle and Martin Farrington set out the financial position for 2021/22 and the
actions that are being taken, or are proposed to be taken, to reduce the current
budget gap. They highlighted the savings proposals set out at the Executive Board
meeting on 24 September as far as they relate to the remit of the Board.
3.2 Simon highlighted the distinction between ‘business as usual’ savings, which can be
implemented immediately, and service review savings (some cross council, some
service specific), which require wider consultation.
3.3 It was noted that the combined value of the Council wide BAU and Service Review
proposals, along with the results of a capital programme, is estimated to be £32.6m,
which would reduce the projected budget gap for 2021/22 to £86.2m. The Scrutiny
Board were informed that further savings proposals to address the remaining gap will
therefore be brought to the Executive Board during October and November 2020.
The process and timescale for further consultation with scrutiny boards was noted.
3.4 Members acknowledged the scale of the challenge facing the local authority and the
significant additional pressures that have emerged as a result of the city’s response
to, and planned recovery from, the covid-19 pandemic.
3.5 The sensitivity of many services within City Development to fluctuations in the wider
economy was explored, with income generation an area of particular concern for
Board members in light of current, and potentially future additional, Covid-related
restrictions.
3.6 Simon Criddle noted the challenge of assuming a level of Government settlement
within the budget given the details of such funding would not be confirmed until late
December 2020.
3.7 Members discussed the planned reduction in the current budget for major events and
the implications of that for high profile fixtures in the city’s calendar.
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3.8 Concern was expressed about the potential impact on local communities of proposed
budget savings within Highways. The Director of City Development highlighted the
proportion of the directorate’s budget that relates to highways and the scale of the
savings therefore required.
3.9 Members acknowledged the high workloads of many officers within highways and the
Board were informed of the substantial additional workload created through the need
to implement measures to promote social distancing in the city’s various local
centres.
3.10 The importance of local consultation about proposed highways schemes was
discussed, with specific reference being made to ongoing challenges with the
Harehills Road scheme. The meeting recognised the successful delivery of several
big schemes through the Leeds Public Transport Investment Programme (LPTIP),
which had involved substantial upfront public consultation.
3.11 Members noted that they would welcome a clearer system for identifying who best to
contact within highways about ward-based concerns. Given the breadth of services
encompassed by the department, members noted that it can be difficult to know
where best to direct constituent enquires. In response Gary Bartlett and Cllr Mulherin
informed colleagues they are looking at ways this might be addressed.
3.12 Councillors sought further information about the way in which staffing numbers may
be reduced in some parts of the service and asked for clarification about whether
specific changes in staffing arrangements at Council venues are anticipated to result
in redundancies.
3.13 Members were assured that where possible staffing reductions across the
organisation would, in the first instance, involve measures such as removing funded
vacancies from structures, implementing recruitment freezes and reviewing
applications for voluntary leavers.
3.14 Members considered further details about a capital review and the implications for
projects that may have already reached significant milestones in the design process.
3.15 Savings in strategic planning services were explored with members seeking to
understand the impact of potential changes on local communities. Concern was
raised about a potential reduction in enforcement capacity and members asked for
further information about the impact on planning services of new Government
planning proposals.
3.16 The Board reiterated its support and enthusiasm for the outcomes delivered through
work on Digital Inclusion by the 100% Digital and Smart Cities teams. It was noted
that much of the funding for work around digital inclusion relies upon external grants.
Members expressed concern about the future of digital inclusion activities should
external grant funding no longer be available, given the Council has set out a position
of not replacing grant funding in such instances due to the scale of its own budget
challenge.
3.17 It was noted that the Adult Education budget also funds part of the 100% Digital
Team, along with other Adult Learning digital courses.
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4.

Conclusions

4.1

Board members recognised the unprecedented scale of the financial challenge
facing the Council as it seeks to balance the budget for 2021/22.

4.2

The additional pressures created through the response to, and planned recovery
from, the covid-19 pandemic were also acknowledged and concern was expressed
about the ongoing economic impact of covid-19 restrictions on the financial health of
the directorate.

4.3

The Board recognised that very difficult decisions would need to be taken in order to
balance the budget but were anxious to ensure that the “least worst” options were
prioritised in terms of their community impact.

4.4

Savings in highways, strategic planning and staffing were all priority areas of
concern, along with protecting the delivery of digital inclusion programmes.

4.5

The Board reiterated its commitment to engagement in the next stages of the
budget setting process between now and January 2021.

5.

Recommendations

5.1

Members are asked to note the summary of the discussion on 1 October 2020, as
context for the public discussion on the Budget Consultation at the Board’s meeting
on 14 October 2020.
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Agenda Item 9
Report author: Rebecca Atherton
Tel: 0113 37 88642

Report of Head of Democratic Services
Report to Scrutiny Board (Infrastructure, Investment and Inclusive Growth)
Date: 14 October 2020
Subject: Work Schedule
Yes

No

Has consultation been carried out?

Yes

No

Are there implications for equality and diversity and cohesion and
integration?

Yes

No

Will the decision be open for call-in?

Yes

No

Does the report contain confidential or exempt information?

Yes

No

Are specific electoral wards affected?
If yes, name(s) of ward(s):

If relevant, access to information procedure rule number:
Appendix number:

1.

Purpose of this report

1.1 The purpose of this report is to consider the Scrutiny Board’s work schedule for the
remainder of the current municipal year.
2.

Background information

2.1 All Scrutiny Boards are required to determine and manage their own work schedule
for the municipal year. In doing so, the work schedule should not be considered a
fixed and rigid schedule, it should be recognised as a document that can be adapted
and changed to reflect any new and emerging issues throughout the year; and also
reflect any timetable issues that might occur from time to time.
3.

Main issues

3.1 The latest iteration of the Board’s work schedule is attached as Appendix 1 for
consideration and agreement of the Scrutiny Board – subject to any identified and
agreed amendments.
3.2

Executive Board minutes from the meeting held on 24 September 2020 are attached
as Appendix 2. The Scrutiny Board is asked to consider and note the Executive
Board minutes, insofar as they relate to the remit of the Scrutiny Board; and identify
any matter where specific scrutiny activity may be warranted, and therefore
subsequently incorporated into the work schedule.
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3.3

The Board will continue to maintain an agile approach to engagement in early budget
consultation following initial discussions in September 2020.

3.4

At its September meeting the Board requested a private working group meeting be
arranged to provide members with the opportunity to learn more about new
Government Planning proposals. The Board’s work programme was amended to
reflect this request and the meeting has been scheduled for 21 October.
Developing the work schedule

3.5

When considering any developments and/or modifications to the work schedule,
effort should be undertaken to:






3.6

Avoid unnecessary duplication by having a full appreciation of any existing
forums already having oversight of, or monitoring a particular issue.
Ensure any Scrutiny undertaken has clarity and focus of purpose and will add
value and can be delivered within an agreed time frame.
Avoid pure “information items” except where that information is being received as
part of a policy/scrutiny review.
Seek advice about available resources and relevant timings, taking into
consideration the workload across the Scrutiny Boards and the type of Scrutiny
taking place.
Build in sufficient flexibility to enable the consideration of urgent matters that may
arise during the year.

In addition, in order to deliver the work schedule, the Board may need to take a
flexible approach and undertake activities outside the formal schedule of meetings –
such as working groups and site visits, where necessary and appropriate. This
flexible approach may also require additional formal meetings of the Scrutiny Board.
Covid-19 and Scrutiny Board meetings

3.7 The On 16 March 2020, in light of the Covid-19 pandemic, Leeds City Council took
the necessary step to cancel a number of planned meetings of various Committees,
Boards and Panels. This included all Scrutiny Board meetings and any joint scrutiny
arrangements where the Council acts as the lead authority.
3.8 In cancelling Scrutiny Board meetings it was acknowledged that, after the urgency of
the initial stages of the pandemic response, there would be opportunity to reflect and
identify any lessons learned across different service areas and statutory local
authority scrutiny functions would have an important role to play in this process.
3.9 With Council services focused on the urgent pandemic response and subsequent city
recovery plan, the usual collaborative process of annual work programming for
Scrutiny Boards was also suspended. However, in May 2020 all Scrutiny Boards
were briefed on decision making relating to the areas of the pandemic response that
fell within their respective remits and this may influence members’ priorities for the
2020/21 work programme.
3.10 In June 2020 remote public sessions of all Scrutiny Boards were introduced. There is
a degree of continuing uncertainty about how future meetings will be hosted – they
may be hosted remotely, be buildings-based or involve a hybrid approach. However,
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all meetings have been scheduled in such a way as to ensure they can continue to
be resourced remotely if that is the required approach.
4.

Consultation and engagement

4.1.1 The Vision for Scrutiny states that Scrutiny Boards should seek the advice of the
Scrutiny officer, the relevant Director(s) and Executive Member(s) about available
resources prior to agreeing items of work.
4.2

Equality and diversity / cohesion and integration

4.2.1 The Scrutiny Board Procedure Rules state that, where appropriate, all terms of
reference for work undertaken by Scrutiny Boards will include ‘ to review how and to
what effect consideration has been given to the impact of a service or policy on all
equality areas, as set out in the Council’s Equality and Diversity Scheme’.
4.3

Council policies and the Best Council Plan

4.3.1 The terms of reference of the Scrutiny Boards promote a strategic and outward
looking Scrutiny function that focuses on the best council objectives.
Climate Emergency
4.3.2 When considering areas of work, the Board is reminded that influencing climate
change and sustainability should be a key area of focus.
4.4

Resources, procurement and value for money

4.4.1 Experience has shown that the Scrutiny process is more effective and adds greater
value if the Board seeks to minimise the number of substantial inquiries running at
one time and focus its resources on one key issue at a time.
4.4.2 The Vision for Scrutiny, agreed by full Council also recognises that like all other
Council functions, resources to support the Scrutiny function are under considerable
pressure and that requests from Scrutiny Boards cannot always be met.
Consequently, when establishing their work programmes Scrutiny Boards should:
 Seek the advice of the Scrutiny officer, the relevant Director and Executive
Member about available resources;
 Avoid duplication by having a full appreciation of any existing forums already
having oversight of, or monitoring a particular issue;
 Ensure any Scrutiny undertaken has clarity and focus of purpose and will add
value and can be delivered within an agreed time frame.
4.5

Legal implications, access to information, and call-in

4.5.1 This report has no specific legal implications.
4.6

Risk management
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4.6.1 This report has no specific risk management implications.
5.

Conclusions

5.1

All Scrutiny Boards are required to determine and manage their own work schedule
for the municipal year. The latest iteration of the Board’s work schedule is attached
as Appendix 1 for consideration and agreement of the Scrutiny Board – subject to
any identified and agreed amendments.

6.

Recommendations

6.1

Members are asked to consider the matters outlined in this report and agree (or
amend) the overall work schedule (as presented at Appendix 1) as the basis for the
Board’s work for the remainder of 2020/21.

7.

Background documents1

7.1

None.

The background documents listed in this section are available to download from the council’s website, unless they
contain confidential or exempt information. The list of background documents does not include published works.
1
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Scrutiny Board (Infrastructure, Investment and Inclusive Growth)
Work Schedule for 2020/2021 Municipal Year

June

July

August

Meeting Agenda for 25 June at 10.30 am.

Meeting Agenda for 16 July at 10.30 am.

No Scrutiny Board meeting scheduled.

*REMOTE SESSION*

*REMOTE SESSION*

Update on decision making during the
emergency pandemic response and recovery
plan as it pertains to the remit of the Board –
verbal update from the Director of City
Development.

Inclusive Growth Update
Digital Inclusion Update
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Transport Update from Chief Officer (Highways
& Transportation)
Sustainable Development – Recommendation
Tracking
Working Group Meetings

Site Visits

Scrutiny Work Items Key:
PSR
Policy/Service Review
PDS
Pre-decision Scrutiny

RT
PM

Recommendation Tracking
Performance Monitoring

DB
C

Inclusive Growth Strategy
PEOPLE, PLACE and PRODUCTIVITY - Relevant BIG Ideas 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Development Briefings
Consultation Response

Scrutiny Board (Infrastructure, Investment and Inclusive Growth)
Work Schedule for 2020/2021 Municipal Year
September

October

November

Meeting Agenda for 23 September at 10.30 am.

Meeting Agenda for 14 October at 10.30 am.

Meeting Agenda for 18 November at 10am

*REMOTE SESSION*

Advancing Bus Service Provision

Flood Risk Management

Director’s Update

Budget consultation – review of EB proposals

Housing Mix Update

Leeds Public transport Investment Programme
- Update
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*updates also requested on proposals for
Lawnswood Roundabout and a response to
previous recommendations relating to the
Powered Two Wheeler Access To With Flow
Bus Lanes*
Working Group Meetings
1 October 1-3pm – Budget

Budget Consultation

21 October – Planning Proposals
Site Visits

Scrutiny Work Items Key:
PSR
Policy/Service Review
PDS
Pre-decision Scrutiny

RT
PM

Recommendation Tracking
Performance Monitoring

DB
C

Inclusive Growth Strategy
PEOPLE, PLACE and PRODUCTIVITY - Relevant BIG Ideas 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Development Briefings
Consultation Response

Scrutiny Board (Infrastructure, Investment and Inclusive Growth)
Work Schedule for 2020/2021 Municipal Year
December

January

February

No meetings Scheduled

Meeting Agenda for 20 January at 10.30 am.

Meeting Agenda 17 February at 10am

Inclusive Growth update following pandemic
response July 2020

Best Council Plan Performance
Best Council Plan Update
Financial Health Monitoring
Initial Budget Proposals
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Working Group Meetings

Site Visits

Scrutiny Work Items Key:
PSR
Policy/Service Review
PDS
Pre-decision Scrutiny

RT
PM

Recommendation Tracking
Performance Monitoring

DB
C

Inclusive Growth Strategy
PEOPLE, PLACE and PRODUCTIVITY - Relevant BIG Ideas 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Development Briefings
Consultation Response

Scrutiny Board (Infrastructure, Investment and Inclusive Growth)
Work Schedule for 2020/2021 Municipal Year
March

April

Notes

No meetings scheduled

Meeting Agenda for 7 April at 10.30am

Number of people killed or seriously injured
on the roads – focused on those
campaigning for improvements in road
safety.To be scheduled once physical
meetings can take place

Smart Cities Update
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Working Group Meetings

Site Visits

Scrutiny Work Items Key:
PSR
Policy/Service Review
PDS
Pre-decision Scrutiny

RT
PM

Recommendation Tracking
Performance Monitoring

DB
C

Inclusive Growth Strategy
PEOPLE, PLACE and PRODUCTIVITY - Relevant BIG Ideas 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Development Briefings
Consultation Response

EXECUTIVE BOARD
THURSDAY, 24TH SEPTEMBER, 2020
PRESENT:

Councillor J Blake in the Chair

(REMOTELY)

Councillors A Carter, R Charlwood,
D Coupar, S Golton, J Lewis, L Mulherin,
J Pryor, M Rafique and F Venner

32

Exempt Information - Possible Exclusion of the Press and Public
RESOLVED – That, in accordance with Regulation 4 of The Local Authorities
(Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access to Information) (England)
Regulations 2012, the public be excluded from the meeting during
consideration of the following parts of the agenda designated as exempt from
publication on the grounds that it is likely, in view of the nature of the business
to be transacted or the nature of the proceedings, that if members of the
public were present there would be disclosure to them of exempt information
so designated as follows:(A)

33

That Appendix 2 to the report entitled, ‘Estate Realisation and
Accelerated Capital Receipts’, referred to in Minute No. 46 be
designated as being exempt from publication in accordance with
paragraph 10.4(3) of Schedule 12A(3) of the Local Government Act
1972 on the grounds that it contains information relating to the financial
and business affairs of the Council. It is considered that the release of
such information would, or would be likely to prejudice the Council’s
commercial interests in relation to other similar transactions. It is
considered that the public interest in maintaining the exemption
outweighs the public interest in disclosing this information at this point
in time. (Minute No. 46 refers).

Late Items
Agenda Item 10 - Update on Coronavirus (Covid-19) Pandemic - Response
and Recovery Plan
With the agreement of the Chair, a late item of business was admitted to the
agenda entitled, ‘Update on Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic – Response
and Recovery Plan’.
Given the scale and significance of this issue, it was deemed appropriate that
a further update report be submitted to this remote meeting of the Board.
However, due to the fast paced nature of developments on this issue, and in
order to ensure that Board Members received the most up to date information
as possible, the report was not included within the agenda as originally
published on 16th September 2020. (Minute No. 40 refers).

34

Declaration of Disclosable Pecuniary Interests
There were no Disclosable Pecuniary Interests declared at the meeting.
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35

Minutes
RESOLVED – That the minutes of the previous meetings held on 20th July
2020 and 1st September 2020 be approved as a correct record.
LEARNING, SKILLS AND EMPLOYMENT

36

Design and Cost Report for the Allerton Grange School Permanent
Expansion of 60 Places for September 2021
Further to Minute No. 11, 24th June 2020, the Director of Children and
Families and the Director of City Development submitted a joint report which
set out the context regarding the proposed permanent expansion of Allerton
Grange School and which sought approval for the necessary authority to
spend and to incur related expenditure to facilitate the delivery of works for
the permanent expansion of Allerton Grange School from September 2021.
In response to a Member’s enquiries, the Board received further information
regarding the extent of the PFI and other associated fees which would be
incurred as a result of the proposals and also in respect of the level of costs
for the project.
With regard to the highways considerations associated with the scheme and
the finalised details regarding fees incurred, officers respectively undertook to
provide the Member in question with further information on these matters.
In addition, Members also discussed the approach nationally towards the
provision of schools and school places.
RESOLVED –
(a)
That authority to spend and incurring expenditure of £5,051,606 from
Capital Scheme number 33177/AGR/000 for the redevelopment and
expansion of Allerton Grange School for September 2021, be
approved;
(b)

That the overall scheme costs of £7,202,806, which incorporates the
existing approval of £2,151,200.80 for the bulge expansion for
September 2020, be noted;

(c)

That it be noted that the expenditure for the construction of the
permanent expansion works are subject to planning approval;

(d)

That it be noted that the former CLC building is in the ownership of
Leeds City Council and not part of the PFI; with it also being noted that
the extension to the former CLC building will be subject to a deed of
variation to remove this section of the site from the PFI agreement
such that the extended building remains wholly in Leeds City Council
ownership. Finally, it be noted that a further deed of variation will be
required for PFI approval to undertake remodelling works within the
main school building;
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(e)

That the implementation of a City Council Change under the PFI
contract, be approved, and that approval also be given to the entering
in to of any associated documentation, including without limitation a
deed of variation (as required), with the Head of Service, Learning
Systems being authorised to review and approve any such
documentation;

(f)

That the programme dates, as identified in section 3.2 of the submitted
report, in relation to the implementation of this decision, be noted, with
it also being noted that this represents the critical path for project
success and must be adhered to where possible;

(g)

That it be noted that the officer responsible for the implementation of
such matters is the Head of Service Learning Systems in Children’s
and Families Directorate.

HEALTH, WELLBEING AND ADULTS
37

Asset Based Community Development and Asset Based Approaches
The Director of Adults and Health submitted a report which provided an
update on Asset Based Community Development (ABCD) activity in Leeds,
highlighting achievements and challenges experienced to date. The report
also detailed the importance of ABCD in supporting the city’s response to
Covid-19 and community resilience and which presented an outline plan for
the further proliferation of ABCD, with details also being provided on the
potential for this way of working to further deliver the Council’s ambitions.
As part of the introduction to the report, the Executive Member for Health,
Wellbeing and Adults introduced the newly appointed Chief Officer for
Transformation and Innovation.
Responding to a Member’s enquiries, it was noted that a further report to the
Board presenting the outcomes from the evaluation work being undertaken by
Leeds Beckett University would be submitted either in December 2020 or
early in 2021.
A Member highlighted the importance of the approach being further embraced
by other services within the Council, such as the Communities team, in order
to maximise the benefits from the initiative. In response to this, the Board was
provided with further detail on the actions being taken to develop the ABCD
approach in the short to medium term, specifically with regard to greater
partnership working both internally and with external organisations.
In conclusion, Members highlighted how this work was crucially important in
helping to address the issues being faced across the city during the current
time.
RESOLVED –
(a)
That the positive impact that Asset Based Community Development
and asset based approaches have made across the city, be noted
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together with the important role that they have played in the Covid-19
response;
(b)

That the outline plan for the development of Asset Based Community
Development in Leeds, be noted;

(c)

That agreement be given to work with key partners across the city in
order to develop Asset Based Community Development and asset
based approaches as a key vehicle for meeting the city’s priority
outcomes;

(d)

That it be noted that the officer responsible for the development of
ABCD is the Chief Officer for Transformation and Innovation in Adults
and Health, working with key partners within the Council and externally.

ENVIRONMENT AND ACTIVE LIFESTYLES
38

Temple Newsam Indoor Play Barn
The Director of Communities and Environment submitted a report highlighting
an opportunity to conserve and transform heritage buildings to develop an all
year round visitor attraction at Home Farm, Temple Newsam, which would be
achieved by creating an indoor play barn, café and retail facility within the
heart of the existing farm attraction. The report also set out the business case
to achieve a financially sustainable future for the buildings, improve the visitor
experience as well as continue to conserve rare breeds.
A Member raised concerns regarding the timing of the proposal given the
current financial challenges being faced by the Council, the potential impact
on such a scheme by restrictions introduced in response to the pandemic and
whether the matter would be further considered by the Board. In response,
Members received further detail regarding the business case for the proposals
and also an undertaking that the proposals would be reviewed in February
2021, to ensure that it remained financially viable before an award of tender
was progressed.
During the discussion it was emphasised that local Ward Councillors were
supportive of the proposals.
Responding to a specific enquiry, officers undertook to provide the Member in
question with information regarding the interest that would be charged on the
proposed £3.68m prudential borrowing.
RESOLVED (a)
That approval be given to implementing the proposals as contained
within the submitted report, subject to a review being conducted before
the award of tender (anticipated in February 2021) in order to assess
the potential impact of COVID-19;
(b)

That agreement in principle be given to inject £3.68 million investment
into the Capital Programme, with approval also being given to delegate
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the authority to spend approvals for the full scheme to the Director of
Communities and Environment following the associated review in
February 2021;
(c)

That it be noted that the Chief Officer Parks and Countryside will be
responsible for implementation of this scheme.

(Under the provisions of Council Procedure Rule 16.5, Councillor A Carter
required it to be recorded that he voted against the decisions referred to within
this minute)
39

Proposals for Road Safety Park, Family Cycle Trails, Children's Play
Area, Cafe, Remodelled Golf Provision and Landscape Improvements at
Temple Newsam
Further to Minute No. 86, 16th October 2019, the Director of Communities and
Environment submitted a report outlining the findings of the recent public
consultation exercise undertaken in respect of proposals for the land currently
occupying the golf course at Temple Newsam Estate, with the report making
proposals for the future of this area of land based upon the consultation
findings.
Responding to a Member’s enquiries, officers provided an update on the
liaison which had taken place to date with Temple Newsam Golf Club
regarding the golf course layout proposals, and with a view to progressing
such matters and provide the club with any further clarification as necessary,
it was requested that dialogue between the Council and the club continued.
Also, officers undertook to provide Board Members with the associated plans
which had been shared with the club for their consideration.
As part of the discussion on such matters, the Board was provided with further
details of the consultation exercise which had taken place.
A Member highlighted the vital role played by community parks throughout the
city, especially during the current pandemic, with it being noted that the work
in the community parks across Leeds would continue.
RESOLVED –
(a)
That the following changes to the area of Temple Newsam that is
currently a golf course be approved:(i) A reduction in the size of Temple Newsam golf course from 27 to 18
holes;
(ii) The re-development of the building which currently serves as the golf
clubhouse to include an attractive and accessible café, toilets and
other supporting recreational facilities alongside golf provision;
(iii) The development of a road-safety park, children’s play area, walking
and cycling trails and other historical, educational and
environmental landscape improvements;
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(b)

That approval be given to inject £1.2m into the Capital Programme for
the delivery of the scheme;

(c)

That the necessary ‘authority to spend’ approvals for the full scheme
be delegated to the Director of Communities and Environment, subject
to consultation with the Executive Member for Environment and Active
Lifestyles;

(d)

That it be noted that the Chief Officer Parks and Countryside will be
responsible for the implementation of the scheme.

(Under the provisions of Council Procedure Rule 16.5, Councillor A Carter
required it to be recorded that he abstained from voting on the decisions
referred to within this minute)
INCLUSIVE GROWTH AND CULTURE
40

Update on Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic - Response and Recovery
Plan
Further to Minute No. 21, 20th July 2020, the Chief Executive submitted a
report which provided an update on the continued Coronavirus (COVID-19)
work being undertaken across the city including the recovery approach,
outbreak management, and current issues and risks. The report also noted
that the city’s multi-agency command and control arrangements continued to
be used alongside the Response and Recovery plan with the aim of mitigating
the effects of the outbreak on those in the city, especially the most vulnerable,
and to help prepare for the longer term stages of recovery planning.
With the agreement of the Chair, the submitted report had been circulated to
Board Members as a late item of business prior to the meeting for the reasons
as set out in section 9 of the submitted report, and as detailed in Minute No.
33.
By way of introduction to the report, the Chair paid tribute on behalf of the
Board to Council officers, all partners, the community and Councillors for the
continued work being undertaken right across the city to address the
challenges continuing to be faced as a result of the pandemic.
Members were provided with an update on the latest developments, both
locally and nationally which had occurred since the publication of the
submitted report, which included the introduction of new national restrictions,
the launch of the NHS Covid-19 App and the current position regarding testing
provision. The Board also received an update regarding the latest infection
rates in Leeds, with it being noted that Members and relevant parties would
continue to be kept informed of any developments or announcements from
Government which impacted upon the city.
Emphasis was also placed upon the unprecedented challenges that the
Council and the city continued to face and the ‘asks’ such as funding,
improved testing and more local contact tracing, which were being made to
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Government to help address such challenges. Members also reiterated the
crucial role played by local government and partners in such circumstances
and the benefits that a localised approach could often provide. Regarding the
approach being taken in Leeds, emphasis was placed upon the need to
ensure that the correct balance was struck between preventing infection whilst
at the same time also looking to maintain people’s broader health and
wellbeing needs.
In addition, it was noted that communication continued with neighbouring
Local Authorities in order to ensure that a partnership approach was being
taken, whilst Members also received information on the work being
undertaken across a range of sectors, including care homes, schools and
work places to address the specific challenges within those settings.
In conclusion, the Chair reiterated the unprecedented financial challenges that
the Council continued to face and the importance of a cross-party approach
being taken when making representations to Government for further support.
Also, emphasis was placed upon the key importance of ensuring that clear
communications and messaging on the current regulations to all communities
in Leeds was consistently delivered.
RESOLVED –
(a)
That the updated context, progress and issues as we move into a new
phase of dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic, as detailed within the
submitted report, be noted;
(b)

That the emerging issues for consideration during the next phase of
recovery, including the new school and university term, winter
pressures, and the concurrent pressure of EU exit, be noted;

(c)

That the need for new levels of engagement with the public, and
everybody taking ownership of the need to be safe and responsible in
order to reduce levels of transmission and avoid further restrictions, be
recognised;

(d)

That in respect of the financial implications for the Council arising from
the Coronavirus pandemic, the contents of the submitted report be
used as context when the Board considers the more detailed financial
health monitoring report, as detailed at Minute No. 41.

RESOURCES
41

Financial Health Monitoring 2020/21 - Month 4
The Chief Officer (Financial Services) submitted a report providing the
projected financial health position of the Authority for 2020/21, as at month 4
of the financial year.
As part of the introduction to the report, the Board received an update on the
ongoing discussions which continued with Government regarding the
provision of further financial support for the current financial year, with it being
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noted that the Government’s response was expected in mid-October, and it
would be at this point when it would be known whether or not the Council
would need to consider an emergency budget.
Responding to a Member’s enquiry, the Board was provided with further
information regarding the proportion of the current year’s deficit which related
to the Minimum Revenue Provision and the proportion which could be
attributable to the impact of Covid-19.
Members discussed a number of issues relating to the Council’s Medium
Term Financial Strategy and also regarding the approaches being made to
Government for further support. Members also discussed whether the
Government could potentially be approached in relation to support for the
Council’s loss of income, whilst emphasis was placed upon the key ‘ask’ of
spreading the unprecedented costs associated with the pandemic over a
longer term, an approach which it was noted, would be consistent with much
of the public sector.
RESOLVED –
(a)
That the projected financial position of the Authority, as at Month 4 of
the financial year, be noted, together with the projected impact of
COVID-19 on that position;

42

(b)

That it be noted that the remaining gap will still require significant
savings and further support from Central Government;

(c)

That it be noted that the Authority is awaiting confirmation of further
Government financial support this year, which will inform the action the
Council will need to take in terms of how a balanced budget position
can be delivered.

Medium Term Financial Strategy 2021/22-2025/26
The Chief Officer (Financial Services) submitted a report which presented an
updated Medium Term Financial Strategy for the period 2021/22 to 2025/26,
together with the budget assumptions underlying that Strategy.
Members discussed the uncertainty around the funding basis for Local
Authorities moving forward, and highlighted the importance of a Spending
Review announcement by the Government in order to provide the Council
with as much certainty as possible.
A Member highlighted the need for the Council to approach the financial
challenges which it continued to face in an agile way, so that it could adapt as
required.
RESOLVED – That the updated Medium Term Financial Strategy for 2021/22
to 2025/26, as detailed within the submitted report, be noted.
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(Under the provisions of Council Procedure Rule 16.5, Councillor A Carter
required it to be recorded that he abstained from voting on the decisions
referred to within this minute)
43

Revenue Budget Update 2021/22 and Budget Savings Proposals
The Chief Officer (Financial Services) submitted a report detailing the actions
underway and proposed to address the financial gap for 2021/22, currently
estimated at £118.76m. The report presented a series of savings proposals
to contribute towards the Council achieving a balanced budget for 2021/22
Budget and where appropriate, sought agreement to begin meaningful
consultation with staff, trade unions, service users and the public as required.
The report also outlined the budget savings proposals that will contribute
towards the Housing Revenue Account delivering a balanced budget position
for 2021/22.
In introducing the report, the Executive Member for Resources highlighted
that the proposals in the submitted report were the first step in a process
towards the submission of the initial budget proposals later in the year.
In response to a Member’s enquiries, the Board was provided with further
information on the anticipated reduction in the workforce as part of the
proposals in terms of the number of full time equivalent posts, received an
update on the Early Leavers initiative ahead of the deadline for employees to
reaffirm their expression of interest, and in response to an enquiry regarding
the provision of funding for the ‘Year of Culture 2023’ initiative, it was noted
that such matters would be taken into consideration as part of the budget
setting process moving forward.
Members also discussed the approach being taken across directorates
towards meeting the financial challenges being faced in each respective area
and how that formed part of the budget setting process.
RESOLVED –
(a)
That the financial position for 2021/22, as outlined within the submitted
report, be noted, with it also being noted that further savings are
required to deliver a balanced budget position;
(b)

That it be noted that the ‘Business as Usual’ savings and decisions to
give effect to them shall be taken by the relevant Director or Chief
Officer in accordance with the Officer delegation scheme (Executive
functions);

(c)

That agreement be given that consultation is commenced with regard
to the ‘Service Review’ proposals, and that it be noted that the
decisions to give effect to them shall be taken by the relevant Chief
Officer, following the consultation period, in accordance with the Officer
delegation scheme (Executive functions);

(d)

That the savings proposals in respect of the Housing Revenue
Account, be noted.
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(Under the provisions of Council Procedure Rule 16.5, Councillor A Carter
required it to be recorded that he abstained from voting on the decisions
referred to within this minute)
44

Capital Programme Review
The Chief Officer (Financial Services) submitted a report providing the
outcome of the review of the Capital Programme which had been undertaken
during the summer. The aim of the review was to reduce the level of
borrowing undertaken by the Council in the short term in order to enable a
revenue saving to be achieved which would help to address the financial
impact of Covid-19.
Responding to a Member’s enquiry regarding details in the submitted report
which noted that since 2010/11 significant capital investment, funded by
borrowing, had occurred which had led to an increase in the quantum of debt
and the cost of maintaining that debt, officers undertook to provide the
Member in question with details of the quantum of that debt and the cost of
the related interest payments per year.
In addition, the Board noted a Member’s comments highlighting the
importance of continuing to invest in local town and district centres during the
current time.
Also, by way of a correction to the submitted report, it was noted that section
57 within Appendix A should read, ‘Section106 Schemes’ rather than ‘Climate
Emergency.
RESOLVED –
(a)
That subject to the correction as detailed above, the contents of the
submitted report, together with the following be noted:(i) That the Capital Programme review has identified a number of
schemes which are proposed to be stopped £81.989m; allow
alternative funding £30.021m; or can be re-phased into future years
of £19.511m. Totalling £131.5m of proposed changes, which are
detailed within Appendix A to the submitted report;
(ii) That the aspiration is to limit the increase in debt.
(b)

That the following injections into the Capital Programme be approved:(i) £7.7m of CIL funding split £5.0m for Basic Need and £2.7m of CIL
for flood alleviation; and
(ii) £8.58m of capital receipts to fund the Core Systems Review;

(c)

That the above resolution to inject funding of £16.28m will be
implemented by the Chief Officer (Financial Services).
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(Under the provisions of Council Procedure Rule 16.5, Councillor A Carter
required it to be recorded that he abstained from voting on the decisions
referred to within this minute)
45

Annual Performance Management Report
The Director of Resources and Housing submitted a report presenting a yearend review, both looking back on how the Council has performed during
2019/20 in delivering the Best Council Plan, but also signposting to future
performance challenges. The report also considers how the Council’s
performance has, and will continue to be, affected by the COVID-19
pandemic.
RESOLVED –
(a)
That the annual performance report, as submitted, be noted, together
with the progress made during 2019/20 in delivering the ambitions and
priorities set out in the Best Council Plan;
(b)

46

That the details in the submitted annual performance report indicating
how performance has, and will be affected by the COVID-19 pandemic,
be noted.

Estate Realisation and Accelerated Capital Receipts
The Director of City Development submitted a report which sought support for
the estate rationalisation and remodel approach, as detailed, in addition to the
accelerated capital receipt programme through a series of targeted auction
disposals. By way of background, the report also provided details around the
Council’s home working approach, given that this underpinned the Council’s
core office estate rationalisation.
In considering the submitted report, a Member highlighted the need to ensure
that local Ward Members were kept informed and included in dialogue as part
of any proposals relating to this programme which affected their respective
Wards.
Also, a Member highlighted the importance of maintaining the city’s heritage
assets.
Following consideration of Appendix 2 to the submitted report designated as
being exempt from publication under the provisions of Access to Information
Procedure Rule 10.4(3), which was considered in private at the conclusion of
the public part of the meeting, it was
RESOLVED –
(a)
That the approach proposed within the submitted report to rationalise
and remodel the estate, be supported;
(b)

That the acceleration of the Capital Receipt Programme through a
targeted number of disposals by auction and through one to one
negotiations, be agreed, with agreement also being given for the first
tranche of properties, as set out in exempt Appendix 2 to the submitted
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report, being taken to auction in October 2020; with it being noted that
a further report detailing additional properties to be included in the
Capital Receipt Programme will be brought back to Executive Board for
consideration;

47

(c)

That the work ongoing to explore opportunities to extract additional
value from the Council’s estate, as set out within exempt Appendix 2 to
the submitted report, be noted;

(d)

That it be noted that the draft Estate Management Strategy will be
brought to Executive Board at a later date;

(e)

That it be noted that the rationalising workstream is ongoing and that
further reports will be presented throughout the course of the
workstream;

(f)

That it be noted that the disposal of properties and bringing forward an
updated Estate Management Strategy which reflects the Council’s
future operational requirements is the responsibility of the Director for
City Development;

(g)

That the engagement work undertaken so far with staff on both current
and future working from home, which is being overseen by the Director
for Resources and Housing, be noted.

Core Business Transformation: Technology Refresh
The Director of Resources and Housing submitted a report which sought
approval to proceed with the Core Business Transformation programme to the
next stage, which would be the procurement phase, and in doing so the report
also sought approval to provide the necessary ‘authority to spend’ in order to
enable the required procurement activity.
In considering the proposals detailed within the submitted report, it was
suggested that the Chief Digital and Information Officer be included in this
process, in order to maximise the benefit of the initiative.
RESOLVED –
(a)
That approval be given for the Core Business Transformation
programme to proceed to the next stage, which is the procurement
phase, and in doing so, approval also be given to the authority to
spend £1.01M on the required procurement activity;
(b)

That it be noted that the Chief Officer (Financial Services) is
responsible for this matter (such as supporting the programme to the
next stage and steering the £1.01m spend), together with adhering to
any timescales involved;

(c)

That a report be brought back to Executive Board in 12 months’ time
(September 2021), prior to the awarding of a contract to the successful
bidder.
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